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Abstract

In glass art education care, inclusivity, and accessibility have been
recurring themes that have kept arising in my journey. Specifically, why
are they absent? As an art educator, I feel it is important to support and
educate all students and their entire being. As an art student when I
received any care I felt it was extraordinary but, in reflection, I feel it
should be the minimum an educator provides. In my thesis I explore the
importance of care, inclusivity, and accessibility in glass education and
how to incorporate all three into multiple educational settings. This thesis
is a culmination of my multiple research methods, literature review,
experiences, and my passion for glass art education.
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Introduction
My thesis is focused on care, inclusivity, and accessibility in art
education with a focus on glass. I am looking at how one could teach from
a lens of care, inclusivity, and accessibility. It is important to look within
glass, because those three things are often overlooked in glass art
education.
When I was young, I was in school from kindergarten through 4th
grade in traditional private schools. I had struggled making lasting
friendships in this kind of environment and it was not the right fit for me
academically. The art education offered at the school I attended from 1st
to 4th grade was extremely rigid, and fostered no creativity. The teacher
had only one student who was the favorite in the class that was allowed to
express some creativity. Others, including myself, were told we were bad at
art and were uncreative. All of the projects were season based. We had to
outline them all in black marker, ask what colors to put where, and what
medium we were allowed to use. This created a serious disbelief in my
artistic abilities and talents.
From the 5th grade through high school I was homeschooled
through a private school online. So a majority of my education was in a
one on one setting. This provided opportunities to learn different artistic
mediums and processes. At the time, I was 15, I jumped at these
opportunities as an escape from the grief of losing my grandmother. This
led to me having the opportunity to engage in an apprenticeship under a
local artist who was in charge of a local non-profit atelier foundation. This
local artist is Ricky of Luna Parc. Ricky is a RISD alumni from the Jewelry
and Metal Department. He helped me further my artistic practice,
confidence in myself, and my art. Ricky guided me through making
mosaics, restoring sculptures, creating jewelry, and how craft shows work
for artists. He also helped suggest which artistic medium processes to try;
one of his suggestions was glass blowing.

Fig. 1 Persian Vase

This suggestion led to me blowing glass for my junior and senior year
in highschool. I blew glass for the first time at a studio called Hot Sand in
Asbury, New Jersey with artist Nick Emerick. His style of teaching gave me
confidence and a love for creating art with glass.
I decided to go to the RISD pre college summer program in 2015 in the
Glass Department. It was a great experience and I made friends there that I
still have to this day. My time there inspired me to pursue a career in the
arts, specifically in glass.
In 2016 I applied to RISD to be in the glass department for my
Bachelor in Fine Arts and a concentration in the Theory of Art and
Design/History of Art and Visual Culture. During my time at RISD for my
undergraduate degree, I struggled with my own mental health issues, from
grief to anxiety and depression. My grandfather at the time was going
through physical and mental decline from cancer and dementia; this
eventually led to his death my sophomore year at RISD. I felt incredibly
alone in this time of grief.
While in my undergraduate time at RISD, I had two separate physical
injuries to my hands that prevented me from practicing artistically to my
fullest potential in glass blowing. In the summer between sophomore and
junior year, I had a glass tube shatter in my hand that embedded tiny
sparkle like shards of glass in my tendon. My department had no previous
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experiences with students who were not (temporarily or permanently)
physically able to do everything as they assigned it. There was no support
or resources provided or readily available to me. This was a very isolating
and disheartening time. This experience fueled my desire to pursue care,
inclusivity, and accessibility in art education.
In my junior year I had the opportunity to have an exchange
semester abroad in Australia at the Australian National University (ANU).
ANU has a glass department so it was easy to get the credits I needed for
my major and work within my desired medium. It was difficult going into
their glass department because they were already set up like a family, with
pairs of students who worked together already with little to no room for
people who wanted to or had time to work with me. The faculty at ANU that
I had the opportunity to work with were all very supportive of helping me
through the mental struggles of being far from home, feeling isolated, and
depression. Being able to see the family-like dynamic that their
department had and how the faculty helped me was surprising because I
felt like that was unachievable or inappropriate for an academic setting.
When I returned to RISD from ANU for my senior year, unfortunately, I
had my second hand injury— my metacarpal bone was shattered and
displaced. With both injuries I had a thermoplastic cast which made it
impossible to work with and create art with glass, being such a hot
medium. The pins to set the bone prevented use of my hand and for me to
be very delicate due to pain. This led to me struggling quite a lot in my
junior and senior years when these two injuries occurred. I couldn’t
artistically practice in the way my department expected due to the heat,
water, time expectations, and the requirement of two hands. So this
resulted in me losing confidence in my ability to artistically express myself
and to delve into the academic world.

fig 2 Imperfect Snails
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After my completion of my bachelors degree, I took time to explore
different, less physically demanding mediums such as photography and
dived into my passion for the history of glass. Eventually through research
outside of RISD’s resources, I found countless examples where women were
responsible for huge milestones in the glass industry, from inventions, to
hard labour, etc. This was something that I never heard anyone I met in the
glass industry talk about before; it was always described to me as a male
dominated field. This allowed me, in my own artistic practice, to feel
empowered through finding these marginalized, but incredibly important
figures in the industry I am passionate about.
While I was doing this research, I was trying to start practicing art in
a way that I felt comfortable with and that was not too taxing on my hands.
I found this in a photography class at a local college and sketching just for
myself, outside of the usual pressure I felt from art education situations.
Starting to draw was an incredibly important part of my growth and self
confidence. I have been told by countless teachers from middle school to
my time in undergrad that it is something that I am terrible at. These
unwarranted opinions from people, as I was trying to learn and grow as an
artist, really crushed my confidence. This is all why I am choosing to go into
the art education field.
Art and art education have both been an escape and emotional
outlet for me. Art and art education required that I commit fully, through
time and responsibility, to my creative endeavors. But I also am going into
art education because I lacked support from the people I looked up to for
guidance in this field. I want to give students the support they need when
going through difficult moments - so they don’t feel alone, so they can feel
supported to heal, grow, express, and learn to trust themselves through
and in their artistic endeavors and practices. I hope to give them a place
for inspiration and encouragement, and to provide whatever tools or skill
sets they may need.
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Research Questions
My main research question is how can I incorporate care, inclusivity,
and accessibility into my teaching practice? I am also curious if there is a
reason that these same issues are often overlooked in glass education? Is
it because of the difficulty of the medium? Is it the lack of variety in
resources or support system available? This leads me to also consider the
following questions:
How are issues of care, inclusivity, and accessibility currently being
addressed, or not addressed, in glass education? Are there certain glass
education programs that are doing this work successfully?
What would a curriculum with a lens of care, inclusivity, and
accessibility look like in glass arts? How can you make a curriculum that
allows for flexibility of students’ diverse needs that may be different than
what was originally imagined?
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Research + Methodology
To best answer these questions and to begin to form a pedagogy for
a teaching practice employing/framed around care, inclusivity, and
accessibility I explored a variety of research methods. I conducted
interviews with educators or someone involved in art education classes at
Pilchuck, Corning, and some additional institutions. I asked numerous and
various questions. I took notes during these interviews and transcribed the
notes which can be found in the appendix. I also created a curriculum, and
conducted a workshop as a way to gather information and see how my
approach would be received.
When I started thinking about my interview process, I first wrote out a
series of questions to help guide me. I believe that Rubin and Rubin’s (2005)
book Qualitative Interviewing was incredibly helpful to reflect back on and
restructure my draft interview questions. One quote that summarized it
well was: “It is meant to be read, understood, and reacted to, not to be
authoritatively implemented as some sort of revealed dogma” (Rubin &
Rubin, 2005, p. 36). It also helped me to consider how I was thinking of the
interviews themselves, how they could help support my questions, and how
I could structure my questions for a better interview. In particular I found
the idea of formulating questions based on experiences, rather than
organizational decisions, to be especially helpful. Additionally, it provided
instruction on how I could break down the questions I was trying to answer
into smaller questions, and how that could be a way to get answers/data
to be less abstract or irrelevant. My takeaways were not to impose
understanding or examples, have precise wording, stay away from yes or
no questions, and the importance of tour questions and probes.
The differences between kinds of interviews, whether focused or
broad, and their purposes, offered incredibly interesting insights into the
process of conducting interviews. This was especially evident when it came
to positivists vs naturalists and the input of the interviewer themselves.
Rubin and Rubin (2005) described naturalist researchers as ones that
“would retort that classifying responses into narrow categories such as yes
and no obscures what empowerment means to the individuals and how it
occurs,” (p. 23). My intention for these interviews was to glean more than
yes and no answers, so I found myself intrigued with the naturalist
approach. Once I conducted these interviews I found this text to be, once
again, invaluable in piecing ideas together and conducting general
analysis of the data.
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In addition to the interviews, I conducted a workshop with Project
Open Door where I taught highschool students in a virtual stained glass
workshop. This workshop gave me the experience and insight to learn from
my students about any difficulties, whether overlooked or previously
unconsidered in regards to care, inclusivity, and accessibility. As a side
note, it was also very rewarding to share my love of glass with students and
to see the student’s work with glass. After the students concluded their
work I sent them out a questionnaire. I detailed the questions and results
within my thesis as well. This helped me understand their comfort level,
and to get feedback from the students so I can improve my teaching
methods/practice.
After conducting my workshop with Project Open Door I created a
curriculum through the lens of care, inclusivity, and accessibility. This
addressed my question of how these concepts could be used in glass art
education. While constructing my curriculum and lesson plans, I employed
ideas from various sources. A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and
Assessing (2015) gave me a very clear structure for assessment. The
specificity of wording, even to what is not measurable I found to be
extremely helpful. It is presented in a short, very visual formats that I found
to be invaluable in my creation of the curriculum. Constructing a Syllabus
by Michael J.V. Woolcock (2006) provides a foundation on how to think
about course construction, from aims, objectives, content, sequencing,
assessment, and evaluation. I think that transparency and honesty is
incredibly important for all instructors to give to their students. The article
Constructing a Learner-Centered Syllabus: One Professor’s Journey by
Aaron S. Richmond (2016) gave me a foundation on not only why a syllabus
should be learner-centered but also examples of warm and friendly
language that can be incorporated into it. I also really appreciated the
examples where it showed that not only were there student expectations
but also expectations for the instructor as well. I think that the inclusion of
that for students would be of paramount importance for my curriculum. All
three of these literary resources will give me a strong foundation and
examples to develop a curriculum through the lens of care, inclusivity, and
accessibility.
This culminated in a curriculum that was created with care,
inclusivity, and accessibility specifically in mind. This process brought to
light what I may not have previously considered when thinking of these
topics. I plan on taking this curriculum and lesson plans forward with me in
my career with the intention of re-shaping as different situations arise.
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Curriculums and lesson plans through the lens of care, inclusivity, and
accessibility are something that I plan to continually address and explore.
My hope is that everyone in the classroom/learning environment can feel
cared for, included, and like nothing is impossible not only within their
participation but also the structure of the lesson.
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Scope + Limitations
My study is very specific, due to the fact that I am looking at glass art
education experiences only, as well as only four out of the multitude of
glass art education institutions found in the United States today. I will not
be able to address all the possible needs that a student may have to feel
that they are fully supported in regards to care, inclusivity, and
accessibility because people all have different needs. I am only able to look
from my perspective, so my thoughts and concerns for care, inclusivity,
and accessibility will be biased on my personal experiences and
perspectives. In regards to my thesis it will be unable to be generalized or
on a larger scale.
As far as ethical concerns, I worked with Project Open Door (POD)
regarding parental and student consent for my glass workshop through
POD, making sure it was clear that I was requesting to use imagery of their
artwork and feedback as research for my thesis, which is published. I also
made it clear that there would be no identifying features or information
such as faces or names. I made sure to reiterate this with the students
again and also told the students in the workshop that they could change
their decision about allowing me to include their images and responses in
my thesis at any point. I wanted to do my best to make sure they
understood everything and were comfortable.
Due to glass being an inherently dangerous medium, whether burns
or cuts from broken glass, safety will always be my highest priority. If the
class wasn’t virtual there would have been a form of acknowledgement of
the dangers, as well as a liability waiver for the parents and students to
both sign. My workshop had a maximum of 8 people too, which helped
maximise safety and minimize possible injuries. As with all glass education,
I still discussed the importance of safety procedures and proper handling
of glass.
Within glass itself there is an overall lack of literature due to the
inaccessibility of it. The literature overlapping all of my areas of interest
(care, inclusivity, accessibility in glass art), is entirely nonexistent. The
limited literature I did find is tangential to my topic but never fully
addresses any one particular part of the scope I am trying to address
specifically.
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Literature Review

For my literature review I am using this as an opportunity to highlight
what has been written about my topic. Unfortunately, literature relevant to
my topic is virtually nonexistent. I intend to use my thesis research as a
starting point for writing an independent book to publish within this field
in the future. I also hope my interviews will spark an interest or realization
of the importance of having these kinds of discussions and research
available. However, I am employing more direct literature in support of my
research methodologies.

Care, Inclusivity, + Accessibility

I define care as the importance of treating each other with kindness
and respect, understanding that we are all going through something and
we are all coming to any given experience with different needs and
expectations that are valid and deserve to be respected, honored, and
supported. Inclusivity is the importance of including people from all
backgrounds, cultures, and technical abilities/skill sets. Accessibility is
making something available for everyone, regardless of age, physical or
mental ability. It is the importance of accommodations and support being
a requirement, not a rarity. It is quite easy for me to personally craft these
definitions but far more challenging to illustrate how we find these within
1
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an art educational setting. However there are authors who have touched
upon these subjects (outside of a glass art educational perspective), in a
way that I feel is relevant to my topic.

When researching care, inclusivity, and accessibility Nel Noddings
(2013) highlighted quite a few important aspects. As a woman myself I found
it interesting that Noddings is of the opinion that care is:
“... characteristically and essentially feminine-which is not to
say, of course, that it cannot be shared by men, any more than we
should care to say that traditional moral systems cannot be
embraced by women. But an ethic of caring arises, I believe, out of
our experience as women, just as the traditional logical approach to
ethical problems arises more obviously from masculine experience”
(p. 8).
I feel that care should transcend gender of the educator and, I feel,
essential for any educational environment although often overlooked.

I believe that care, inclusivity, and accessibility are all essential in an
educational setting. With regards to care in particular Noddings quoted
Milton Mayeroff: "To care for another person, in the most significant sense,
is to help him grow and actualize himself” (Mayeroff, 1971, as cited in
Noddings, 2013, p. 9). As an art educator most if not all of one's goals are
and should be to help our students to grow. In this way care starts to
weave into inclusivity, and accessibility.
1
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Interestingly, where I do have a difference of opinion with Noddings
(2013) is “at bottom, all caring involves engrossment.” (p. 17). I do not believe
that caring must involve engrossment, but should rather come from a
place of generosity from the educator. Care should be given freely and
equally, not with preoccupation but in wanting to see those you educate
succeed and flourish to their fullest potentials. It does not necessarily
mean that it has to come at a cost to the educator. If their care is not
accepted by the student or if the student is not receptive, the offer of care
should be there regardless. Noddings writes:
The one cared-for sees the concern, delight, or interest in the eyes of
the one-caring and feels her warmth in both verbal and body
language. To the cared-for no act in his behalf is quite as important
or influential as the attitude of the one-caring. A major act done
grudgingly may be accepted graciously on the surface but resented
deeply inwardly, whereas a small act performed generously may be
accepted nonchalantly but appreciated inwardly. (Noddings, 2013, p.
19-20)
This resonates deeply with me and aligns closely with my own thoughts.

In the spirit of receptivity, offering and growth, I believe that the text

Craft in Art Therapy: Diverse Approaches to the Transformative Power of
Craft Materials and Methods by Stallings and Clark (2021) is relevant to my
thesis because of how glass is contextualized and explained as being a
1
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tool for growth, to help give a sense of identity, social skills, and trust. This
is proven by several examples that Stallings and Clark give, from Operation
Zen to Project Fire, which are two glass blowing programs that are looking
at glass through a therapeutic lens. They discuss both fusing and glass
blowing in depth and how they both function so differently but give such
valuable growth to the people who get to interact with these methods
whether educationally or therapeutically.

Additionally Stallings and Clark (2021) discuss the issues with why
glass is often not used despite the many positives it has - the main issue
being a financial one. They also discuss the possibilities to get around
financial issues and cheaper alternatives for students to look at. One
important element to note is that these authors are writing about glass in
an art therapy context - not a formal art education one. They differ in that
within a glass art therapy context there is usually one
teacher/therapist/gaffer per 2 students. Whereas in a traditional
educational setting there is usually just one teacher for the entire group of
students, and occasionally a teaching assistant.

I think it would be especially valuable to draw from one particular
experience Stallings and Clark look at - one where they work with a student
with autism and another student with co-occurring attention deficit
hyperactive disorder. Both of these students at the time were 8 years old.
They discussed how they instructed a glass blowing student to re-create
1
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an animal out of clay that they made a story for into glass. They said that
both students came away with “feelings of mastery and satisfaction”
(Stallings & Clark, 2021, p. 52). This highlights and solidifies glass as a
catalyst for a caring, inclusive, accessible, and diverse educational
environment. This discussion about how glass making itself is a
transformative process and can be brought to people for therapeutic
purposes is something that deeply connects to my thesis and is closer to
what I want to foster and include in my educational space.

When looking at care, inclusivity, and accessibility the points that
Yoon (2019) and Irwin (2004) make resonate with me and supporte my
personal ideas and definitions. Both authors softly approached education
as a multi faceted and complex system with inclusion and diversity as
priority or as their focus. Some of the most important and obvious
connections between the readings were hyphens and relationships,
positionality and the between, the blur between relationships and the
feeling of other-ness, and social justice in education. But also similarities
and differences for both the students and the educators; the 3rd-ness of
a/r/tography (a/r/tography is 3rd space between theory and métissage)
and otherness (in not seeing yourself reflected in those around you in your
peers, professionally, or otherwise). Most importantly how to address this
and keep in mind the importance of a safe space for education for all
students.

1
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I think Yoon’s (2019) article, An Autoethnographic Study on Teaching

Social Justice as a Female Teacher of Color, was very wonderful to look at
for not only writing style but also the context in relation to my topic. Yoon
reflects on research and teaching within a social justice context, using a
critical race feminism theoretical lens. This article's relevancy lies in the
self-questioning that Yoon does and how she writes about bringing
uncomfortable topics to a classroom while also being concerned with
creating a safe place for conversation. This helps me address the fear and
uncomfortable-ness that students may approach glass making with,
whether this is from the glass or (possible) heat. I also want to come at this
with self reflection with keeping a safe space for all students in mind. Yoon
notes that “I focus on how my racial and gender identity intersectionally
informs my teaching experiences and vice versa in a predominantly White
classroom” (p. 79) which mirrors and validates my desire for a more caring,
inclusive, and accessible glass art education setting.

I also connect deeply to Rita Irwin’s (2004) chapter Introduction

A/R/Tography: A Metonymic Métissage because it reflects my desire for my
artistic practice and research to be linked with and woven into my
teaching practice. I was drawn to the ideas of métissage and hyphenated
relationships, all the different aspects of who I am. Irwin defines métissage
and hyphenated relationships as the intersectionality of multiple roles and
actions such as artist, educator, and researcher and how they influence
experience and understanding. Both Irwin (2004) and Yoon (2019) write
1
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about the different aspects of who they are and how those different
aspects connect or don’t. I often find myself struggling with that - wanting
to connect different aspects of who I am and my interests but not knowing
how to or if I should. So, for me, these readings are a beautiful way to
frame how to make these connections, and how to acknowledge them. I feel
that students, and people in general often come up against or struggle
with this. I think this quote from Rita Irwin (2004) sums up the idea of
weaving things together perfectly. She writes:
If we conceive of researching, teaching, and art-making as activities
that weave in and through one another- an interweaving and
intraweaving of concepts, activities, and feelings- we are creating
fabrics of similarity and difference. In these interlingual acts, there is
at once an acceptance of playing with particular categories and
refusal to be aligned with any one category. Where two would be
inclined to dialogic opposition, a third space offers a point of
convergence- yet respect for divergence- where differences and
similarities are woven together. (Irwin, 2004, p. 29)

This quote makes me think of how all these different aspects of my
interests and myself can come together, be woven together. Both Yoon
(2019) and Irwin (2004) are beautifully illustrating the importance of creating
a space with elements of care, inclusivity, and accessibility.

1
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Glass Art Education

Upon researching glass art education (and even when asking glass
art educators), as I previously stated, I found no directly related literature.
So I was challenged with digging a little bit deeper into tangentially related
literature.

In my undergraduate degree in glass fine art, I had often referenced
Edward T. Schmid’s (1998) Beginning Glassblowing and Edward T Schmid’s
(1997) Advanced Glassblowing Techniques. Both are wonderful examples of
how to make glassblowing terms and techniques accessible, as the entirety
of both books are hand drawn with a combination of notes and drawings.
What I found to be relevant to my topic was in the back of the book where
Schmid had some advice for educators. The kindness of the approach he
describes and authenticity in his guidance align with my own beliefs on
how educators should begin to frame their student’s experiences. He
writes, “Know your audience. Put yourself in their shoes (the viewers), have
they ever seen glassblowing before! If they’re young-uns more than likely
they’ve never experienced the incredible magic of molten glass” (Schmid,
1997, p. 291). This illustrates the importance of care and accessibility. The
first time someone approaches a new art medium, especially one as new
and dangerous as glass, the unique background someone brings with
them will change what they need from the educator.

1
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Additionally, Schmid (1997) also writes, “DO: keep it interesting. Show
slides you like and ones which will appeal to your audience *project your
voice *show a funny slide once in a while. Humor helps break the ice. *mix it
up. Show process shots and finished works. *Show your influences- other
artwork, shots of nature etc” (p. 291). In this quote one can see a continued
focus on care and accessibility, but also on diversity. He notes that how
and what you show students, the integration of humor, and even the
importance of volume affects the educational experience. In Beginning

Glassblowing Schmid writes about solo blowing, speaking to the difficulties
and challenges which can be overcome. I feel that this speaks to the
accessibility aspect of glassblowing, and how finding an assistant is not
always possible. Additionally he notes that one should, “focus your energy
into making each experience, regardless of the results, into a positive
learning situation” (Schmid, 1998, p. 6-7). This directly shows Schmid’s
opinion on creating a caring, positive environment.

Additionally, I believe that it’s important to acknowledge that not
every student’s learning style will connect with the same teaching style. In
Davin K. Ebanks’ (2019) The Mediated Machine: Embracing Digital

Technology as a Glass Artist and Student they discuss different
applications and approaches that technology combined with glass making
opens up. This is not only for perfectionistic tendencies and repetition but
also for multidisciplinary collaboration and integration. This could not
only be applied to different learning styles but also allow for collaboration
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between differently abled bodied students. Additionally, the example of
how Ebank’s directly applied these ideas to his own artistic practice shows
the validity of this practice.

I was also inspired by Alexander E. Gates’ (2017) Benefits of a STEAM

Collaboration in Newark, New Jersey: Volcano Simulation Through a
Glass-Making Experience where they talk about the different experiences
students had as a result of this collaboration. In this particular STEAM
collaboration students were able to participate in various glass making
methods. This directly influenced and increased the students' interest in
learning. Both Gates and Ebanks touch upon interdisciplinary
collaboration, excitement and enthusiasm for glass, and making glass
more accessible. I was not only excited to see these collaborations and
interdisciplinary approaches but also how they changed the accessibility
of glass for their students and themselves. They also highlighted how
diversity and multidisciplinary collaboration enriches the learning
experience.
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Research Introduction
The research I focused on for my thesis includes interviews, a
workshop with teens at Project Open Door, and a curriculum. The following
three sections outline the resulting documentation and reflections.
In my first section, I have extrapolated the themes that arose during
the interviews I conducted. The themes that I focused on were the ones
that I found to be the most relevant, recurring, and interesting. My reason
for employing interviews as a research method was because of my desire
to learn more about a glass art educator's perspective on care, inclusivity,
and accessibility. This perspective would have been otherwise unavailable
to me because of the lack of literature about glass art education.
Transcriptions and notes from the full interviews can be viewed in the
appendix. The interviews inspired me to conduct my own workshop
through Project Open Door (POD) with care, inclusivity, and accessibility in
mind.
My second research section details my reflections, documents, and
resulting student art from the Project Open Door workshop I offered. The
workshop was a virtual stained glass class. Originally the workshop was
not intended to be virtual but due to COVID restrictions we had to change
to a virtual modality. Despite the challenges of a virtual glass art workshop
I am so proud and impressed by my students and their art.
The POD workshop and interviews that I conducted inspired me to
revise an imagined curriculum I wrote with my new perspective on care,
inclusivity, and accessibility; and possible challenges. As with the
interviews I also distilled the curriculum into a short summary of what I felt
most addressed care, inclusivity, and accessibility. However it can be
viewed in its entirety in the glass in higher edu. section.
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Interviewee Information
My interviewees come from a diverse background of experiences,
education, and personal backgrounds. The following artists and educators
are those who I conducted interviews with and are graciously allowing me
to share their names within my thesis; as I asked whether or not they
wished to remain anonymous. Ricky of Luna Parc, Alexander Rosenberg,
Nick Emeric, Ed Schmid, Preston Singletary, Marta Cabra, Dori Guthrie,
Richard Whiteley, Benjamin Wright, and Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass
School. Below I have attached not only photos of the interviewees but also
a brief bio that has been collected from the interviewees websites, bios,
and cvs. This was an amazing opportunity to be able to speak with such
experienced, accomplished, global, and generous artists and educators. I
cannot thank them enough for taking the time and thoughtfulness to
answer my questions and contribute to my thesis.
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Ricky of Luna Parc

Fig. 3 Ricky of Luna Parc

Ricky of Luna Parc, who was born into an artistic family dating back
to the time of the Medici, Ricky Boscarino, aka: Ricky of Luna Parc, has
continued the lineage of artistry and craftsmanship. His largest work in
progress is his home and atelier Luna Parc, begun in 1989. He is a graduate
of the Rhode Island School of Design in 1982 from the jewelery and metal
smithing department, Ricky continues to create whimsical, sophisticated
work in a variety of media such as metal, clay, glass, wood and cement. 
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Alexander Rosenberg

Fig. 4 Alexander Rosenburg

Alexander Rosenberg is a Philadelphia based artist, educator and
writer with a studio practice based in glass. He has a Master of Science in
Visual Studies from MIT and a BFA in glass from Rhode Island School of
Design. His artistic practice is rooted in the study of glass as a material, in
conjunction with broad interdisciplinary investigation crossing over into
many other media and research areas. Alexander Rosenberg is currently a
Glass Studio Director at Wheaton Arts and has previously taught at Salem
Community College and The University of the Arts.
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Nick Emeric

Fig. 5 Nick Emeric

Nick Emeric first started by taking a summer session class at the
Corning Museum of Glass in 2007 with Che' Rhodes who first got him
interested in Graal Work and larger sculptural pieces. He then pursued a
college education and went to Salem Community College from 2007-2009
and studied under Paul Stankard. After completing his associates degree
in Fine Art in Glass he took a summer session class at the Pilchuck Glass
School with instructors Paul Cunningham and Greg Dietrich. Greg Dietrich
really was the one to show him how to engrave detailed images onto glass.
From 2009-2012 Nick Emeric was at Jacksonville University completing his
bachelor degree in Fine Art in Sculpture. Throughout his time of going to
college, he was also working at Hot Sand and sending his work to galleries.
Nick Emeric even said “Sometimes getting me into trouble selling my
school projects before I got a picture of them or even submitting them for
a homework assignment.” After teaching at Hot Sand for a little more than
a decade he moved to North Carolina where he managed Hot Glass Alley,
teaching classes in glassblowing, flameworking, fusing and even welding.
He is now back in New Jersey working as a full time welder and still blowing
glass, flameworking and engraving to keep up with orders and upcoming
gallery shows.
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Ed Schmid

Fig. 6 Ed Schmid

Ed Schmid is a glassblower, born in Chicago in 1964. He has been
working with hot glass since 1984. He also wrote the book on glassblowing
“Beginning Glassblowing” and “Advanced Glassworking Techniques”. Ed
Schmid also teaches classes and workshops in glassblowing worldwide;
and at his studio in the Pacific Northwest. His work may be found in several
museums and collections worldwide.
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Preston Singletary

Fig. 7 Preston Singletary

Preston Singletary began working with glass in 1982. His art is known
for the relationship between European glass blowing traditions and
Northwest Native art. Singletary learned the art of glass blowing by
working with artists in the Seattle area including Benjamin Moore and
Dante Marioni. His work took him to Kosta Boda (Sweden) where he studied
Scandinavian design and met his future wife. Throughout his 30+ years of
glass blowing experience, he has also had opportunities to learn the
secrets of the Venetian glass masters by working with Italian legends Lino
Tagliapietra, Cecco Ongaro, and Pino Signoretto. In 2010, he was awarded
an honorary Doctor of Arts degree from the University of Puget Sound. He
is recognized internationally and has artworks in collections worldwide.
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Marta Cabral

Fig. 8 Marta Cabral

Marta Cabral works with people of all ages. She explores art
materials, processes, play, and ideas in studios, classrooms, galleries,
universities, businesses, conference halls, and other settings. She is an
Adjunct Assistant Professor at Columbia University’s Teachers College and
teaches graduate level courses in Art & Art Education, supervises
student-teachers in PreK-12 art rooms, and coordinates the art program
for infants, toddlers, and preschoolers at the University’s Rita Gold Early
Childhood Center. As a practicing artist, she works with glass and mixed
media, also developing strategies to bring those materials to K-12 learning
environments.
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Dorie Guthrie

Fig. 9 Dorie Guthrie

Dorie Guthrie graduated from Illinois State University in 2008. Over
the last five years Dorie worked on staff at the Pilchuck Glass School, and
also has been a teacher’s assistant at Corning Museum of Glass, Pilchuck,
Haystack Mountain School of Craft and Pittsburgh Glass Center. Dorie has
taught kilncasting, flameworking, fusing, and imagery techniques at Brazee
Street Studio, a Bullseye KGRC in Cincinnati, Ohio. She is currently
teaching, fabricating and working with visiting artists at UrbanGlass
downtown Brooklyn.
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Richard Whiteley

Fig. 10 Richard Whiteley

Richard Whiteley has an undergraduate degree from Australia
National University in glass and MFA in sculpture from the University of
Illinois. Until recently, he was Associate Professor and Head of the Glass
Workshop at the School of Art & Design at The Australian National
University. In October 2019, he relocated to the United States and has
taken a position as Senior Program Manager for The Studio, at the
Corning Museum of Glass. Whiteley says of his working method: “My works
explore space and I use glass as a substrate to structure and layer voided
forms so they can be read as illuminated positives. The material qualities
of glass – transparency and translucency – are elements within the work
that create the dialogue between voids and solids”.”
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Benjamin Wright

Fig. 11 Benjamin Wright

Benjamin Wright has a diverse creative practice which draws in equal
parts from my academic studies in evolutionary biology, traditional crafts,
and conceptual art as well as from a life and career rich in collaborative
synergy. He received a Honors B.S. at Dartmouth College, a B.F.A at the
Appalachian Center for Craft at Tennessee Tech University, and a MFA
from RISD. He has taught and exhibited the fruits of this approach at
numerous universities and venues in the US and abroad in Germany,
Turkey, Denmark, Japan, Belgium, Poland and Australia.
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Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School

Fig. 12 Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School

Amanda Gundy, of NOCA Glass School, has been blowing glass since
2004. Amanda Gundy is currently an educator at NOCA she has previously
taught at UrbanGlass, The Corning Museum of Glass, Snowfarm Craft
School, and Diablo Glass School.
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Interview Document
The following pages contain the document containing the interview
questions that I sent out to each interviewee before talking to them over
zoom or the phone. Due to time, interest, relevancy, and other reasons not
every interviewee was asked each question. Some opted to answer them
via email so their responses were completely based on this document.
First off I want to thank you so very much for taking the time to support me in my thesis
research by looking at and answering these questions. As a quick background
summation my Master’s thesis in Art + Design Education is focusing on care, inclusivity,
accessibility, and diversity in art education with a focus on glass. I have a Bachelor’s
degree in fine art glass and as a result have a personal interest in and connection with
this subject.
When answering these questions:
If you have any questions or concerns please contact me at bprovan@risd.edu
Since my thesis will be published by/at the RISD library if you have any concerns or
reservations please let me know.
Whatever information you choose to share but would prefer to be unpublished please let
me know and it will be respected.
Once again thank you.
Interview questions
-What name or initials would you like to be referred to by or do you prefer complete
anonymity?
-What is your experience in glass art education as a student? As an art educator?
-As a past student and as an art educator, how important was and is care for you and
your students both received and given: from the educators, institution, curriculum, and
other impactful circumstances?
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-As a past student and as an art educator, how important was and is accessibility for
you and your students: equipment, teachers, and anything else that has impacted you?
-As a past student and as an art educator, how important was and is diversity for you
and your students: educators from different backgrounds, different methods of teaching,
different skills that are being taught, and any other additional diversifications that have
impacted you?
-As a past student and as an art educator, how important do you find 1-on-1 teacher to
student time to be?
-What is/was the average age that you teach or offer classes to? Did you decide the
age cut off, if so how?
-How do you handle safety working with potentially dangerous materials and tools? As
an educator how much of the responsibility falls onto you?
-Have you ever taught a class where you made accommodations for a student (because
of physical or mental disabilities/struggles)? Did you structure the accommodations?
What was the accommodation and how do you feel it helped the student?
- How do you handle special challenges or sensitivities by parents or students; such as
fear (ex. fire or noise), mental or physical challenges (such as injuries or trauma), or
difficulties?
-How do you deal with burnout as an art educator?
-What do you find to be the most important quality of an art educator?
-Thank you for answering my questions. Is there anything that I have omitted that you
feel as an art educator is crucial or pertinent and should be addressed? Alternatively, do
you have any advice you would like to share with me as an art educator?
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Interview Reflection
In the interest of space, the reader's time, and sharing information I
am reflecting on the interviews and extrapolating quotes from notes,
transcriptions, or their direct responses that resonated deeply with me
and the essence of my thesis: care, inclusivity, and accessibility.
When reflecting on care and the many forms it may take in art
education there were certain common threads touched upon in almost
every interview. One of the most interesting perspectives was the evolution
and shift on the importance of care in art education over time which Ed
Schmid and Richard Whitely touched upon during the interview. Ed Schmid
talked about:
...as a student back in the mid 80s, things are still pretty new as far as glass
education goes and it was sort of the blind leading the blind. And we were pretty
much told to fend for ourselves, like my teaching assistant would do a demo, and
then split. And you know, you kinda have to figure out 74 steps of making a
Tumblr on your own, and everyone was, you know, encouraged to work alone.
There really wasn't any teamwork at all. And still you know, you have to realize
that a lot of these people came out of ceramics programs as well as didn't have
formal, you know, education and teaching… I knew just from that experience,
things could certainly be improved.
Similar to Ed Schmid, Richard Whitely shared this:
I think there is a sense of responsibility about being a steward of the class as a
teacher…When I was a student, I don't think I can remember a whole bunch of
emphasis on students' well-being, I think it was just a different world and I think
there was more of an emphasis of the school of hard knocks that you went to that
many learning environments, apprenticeships, for example were a place to
toughen you up, and you often wouldn't say hazed. It's too strong a word and it's
got a kind of a very derogative kind of association, but there were a lot of
practical jokes played on you when you were the young apprentice and you were
the victim of that, whether you liked it or not; it was a different era. It was a bit
wilder, more kind of chaotic, I would say but the idea of care… So I think a
pedagogical care, like I care about the process of learning. I do remember that
and it's not, it wasn't as articulated when I was younger. Yeah, as I feel it is now.
I think the world, there is a bigger move for a social awareness of care within. Not
only the learning environment, but in the domestic environment, … But I also
believe that care is like an umbrella, like it's part of a given. quality within a class.
It's not necessarily the substance of what the class is about.
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Although I am new to glass art education, my experience only being in the
last 10 years, I can see remnants of past practice that they spoke of in glass
education today. But this is not the case for all glass art educators. Some
are incorporating care into their practice. We see evidence of that from
multiple interviewees. Here Nick Emeric shares his experience as a student
and educator:
As a student at times I felt I learned to care for yourself, your education, and
your projects more than even in a professional setting… As an educator I try to
give as many resources as I can to progress education. Sometimes taking a little
more care or personal attention yields stronger results. A student does not
always need to learn from mistakes if lessons can be presented ahead of time
and made relatable to a scenario they might be in.
Marta Cabra and Dori Guthrie speak of the importance of care through
the building of relationships and trust:
... I believe it's all about care. It's all about relationships and establishing that
relationship of care and trust… I guess just letting them, the students, know that
I'm always there in an accessible and that glass you know is this. ”
Benjamin Wright shared similar sentiments regarding care as a vehicle for
the relationships:
That's a big one. I mean, teaching is care if it's done correctly…Care is
embedded in every single step of that. If you don't care about the people you're
teaching, then you're not gonna invest the time to learn them and then I also
think that's just the beginning of the relationship I probably have hundreds of
people who I've taught to blow glass, but that's really sort of a vehicle for the
relationship and the network that grows out of that and many of those people I
have at least tried to help along in their career path. I think it's a commitment that
somebody takes a workshop from you not to say I remember every single one of
my students but if they make the effort to maintain that relationship, it's also, for
me at least, a continuing commitment in there, in their growth, even though
you're only really with them for two weeks out of their life.
Richard Whitely speaks of care as a relationship in a tangential way. The
relationship is student led with a focus on what they think and need.
….this is my job with you, this is our relationship and that is to drive your work
further, to deepen your understanding of your own methodology, to empower you
to make decisions about your work and often you would have to remind the
students. Sometimes you'd have to remind yourself. …You know, see, I need to
have theory in my work, but not everyone is theoretical, has a theoretical
approach to their work some people make sense of the world through
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understanding and a tactile way, so they have to feel their way with materials. So
just listening for how students analyze their work and encouraging them to see
the pathways that are kind of inherent in their own thinking and directing them to
exploit and explore those things.
The relationship between an educator and student is built on trust, this
often starts with the safety of the student. Given the inherent dangers that
come with working with glass every educator has an element of safety in
their practice. Preston Singletary succinctly says:
There is a lot of danger in the hot glass studio
Clearly showing the need and importance of safety. Nick Emeric expands
upon how the trust in the educator frees up the student to explore and
learn.
I always felt the safety in the shop fell mostly on the instructor, the students are
trusting you to keep them safe. When learning a new skill you will not always see
the danger around you or know the repercussions are for doing something wrong
until it is too late. Mistakes are inevitable but as an instructor you can equip
students with the knowledge to keep them safe…It hurts to burn yourself in the
hotshop and you quickly learn to not make the mistake again to keep yourself
from doing it again, and sure enough you will probably do it again. But when you
burn someone else it hurts even worse.
Nick Emeric’s viewpoint is echoed in Richard Whitely’s who talks about
safety as a way of empowering students:
it's having very clear protocol, expectations, dictations and training. Talk about it
and talking about it in a way that isn't like you can't do this. You can't do that. It's
about empowerment.
Marta Cabra and Dori Guthrie gave specific insights into how they handle
safety with young students, giving a very visual example:
So one thing for sure that we would tell the kids is they're used to getting cuts on
their fingers or their hands. Right. And you're like, okay if you don't keep your
safety glasses on, we can't put bandaids over your eyes. Say, some visual things
so they really engrave that in their brain like, oh yeah okay. You have to wear
safety glasses at all times
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Here Ricky of Luna Parc talks about his practice of having a very
transparent and upfront approach to what is needed for safety:
with whatever material that someone is working on it comes with the territory…I
make sure that people know there is hard work to be done, it isn't always easy. I
have everyone wear gloves and safety goggles, as a safety precaution… Safety
is always paramount
Ed Schmid has a very similar to Ricky of Luna Parc and goes into detail as
to the importance of this approach:
...I think if you establish the rules from early on and you know, everybody
understands what is going to happen or what can happen or what to do in case
of emergencies, that sort of thing, it's pretty easy to make a fairly safe
environment...But I think if you establish, the rules working around dangerous
stuff, it becomes a relatively safe. The situation and responsibility definitely falls
on you and so it's that's something I learned early on is if you communicate well,
things will go a lot smoother and this especially if you establish the rules early on.
All educators are usually well informed about the inherent dangers that
come with materials and tools. Benjamin Wright goes beyond that thinking
and talks about the totality of students well-being, not just obvious injury
from material:
If you see somebody doing something dangerous, you're going to intervene, no
matter who you are or who they are. … I think that the most dangerous safety
things are not the obvious things. It's always about somebody getting dehydrated
and doing something stupid overheated. And you know, your brain really kind of
stops working under most of those conditions.
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School also spoke about safety/health that
might not be on every educator's radar.
I definitely feel like 100% of the responsibility falls on me and my staff. …. I do
find the scariest things come when you least expect with reasons completely out
of your radar. A beginning student passing out from low blood sugar right near
the crack off bucket (could have been so bad....yikes), or someone falling
backwards in a chair. Totally unrelated to the obvious danger in front of you.
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Alexander Rosenberg brought up the recent changes to health and safety
in glass blowing given the recent global pandemic, given the need for
teamwork, close proximity, and usual methods of working traditional glass
art education faced a lot of challenges
I think its importance is amplified teaching during a global pandemic … So it is a
moment of teaching over the last few years noticing everyone is going through
something... There still isn't built into the infrastructure and policy around
teaching or the structure of higher ed there is more conversational awareness we
have counseling service … If someone has missed 5 studio days the only way
around that would be if I were to work individually with that person which is
outside of the capacity of what I can do... how we suddenly became responsible
for the health and welfare for our classes in a more meaningful way. You were
always there for making sure people were safe in the studio but there is this other
added layer. My teaching goal this semester is that no one gets sick.
Care as we have seen can emerge in an educator's practice in many
different ways. One way in particular that I asked my interviewees
specifically about was one-on-one time. The following quotes from
Alexander Rosenberg, Nick Emeric, Ed Schmid, Preston Singletary, Marta
Cabra and Dori Guthrie, and Benjamin Wright all highlighted and spoke to
the importance and necessity of one-on-one time in glass art education.
Alexander Rosenberg:
That to give people kind of optimal feedback, it really does have to be kind of
individualized. It's the same way like if you were a pro athlete, you know you're
not just gonna watch like a YouTube video of how to throw the ball better, like
you're gonna have a coach that kind of works with you specifically and figures out
like what the thing you're doing You know, like people have different dominant
eyes. If we like, figure out which dominant eye a person has, we can kind of
adjust some stuff and help them perform better. It's not the same feedback for
each person. I think that's like a very simple example, but of what everything is…I
think it's very, very individualized.
Nick Emeric:
One to one lessons can be the most valuable, I found I soaked up knowledge
when I got moments to just go to lunch with my instructors or go to their own
personal studios. As an educator I felt my students learned the lessons faster
when the class was not divided. There are advantages to being in classes with
many artists, you certainly learn from other people's mistakes. And even when
there can be a clash of egos in completing a project together, you will learn a lot
about yourself. At least with glassblowing I preferred to do personal lessons
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because it pushed the student to take charge more, and use my instructions to
then guide me as their assistant. It starts the process of thinking for yourself as a
master of the craft and how to orchestrate your assistants.
Ed Schmid:
But when you get down to just working with them individually, a lot of that stuff
sinks home. They can ask specific questions as you're, you know, involved in the
actual making of a piece, particularly if it's something that's cultural or personal in
nature besides just exercises like make a tumbler kind of affair.
Preston Singletary:
In terms of my own Mentors, I have always gotten a lot out of one on one time. It
also feels like a time when you need to have the right questions to get the
answer you need and it’s not always clear what you should or need to ask.
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie:
A general like overview of how people are working and I wanna make sure that
the shy people are still getting enough attention, so I'll try to make sure I check in
with everybody at some point and give them one on one time because I think
that's important to make sure that everybody feels like seeing and heard because
like I said, it is an intimidating material.
Benjamin Wright:
So I also think it's quite important to check in with people one on one… I'm much
less interested in what they're producing for that project is how they like, took the
prompt in how they're thinking about it and how they're moving into making you
know
In contrast to how the educators spoke of care for their students I asked
them about how they care for themselves, especially with burnout which is
something not only artists and educators are often struggling with, but
people in general. I personally believe that inorder to care for others we
have to first be caring towards ourselves. Each person had a different
solution to their own burnout. Alexander Rosenberg utilized a change of
environment:
A change of scenery... I was like, alone for a couple months in the woods in New
Hampshire, you know, in the little studio by myself.
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Ed Schmid talked about multiple different avenues he uses. Such as taking
some alone time or taking classes:
So to handle the burnout is really just taking it in and in bits and pieces, rather
than overwhelming...But yeah, taking time and also having some me time is
important to kind of reduce that burnout kind of thing that happens with some
people. Oh, the other thing I would say is take classes. That's one of the best
things. I encourage other teachers to do, and that's something I'll do enough of
my own. But when I do take a class, it's like, Oh yeah, I forgot about that. It helps
kind of reset some of your perspectives on it and also helps you keep kind of
current with things too…I think it's really important. I mean, if you're an educator,
never stop learning.
Nick Emeric also searches out new educational experiences:
With more education. Try a different process, new tool, different medium. Take a
lesson to get new inspiration. Go to a museum or buy a new art book or
magazine to see what people are doing out there. Going to conferences is great
to get the creative juices going again.
Benjamin Wright, Preston Singletary, and Richard Whitely however look
within themselves and their own artistic practices to handle burnout.
Benjamin Wright:
Well, I think the shortest answer. Well, there's two answers: family. You know, I
have a wonderful partner and two stepdaughters who keep me grounded and
real and remind me that career is not the most important thing in life. And then,
strangely, my art practice…But yeah, that is that meditation. You know, I have a
very active meditation process, which I don't really. I don't know. I've done it so
long that I don't really know what I'd be like without it, but I don't don't really
wanna find out.
Preston Singletary:
I have been in workshop and taught in situations where the students or the
situation is not a good chemistry. This is one random moment and it nearly turned
me off from teaching workshops at all. Since I am a practicing working artist, I
can turn my focus to my own work and so I took a pretty long break from
teaching workshops. I will be teaching this summer again with my Mentor. So
hopefully that will be a successful session and I will find my passion back for
teaching again!
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Richard Whitely:
Yeah, that's a really good question for me. I work a lot, but it is my life and I
absolutely love it… I think it is important to have a cohort of people around you
that can help support you and that gives a lot of energy. So you know, a small
group of people who you tried, who you trust to give you honest feedback about
what you're doing, that's empowering. You can get much more burnout if you
don't feel like you're working into a community or a context. Like, it isn't, really I
mean, career successes are one thing, but I think having a community of people
that you know, that you value their opinion, and you interact with them regularly I
think is key and quite often they'll know you well enough to say you know it's time
you need a break.
Marta Cabra and Dori Guthrie talked about the importance of setting
limits and knowing you aren’t alone:
knowing limitations for sure...That you're not alone with and and and and through
and it's. The whole world has been through a lot… Maybe one of the healthier
ways that I find to deal with it is just knowing that you're not alone and everyone
is trying their best. Your students are trying their best and if we're not getting to
places that we used to get before, he's just because it's physically impossible
right now, yeah… actually it's finding balance for sure…Knowing yourself and.
And when is enough… Making sure you have enough sleep too, because if
you're just burning out, then you're not giving enough to yourself, then you're not
gonna give enough to your students.
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School similarly to Marta Cabra and Dori
Gothrei tries to set boundaries and utilizes a support system:
we all draw some boundaries, stop scheduling things, and get some rest. It
seems to be a group effort and I am lucky to have some amazing people on my
staff. We all take care of each other and know each others cues when one of us
has reached our limit.
It is paramount that we are kind and accepting to not only ourselves as
educators but also with others as well. Offering accessibility through a lens
of care should be something we strive, as educators, to provide for all our
students. The comfort of our students and level of support they need to
receive should always be considered. Benjamin Wright beautifully
summarizes this essential concept:
I think it's just like learning people's limits, learning some people love to get
pushed a lot and are like, searching for that in an educational opportunity or
come from backgrounds where that's very much like how people learn.
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Ed Schmid talks about the value of experience when it comes to figuring
out what students need for support and care/comfort:
…as an experienced instructor, I can see when people are really uncomfortable
around the furnace or the heat and just try to coach them into how to get
comfortable with it as comfortable as possible or making accommodation where
maybe your furnace is just too intense have your assistant do gatherers if that
will make it easier or how about fusing or flameworking you know something
where furnace glass isn't really the main focus and some people you know move
into those realms and you know, still have an opportunity to work with class, but
it's in a different form.
Marta Cabra and Dori Guthrie talk about different ways that are very
natural and gentle to work with their students. I found it to be very
inspiring when they talked about a student led approach:
I also think that if you just listen to the kids and let them be the ones to
guide the situation, if you take it just naturally. I also have many kids who are
freaked out about paint or who just don't like the texture of clay or and it's kind of
the same for everything. It's just. Let them ease into it as they see fit… Same
thing with the hot shop. A lot of people do not want to gather glass, and that's fine
if they have a teacher or a TA, then they can be gathering and then I'll just say,
okay, if they gather out of the furnace, then they stand behind me so I'm
protecting them from the heat. So they feel like they're still getting the flow of how
the pipe needs to turn at the rate that it needs to come out of the furnace so I just
kind of you know stand in front of them and so then they're they're shield from
that, feel protected.
I was really touched by the personal experiences Nick Emeric shared and
the care of which he handled them:
With a gentle touch. I had a soldier come into Hot Sand and sand was his trigger
to trauma so I gave a tour of the shop and talked about glass but made sure the
casting sand was all cleaned up before our lesson started. I also had a parent
bring a teenager after a therapy session where they were getting over a fear of
fire from a house fire. Which at first felt like someone who is scared of water
signing up for a scuba lesson. I simply based the lesson on how safe the
equipment is and the safety clothing and precautions we take to be able to have
fun with it. That being a glassblower is about being able to control fire and use it
to your advantage like a tool and how some tools like a saw can be more
dangerous.
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I came away feeling that care is defined by each person and is not a
stagnate concept but rather should be flexible and for the individual and
circumstance. Care alone is not enough to support a student in art
education. Other factors such as accessibility play a huge role in a
student's learning. In particular access to space, tools, equipment, and
time are all necessary components for a student to succeed. Ricky of Luna
Parc states the importance of the educators preparedness and adequate
accessibility:
Personally I wouldn’t teach a workshop unless I knew I could be prepared for it...
I think having the tools around facilitates teaching and I like that I am able to
share the tools and the instruction
Richard Whitely echoes the fundamental necessity that Ricky of Luna Parc
discussed. Richard Whitely expanded upon the reciprocity between student
and educator:
Access ability in the way that you've described it is fundamental. You need to
have access to stuff and it needs to be more than a cursory standing up in front
of a class and setting assignments. There needs to be that reciprocity of time. It's
not the end of the world if you don't have the greatest equipment, but you need
functional equipment that is reliable that doesn't hold the class back.
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School adds onto what Richard Whitely and
Ricky of Luna Parc said by talking about the importance of community:
Having access to equipment is the only way to keep going so I suppose it is
super important! I also think a welcoming community helps more. A studio can
have all the teachers and tools and equipment in the world and run off beginners
by being too intimidating
Alexander Rosenberg speaks to the practicality of finances and acquisition
of tools from a student’s perspective:
...you would have to buy, like all the tools, a couple blowpipes, it's hundreds and
hundreds of dollars. Which doesn't seem that much, you know, compared to the
overarching tuition costs, but it's hard. Practically, it's hard for students to come
up with those piecemeal lab fees and material stuff separate from that…
impactful to like a learning experience is whether you don't have access to a tool
or maybe color, for example, in glass can definitely be really expensive.
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Accessibility can be looked at beyond just space, tools, equipment, and
time. Making education accessible to those who are often excluded is an
aspect that must be considered. Thinking about who might be excluded
from any opportunity is something that an educator should consider, and
try to find ways to structure accommodations; nothing should be looked at
as impossible. We should always be able to come together as a community
and support those around us in their explorations of material and artistic
endeavors (educational or otherwise). Marta Cabra and Dori Guthrie talk
about their universal and structured approach:
Yeah, I tend to use universal design for learning, which means that things are
already open and good enough and structured in a way that everyone can work
to their strengths. So I didn't need to specifically change, make any specific
changes, because those changes were kind of already embedded in the way the
experience was designed to begin with… So yeah, just kind of accommodate to
to make them still feel comfortable because it's already a little bit nerve wracking
and then just be more hands on and just say you know let me help you with this
and then you know you can really work the glass and get what you want I guess
i've noticed probably more on the flame working end of it
I found the range of personal experiences, projects, and students that
Benjamin Wright, Ricky of Luna Parc, Nick Emeric, Ed Schmid, Richard
Wrightly, and Alexander Rosenburg shared with me to be truly inspirational
and encouraging. This is not only because of the lengths they went to to
support their students, the community of care they created, but also the
happiness that they each spoke with when they recounted their students'
success.
Benjamin Wright:
…we have a project called the Bead Project, which is a project for low income
women. So it's not geared towards folks with differing abilities, but it's a very
interesting thing that happened. Once we had one or two participants… we had
two that were in a wheelchair. We had another that had some neural disability
and you know, the word spreads quite quickly through that community that, hey,
there's an opportunity. Which is very telling because it speaks to the fact that
there's lots of opportunities that are not accessible…But they all sort of blend
together, you know, and I think it's refreshing to see more of a philosophy of, like,
okay, who are we excluding from our programs? You know, I mean and where is
that occurring in the process? Is it your application process? Is it your selection
process, is it the fact that people don't know about you? Is it the fact that your
reputation, you know, precludes people from even looking at, you know, like they
all have different solutions. Is it that your physical campus can accommodate
them?
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Ricky of Luna Parc:
…there is a mother and daughter who have taken a few classes and the
daughter is on the autistic scale, she is pretty verbal, and she does need a little
bit of help but then I think she resents it and wants to do her own thing. So what I
have had to do when they take classes is pull back a bit and check in…look and
see when they might need some assistance.
Nick Emeric:
I have taught classes with people in wheelchairs and they might not be able to
gather from the furnace or take as many heats as needed but the bench can still
be set up in a way that all the tooling is done the same. That they can still make a
piece of glass the way anyone else would. I even taught a few classes with
someone who had trouble seeing, where one had a sensitivity to light and
couldn't be in the hotshop without dark shaded safety glasses. And another
student who was almost blind but could see bright light so I would turn most of
the lights off in the shop to use the light off of the glass and furnace to their
advantage.
Ed Schmid:
Oh yeah. I mean, there's seems like every class. Probably more on the mental
issues than physical issues. Although you know working recently with Ann Potter
who blows Glass from the wheelchair and I've worked with other people that
have mobility issues. And so we often will bring the glass to them and have them
do as much as they physically can… But in terms of making accommodations, it's
typically there's maybe one or two students that might be struggling one way or
another, and like I say, not everybody is comfortable in learning in an
environment with multiple people around them. It's a very intimidating situation
first and foremost for just the intimidation of being in a hot shop. And you know,
they got this ferocious furnace and glory holes and all this activity and it's not
everybody's cup of tea, and occasionally you just get some bad apples that you
have to deal with. It becomes more of a chore.
Richard Whitely:
So I had a student who had a very sore back and she got evaluated and she was
trying to do things my advice to her was, you know, this work is great. But you
can't physically lift it so. Let's look at other, you know, scale it down. She's like,
but my idea is not as strong as I scale down. I'm like, yeah, I get it. That's true.
And so we talked over, I don't know. It's like 18 months or so. And she's like, I'm
gonna go and get assessed to see if the university can help. And I'm like. Yeah, I
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don't know if it kind of covers injuries like that. Anyway, it did and they said you
need someone to lift that work for you and to do the cold work for you. And here's
like $3000. And I was amazed. And that was a really good education for me to
know that I can direct my students to ask for that stuff… so there was a situation
where one person's individual, while trying to accommodate one individual
person and support them was having a detrimental effect on the rest of the
working environment
Benjamin Wright:
Sure, I don't think I've ever taught a class that didn't. Have physical
accommodations, not necessarily to disability, but like, you know, there's very
short people out there that the hotshop wasn't built for or vice versa or or, you
know, you wanna make this really big thing. And it's very heavy. Let's come up
with a group strategy around how we're gonna make this thing. You know, it's not.
It's outside of your realm of skill. Or physical ability. But it's important that that
doesn't hold back your class. So generally speaking my approach to it is to not
make a big deal about what can't be done, you know, and really engage the
group and like, OK, this person needs to do this thing, which is kind of how I
teach workshops anyways is like very much like, what is the power of this group?
You know, you've got. Maybe a couple of people that have blown glass. You got a
marine biologist, you got, you know, these workshop groups or. The most random
collection of amazing abilities, so a lot of it is just like, you know, getting the
group behind the effort and not really making it about what this individual can or
can't do. But if the whole class is sort of geared towards like, hey, we all have
limitations, you know, whether it's 'cause, we've only blown glass for two days or
because we can't spell. Or whatever. You know, we all have limitations. So this
group has very few limitations and sort of everything is possible until it's not, you
know, so… But I taught here one time and had no idea until a week into the class
because the student didn't identify it… As the instructor. I felt a little bit blindsided
to get a week into a class and find out somebody had a major back injury. You
know? It's like, yeah, wow. No wonder, you know, so, also just trying to never
assume. Many disabilities are not physically obvious, you know, or even you
know. Sometimes it takes getting to know someone quite well to know what their
abilities or or disabilities are. Yeah, try and stay off the assumptions of what
people can or can't do…there's a fine line. You wanna challenge all of your
students, right? Like if they're not there to grow. But that becomes a little bit
trickier when you're uncertain about what somebody's limitations are. You don't
wanna push, obviously don't wanna push them through those limitations, but
yeah.
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Ed Schmid:
I had this student who was up in a College in Alberta. She had just gotten done
with a double lung transplant. She was a cystic fibrosis patient and probably six
months or so after she had gotten this transplant, she was like, I wanna try
glassblowing, you know, she was 18 years old. Really frail, was sick most of the
time. Just still on these really heavy medications and stuff. And her body was
rejecting this stuff. But she was so determined to blow glass. And everybody in
the class kind of took her under the wing and helped her out, you know.
Physically, she wasn't able to do it much, but the time she was able to get in the
bench can actually blow glass. It was great for her and everybody in the space
and just to see her overcome this incredible physical issues and have so much
joy out of or experience out of just working with hot glass and definitely if people
are willing. Not a lot of you know, institutions are gonna accept that or, and if
you're lucky, you know the rest of the group of the people will be accepting of it.
… there's definitely communication that needs to be established, both between
the students, the institution and having those conversations and that feedback is
really important... Occasionally you find people that do and Anne Potters one of
them, she's like, well, I just thought I'd be really cool and found somebody that
was willing to teach me and I've had other people with just one arm and they still
manage to be able to blow glass, you know, and where there's a will, there's a
way and I definitely want to encourage that.
Alexander Rosenberg:
... needs of each person like a unique kind of physicality. There was a woman in
my class at Corning who had a serious rotator cuff injury, she was kind of short
too. She just couldn't lift her one arm up a certain amount, so we were really
trying to figure out how to, you know, how she could kind of adapt around that
and still be able to do what she needed to do in the studio and we were able to
figure out about a bunch of good things.
But even though accommodations can be made, certain glass art
experiences still might not be for everyone. Alexander Rosenberg told me
of one such personal experience as an educator:
I had somebody, you know, take a first gather and like hand the pipe to me and
say goodbye like tried it not for me goodbye.
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Despite the importance of accommodations and access, that isn't always
enough to make education inclusive. The interviewees shared with me
some of their own personal viewpoints and practices around making
inclusivity of what they are striving to provide. Nick Emeric talked about as
a student, personally, language differences weren’t always a barrier to
learning:
… Even at times when I've watched a demonstration or lesson with someone
who speaks another language there is so much to gain from inspiration or seeing
a new way of doing things.
Benjamin Wright spoke about how his perspective on educational
practices, like critiques, aren’t universal and were formed by his personal
experience:
I went to the Appalachian Center for Craft and to RISD, both of which had, like,
pretty brutal, frankly, like. There was no bullshit and I got very used to that. It
didn't bother me. But it was definitely a recalibration. I had to make from the first
couple workshops I taught where I was like, OK, you know, there's there's folks,
there's always a few college students that are familiar with what a critique means
and that we're talking about the work. And then there's a lot of people that come
from different backgrounds that don't have that reference. All they know is that
you're not saying nice things about them, that's the perception.
Preston Singletary talks about inclusivity from the perspective of culture
and his artistic practice:
I have had elders or mentors who have imparted cultural knowledge upon me
and I see that as a responsibility. In terms of glass making, of course you need a
studio, and you need time to hone your skills and techniques. I have a unique
option where I draw designs and transfer them to the glass sculptures so I can
create designs and develop ideas outside of the glass studio.
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School highlights the importance of
differences in methods of creation but also how impactful drawing on
different communities can be:
I try to tell my students to learn the same thing from as many people as you can
find to teach it to you. ESPECIALLY if the way you were taught was said to be
the only “right” way to do it. If that’s the case 100% go find someone to teach it to
you differently. I don’t find learning glassblowing to be a linear thing.
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Similarly to Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School had said Marta Cabra
and Dori Gothrei expanded on the importance and impact of community
and different perspectives:
What I would advise when possible share community resources and partner up
with community… I think it's fundamental and again, not just for glass
necessarily, but the diversity… again we speak from different perspectives
because Dori is a glass artist and is absolutely dedicated to glass and is
immensely knowledgeable and has a huge experience. I work with kids who
experience many different things and my goal is not to turn them into baby glass
specialists but to offer them a variety of experiences and in a variety of kinds of
breaths of particles and ways of working with materials… It's very important to
get other perspectives 'cause the other thing too is you can get the same result,
but you can do different things to get there… So being able to use it in so many
different ways that it is accessible for everybody, I think is very important. and
now that you know it's really being brought to the surface that people are trying to
figure out, you know how can this be accessible for everybody.
Expanding on the concept of inclusivity to a broader scale, outside of just
the local communities, Ed Schmid talked about the personal impact
reaching outside of his local community had on him:
meeting people from all over the world, really opened my eyes to there's more
than one way to do this activity and that definitely made it a much richer
environment and. Inspired me to, you know, seek out more of that.
Preston Singletary talked about his unique experience, the contrast of
being around various Indigenous people from different places and trying
to understand the confines of Western art world:
I have interacted with many artists and teachers who are diverse. I sometimes
take diversity for granted due to the assumption in that when I’m around
Indigenous or people of diversity (This includes Native American, Hawaiian,
Maori, Australian Aboriginal, Japanese), I accept it all at face value. I’m aware of
the inequities that face Indigenous or minority artists, however I also try and
understand the confines of the Western art world. One could say it’s a secular
system and there is a hierarchy of recognizing artists or not. Native American
artists have long been excluded from the fine art world, but the Primitivism
movement by the Modernists proves that they were able to take breathe a kind of
spirit into their art by allowing influences of Indigenous art into their own style.
This includes Native, African and Oceanic art.
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Alexander Rosenberg similarly to Preston Singletary talks about the
homogeneity of the Western glass art canon:
There are some efforts to move away from homogeneity…glass is historically
pretty homogeneous and I think even the conversations about, like what glass
making is and has been is based on a very kind of like. You know, white, male
kind of history… American indigenous beads, for example, that doesn't really get
talked about in the canon … glass is definitely difficult with access 'cause even
how expensive it is and how rare it is or hard it is to make spaces for it too. It
comes with its own struggle…
Unlike the previous two Benjamin Wright talked about inclusivity more
positively and the hope that people are thinking and talking about the
culture we are trying to create:
That is the magic of these workshops… I want people from as many different
backgrounds in my class as possible, because then we're this team that's got like
a brain surgeon, a glass blower and a cold worker. I'm like, wow, like, how do you
assemble that team in the real world? ... I mean, one of my favorite, you know,
sort of moments is always that like super successful 60 year old retired surgeon,
let's say, who's like learning how to blow glass from like an 18 year old, you
know, glass studio rat … I mean it also obviously people from different
backgrounds have different frames of references for almost everything. It can be
a source of a lot of friction. Which I think you know in the rush to diversify, not too
many, well, I don't know what it's happening at other organizations, but it's critical
that people are thinking, okay, well, what is our culture here and how are all
these different people that were inviting here gonna sort of blend together and
make a new culture?
Another point of inclusivity within glass art education that was touched
upon was age. The different restrictions, expectations, and opinions on
this in particular with the interviewees was the most varied, hence the
importance of including it. Ed Schmid, Ben Wright, Marta Cabra and Dori
Guthrie all talk about their experience with a surprisingly young group of
students which was very unexpected.
Ed Schmid:
It really varies because I work with really young kids and 3rd graders all the way
up to, you know infinity in terms of age, working people in their 90s and so, but
there really there isn't a lot of age issues at all with the way I work and doing
private workshops and classes that way… I've had two and three year olds
blowing on the pipe working in the shops. I don't have a problem with age… I find
kids far easier to teach than adults. They don't have a fear factor that adults
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typically have around fire and things that will burn them. Their fascination is you
know, in overdrive and by and large they pay attention and they have to, in a way
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie:
I have worked with 2 years old and up and there is no restrictions apart from
what they are able to do obviously you are not going to ask a 2 year old to hold a
pipe and no major restrictions
Benjamin Wright:
In Norway I think we were working with three year olds. They had no hesitation
about they would drop their kids off with us and go have social hour. That was
unusual...I love a class that even internally has a big age range. I think there's
again, as I mentioned earlier, just like some really interesting interactions that
happen there. ”
Another surprise during the interview process was not only the additional
advice a few of the interviewees offered but also how they define the most
important quality of an art educator should be. Nick Emeric, Ed Schmid,
and Benjamin Wright offered additional insights and advice that I found to
be particularly moving, poignant, and really resonated with me.
Nick Emeric:
Sometimes you can teach something to the best of our abilities and some
students might not grasp it right away or may not get it until they are not in your
class anymore. You will not be able to make every student completely happy
about the progress or projects they created. Critiques are just a part of life and
even as a teacher people will criticize your teaching as hard as you may need to
critique a student's work. Art work is most of the time is very personal to the artist
and can be for it’s audience and can be difficult to hear or give criticism.
Ed Schmid:
I think it also takes a great deal of compassion that was another one of the
qualities I think as an educator you gotta have. And even more so for people that
want to deal with people that have disabilities, you know, being involved with
some soldiers and PTSD people and seeing how that has helped unlock
opportunities. I think one of the things you could also mention is the healing
aspect of glass and how that can be. A catalyst to overcome some difficulties.
Benjamin Wright:
I think that you know that those are the caregivers of our community and they
have been left out of the activities of our community, not I don't think intentionally,
just by by design of all of these schools there was really no avenue for parents to
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take part in it or kids for that matter, but. And you know that's he always gotta be
looking to the next generation. So I think, I have seen that more and more that
places are trying to be more accommodating and you know. You talk about
accessibility like. I mean, that's probably half of our community. That's just sort of
written out of this, like really important networking opportunities, learning
opportunities, teaching opportunities, residency opportunities, all the ways that
we build careers as artists. Most parents are sort of excluded.
Additionally Ricky of Luna Parc, Alexander Rosenberg, Nick Emeric, Preston
Singeltary, Richard Whitely, Benjamin Wright generously shared what they
thought are the most important qualities of an art educator.
Ricky of Luna Parc:
For me being an educator I am very conscious to not impose my will. I am all
about freedom of expression and self expression, which I have always taught…
sometimes I have to jump in and assist someone … if I have to be hands on I will
do a little bit until it seems they got the technique… I think imposing one's will is
the worse you can do as an educator
Alexander Rosenberg:
The two things that I think are the most important right now are kind of flexibility
and empathy. Yeah. So, to the point of flexibility, I think I'm a better teacher when
I'm open to different outcomes from my teaching than what I intend. But to be
open to different things then those things come. I think it makes me a better
teacher and I think it also makes me more satisfied, you know, with the
experience of teaching definitely. In hindsight, you know, sometimes the value
isn't clear immediately during or after, but it's like five years later.
Nick Emeric:
That you get to still be a student while being the teacher. You will inevitably learn
from your students, sometimes teaching something will get you to understand it
further.
Preston Singletary:
I feel that it the most important quality of an Art Educator should be someone
who is dynamic enough to inspire you but also help articulate the process. They
can also be ambiguous enough to make you think on your own… I think the
student has to find their own answers in the end.
Benjamin Wright:
I think care and patience pretty much sums it up.
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Introduction
During my time at the TLAD department I had an opportunity to put
into practice my concept of care, inclusivity, and accessibility in an
educational setting focusing on glass art (specifically stained glass!) with
Project Open Door. I designed and taught a workshop for up to 8 high
school students that was grounded in experimenting with glass. This
workshop was run via zoom during January 2022.
Before the workshop I was anxious about my planning, and whether
or not I planned enough information. I wanted to keep the students
engaged but leave room for the student’s voices. With the limited teaching
experience I have had I was unsure of how much time to plan for student
engagement. I know the importance of making plans in the event that
students do not engage, have questions, or things go faster than
expected.
I decided to omit the names of the students of the workshop from my
thesis. I did however notify them that I would be publishing information
about it in my thesis, and I asked their permission to publish their designs
in my thesis. So I asked my students various times and gave them multiple
opportunities to let me know if they want me to omit their design. I told
students if at any time before I publish my thesis they become
uncomfortable with me publishing their designs I would respect that and
omit them.
I also decided not to record the workshop on zoom for my own
reflection just to respect the students' privacy and encourage them to talk
freely. Additionally, I decided not to request their cameras to be on, again
so they could be more comfortable. I wanted them to be able to engage as
comfortably as possible. But I decided to leave my camera on even when I
wasn’t talking so they would know I was there for questions or for them to
engage with.
The stained glass class originally wasn’t intended to be virtual but
because of covid protocols and my own decisions, it changed it to a virtual
format. So one of my bigger concerns was that it wouldn’t be hands on
enough for the students to feel excited about. I was worried that a virtual
glass experience would be too removed from making and that student’s
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wouldn’t be as interested in engaging in the design aspect of stained
glass, regardless of its importance.
I was unsure if they would be interested in receiving a video of how
their stained glass piece was made. I was unsure if they would find it
interesting or want to spend their time engaging with a video like that.
During the workshop I was very excited that they enjoyed the format
of the presentation and how I laid out the design and the general virtual
format of the class. They seemed to respond to it well, it may be from the
previous experiences they have had with virtual art education.
I was surprised to hear from one of the students that they took this
class because they didn’t understand how stained glass could be an
artistic medium. It really struck me that there is such limited artistic
stained glass (and glass in general) that exists or is available for the broad
public to view. Additionally, the secrecy and limited nature of the creative
glass processes has really limited the artists that engage with glass and
how the public largely views glass as a material.
When I had asked where they had first seen glass used in an artistic
manner most answered that it was from “satisfying” videos. Only one
student said that they had first seen glass artistically from art/high school.
As I was expecting, a few of them had first viewed stained glass at a place
of worship.
Not only was it a privilege and honor but it was also really exciting
that this was their first time interacting with glass artistically! It's so
unusual to be able to distinctly pinpoint that it is your first time working
with a certain medium, but that is almost 100% of the time you can ask and
the person can distinctly remember it with glass (regardless of their age or
experience).
After the workshop and I had completed making their stained glass
pieces I was really happy about the amount of time I put into it, and was
excited to hear feedback from the student’s questionnaire, I loved hearing
Lauren Allen’s feedback (the person I worked with from Project Open Door),
and I am so proud of their designs and I hope the finished results met their
expectations!
The following blurb and flyer were created to recruit students and for
the Project Open Door students to view before deciding to take the class.
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Blurb + Flyer
Have you ever wanted to work with glass, but feel afraid or unsure? In this
weekend virtual stained glass workshop learn how to design, develop, and
execute safely a simple two dimensional stained glass piece. You will design
your stained glass piece using paper collage techniques. Not only will you
see your piece brought to life by a glass artist but also you will be able to
take it further by painting on the finished product!

Fig. 13 Flyer
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Workshop Description
I explained to them who I am and the relevancy of this one day
workshop to my thesis and that I am publishing it. Then asked permission
to use images of their art to which they agreed. I also told them I would not
be including any personal details (names, etc). I did ask them to introduce
themselves: name, pronouns, grade they are in, an interesting fact about
themselves, and why they decided to take the workshop. After the
introductions I started the class off on discussing the importance of
design when it comes to stained glass. I showed examples of stained glass
cartoons (to scale 2D designs) to help them understand not only what they
were creating/designing but to inspire them as well.

Fig. 14 Slide 1

After showing examples of stained glass cartoons we moved on to
the creation process. I asked them to use the provided worksheet (which
can be found in the appendix) and art supplies which had been delivered
to each of them previous to the class starting. We discussed the color
palette, how to begin the planning process, the execution that would follow
after the design process was completed, and the materials used to create
the stained glass pieces. Then I opened it up for questions and the
remainder of the class for them to work on their designs and showed them
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multiple stained glass artworks. One particular example I showed was a
local piece that they could visit in person.

Fig. 15 Slide 2

Once they completed and submitted their designs, I executed their
stained glass designs. I recorded the making process for them to view how
each of their unique pieces were created. This is the link to all of the videos
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RyePK41dWJy1hivuIdOYQIF-ZZmGW
V7b?usp=sharing). Once I finished making all of their designs into stained
glass, the students were presented with the finished pieces and the videos.
After that I asked them to fill out a google questionnaire.
The 11 questions I asked the students were in hopes of learning if the
students felt that this was a good introduction to glass, if it inspired them,
if they enjoyed it, and things I could improve upon in the future. Not only
do I feel that this was a good example of care and compassion in
education but I think their responses reflect that as well.
Additionally, I must state again, that it was an honor for me to be
their introduction into glass art and that I could provide a positive
experience for them. I am also so proud of their designs and think they will
go on to create amazing art in the future.
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Student’s Work
Here are the images of my student’s designs that gave me
permission to have them within my thesis.

Fig. 16 Student’s Designs
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Here are the images of my student’s pieces before they painted
them.

Fig. 17 Student’s Glass
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Questionnaire
After the students received their work and the videos of their pieces
being made I asked them to fill out a questionnaire on google forms for
feedback. My reason for the questionnaire was to get not only feedback
from the students but also to gain a better understanding if my workshop
had been successful in regards to care, inclusivity, and accessibility. Here
is the form:

Project Open Door, Virtual Stained Glass
with Bridget Provan, Questionnaire
This is just a short (10 questions) questionnaire to get feedback from you all and to help
me improve as an educator! I look forward to any and all feedback from you and thank
you so much again for taking this workshop with me!!!
-Bridget
1- Did you find the information and artists shared helpful?
2- Do you think that more than one meeting would have been helpful?
3- If you have watched the video of the pieces being made how helpful did you find it?
4- Do you think you will make art with glass in the future?
5- Do you think you will work with stained glass again?
6- Did you enjoy working with a more open prompt?
7- Do you think more directions would have been better?
8- Did you enjoy the workshop?
9- Did the stained glass piece turn out how you thought it would? Do you like how it
turned out
10- What did you think of me as an educator? How do you think I could improve?
11 (optional)- Additional comments/feedback?
6
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Results of the questionnaire

6
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After receiving the feedback I feel that the class was successful, an
enjoyable learning experience for the students, and they did feel cared for,
the materials and information were inclusive and accessible.
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Introduction
I was inspired to write and revise my curriculum because I wanted to
try and create a structure based off of my experience in the Project Open
Door Workshop and the insights I gained from the interviews. My hope is
that the lenses of care, inclusivity, and accessibility really shines through in
not only my summary but in the curriculum as a whole.
Also, I feel it's important to note that it is a conceptual or imagined
curriculum and is not a curriculum I have taught or that is currently in
practice (yet!). I structured it similarly to the curriculum I have seen at RISD
because that is the environment I am most familiar with and have access
to currently. My original intent was to just have it for my teaching portfolio
but I found that revising and focusing on the aspects of care, inclusivity,
and accessibility made it much more personal and important. Given that it
is my first foray into writing curriculum I am very proud of it and I look
forward to seeing my curriculum writing will grow and change as I move
forward in art education.
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Summary

In my curriculum summary section I am highlighting the sections of
my thesis that I feel are most relevant to the topics of care, inclusivity, and
accessibility. The first section of my curriculum that I want to highlight is
the land acknowledgement. It's incredibly important, and respectful, to
honor the indigenous people of the land where you are working and
learning. Knowing the context of where you are is always important but it
can also help one be present in the moment and be grounding.
The grading structure gives students an opportunity to plan out
their time and there are no surprises on how the individual grades will
affect the overall grade giving them an understanding of what's valued
and how to succeed. The vocabulary list is a place in the curriculum for
further explanation within the context of what's being learned and makes
room in the curriculum for students who have a difficult time asking
questions or might have learning disabilities or just need to refresh their
memory on certain words. Offering transparency and openness from the
start to make modifications is obviously important to care, inclusivity, and
accessibility. It shows students how willing and open the educator is to
making accommodations and that the educator is invested in students.
The safety guidelines in the curriculum shows students the dedication and
value that the educator places on safety. It also gives students something
to reference and check back with so there should never be a question of
what is appropriate protocol or what to do in an emergency.The material
list can help alleviate the unknown financial stress students may face by
learning what they need week to week. It also leaves room for students to
share materials, find different brands of products, experiment with
material, and shows the openness of the educators to talk about any
financial concerns the students may have and how to possibly address
them. The weekly plan for students makes a clear plan upfront about what
is due and planned. It also allows students to plan out their time
management and see how the sequence of the class is beneficial to their
learning process.
Having clear and thoughtful assignments helps students to have a
sense of expectation, time management, and what the educator’s
expectations of the students are. This holds the educator to a standard
and expectation as well. Written assignments could even be looked upon
as an agreement between the educator and students.
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The feedback forms show that the educator highly values each
student’s opinion outside of mandated institutional feedback from
students. It gives the students a platform for their honest opinions and
feedback without fear of repercussions that previous direct conversations
may have resulted in.
The critique guide is a place for the educator to (collaboratively with
the students or singularly) set expectations, standards, and verbiage of
critiques. Personally, I don’t like the word critique, I think it has negative
connotations for students. I chose to re-word critique into a discussion or
a group appreciation and reflection to foster a kinder space for sharing
art. Giving the students ownership over how they receive and give critiques
utilizing the options of written or oral gives opportunity for more timid or
reserved students or those who have a hard time processing comments all
at once.
The self-assessment rubric is a platform for students to understand
what the educator is looking at when grading them on a specific
assignment. It lets the student reflect on their art and have an
understanding of what their grade should be; their grade should never be
a surprise.
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Imagined Curriculum

Glass
GLASS 2201-01- Storytelling through Colored Light: Beginning Stained Glass 101

Credits: 3, Level: Undergraduate/Graduate
Wednesday 1:10-6:10, Spring Semester, 2022
In Person
Instructor: Bridget Provan
Capacity: 12, Elective, Major & Non-Major, No Prerequisite

Land Acknowledgement
Located in Providence, Rhode Island and built on what is now called College Hill, which is part
of the ancestral homelands of the Narragansett Nation. Indigenous people from many nations,
both near and far, live, study, and work in Providence today. Community members are
committed to actively addressing the many violent legacies of colonialism; not only in our work
but on a daily basis The strengthening of Native voices and histories is critical to start correcting
the destructive past. So, we gratefully acknowledge the ongoing critical contributions of
Indigenous people across our state, region and nation.
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Course Description:
Stained glass has the ability to transform a space with colored light and can be a
transfixing art form. From lofty, grand instillation works, to simpler wall hangings, beautiful 3-D
art such as smaller lampshades to much larger works. If colored natural light, techniques of
glass production, or incorporating glass into their artistic practice without the need for large,
expensive equipment, or space is limited then this would be an ideal course. This is a beginning
level introduction into stained glass and there are no prerequisites. Students should bring
interest and enthusiasm towards working and learning about stained glass, and have respect
towards safety when it comes to creation and installation for glass.
This course will go over how to create stained glass - from panes to 3-dimensional. It will
also include a brief history of stained glass, a review of contemporary stained glass, and
conservation processes. Students will come away with the knowledge of how to plan out a
stained glass project, proper safety and skills to cut and grind glass, and the construction of
their planned projects and with a greater understanding of the history of this medium (from the
Roman period, to Renaissance, to Tiffany’s stained glass), a variety of contemporary artists
working in that medium, and some conservation processes of stained glass. The class will start
off with me, the instructor, giving a brief presentation on the history topic of the week. Students
will be expected to give short presentations or share essays with their peers on pre-selected
time periods or industries/artists relevant to stained glass and the given topic of the week. I will
give an extensive overview of safety rules and equipment and various. Then I will go on to the
demonstrations on the techniques and process of creating stained glass pieces. This course will
have a few beginning projects for students to exercise the demonstrated skills in their own way;
which will escalate into a midterm and then final project. At midterm there will be a feedback
form for the students to fill out individually. As well as an Assessment Rubric given out
intermittently for students to evaluate and reflect on their engagement and experience. At the
end of class I will show artists' who have worked with stained glass on a slide or we will travel to
the RISD Museum to view the stained glass on display. Some of the stained glass artists that
will be included are: Carly Wright, Judith Schaechter, Douglas Phillips, Harry Clarke, Ricky Boscarino, Alphonse
Mucha, Brian Clarke, Kehinde Wiley, Henri Matisse, Marc Chagall, Louis Comfort Tiffany, Gabriel Loire, Patricia
Urquiola, Frank Lloyd Wright and stained glass from a variety of places such as the Podil Synagogue in Kiev Ukraine,
Sainte Chapelle France, Nasīr al-Mulk Mosque in Shiraz Iran, Erawan Museum Bangkok, and Niwet Thammaprawat
in Ayutthaya's Bang Pa-in district .

Students will be encouraged to learn how to critique and analyze
stained glass before they begin engaging in critique with their peer’s work. For the beginning
small scale projects I will supply simple 2 sheets of clear glass for each student to use, there will
also be a simple supply list suggesting the available materials at the RISD 3D store. I will also
tell students of the online resources and local suppliers.
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Course Goals
-

To comprehend and obtain mastery of skills in the stained glass creation process
To design, construct, and finalize stained glass project
To develop, expand upon, and enrich students knowledge of the history of
stained glass
To integrate stained glass as a medium into the students' individual ideas and
own artistic practice.
To critically think about, analyze, give written reports, and verbally discuss
stained glass from a fine art perspective

Grading Structure:
Students will be asked to complete three small preliminary projects, as well as a midterm and
final project. At midterm there will be a feedback form for the students to fill out individually.
Additionally, an Assessment Rubric will be given out intermittently for students to evaluate and
reflect on their engagement and experience.
The ability to successfully and safely plan, create, and complete a stained glass project
5%
A deeper understanding of the diverse history of stained glass
5%
Short Presentations/Essays
25%
Five finished projects of student’s design (Preliminary, Midterm, Final)
65%
Preliminary
1st - 5%
2nd- 5%
3rd- 5%
15%
Midterm Project
plan 2.5%
creation 2.5%
completion 15%
20%
Final Project
plan 5%
creation 5%
completion 20%
30%
(Equals 100%)
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Vocabulary:
Possible prior knowledge
Glass Panel- Unit of stained glass leaded together and made to fit an opening in the framework
of a window. Can be any shape.
Opaque- Not transparent.
Transparent- Admitting the passage of light with a clear view beyond.
Translucent- Semitransparent, allowing the passage of light but not permitting a clear view.
Bevel- Cut and polished edge usually on plate glass at an angle other than 90š, done in stages
with roughing, smoothing, cork and felt wheel polishing.
Patina- a film that forms on metal, usually produced by oxidation over time
Oxidation- undergo or cause to undergo a reaction, usually caused by oxygen
Composition- The overall design of a finished piece containing balance of color and linear flow.
New Knowledge
Tools/Material/Process:
Glass cutter (pistol grip/comfort grip/diamond ring saw)- a tool used to to score a line on a
sheet of glass allowing it to be snapped along that line
Grinder- a tool used for the removal of glass through the grinding process
Solder- a low-melting alloy used for joining
Flux- liquid cream or paste applied before soldering that cleans the metal and promotes even
heating of the metal
Soldering Iron- a tool used for melting solder and applying it to metals that are to be joined.
Copper Foil- The mil-thickness copper material, often adhesive backed, used to join separate
pieces of glass. It is used in the technique of joining pieces of glass where foil is centered on the
edge of each glass piece, then bent over the edge to cover a very small portion of the back and
front faces of the glass. Pieces are abutted and solder is melted over the exposed foil surfaces,
causing the foil-covered glass edges to become joined.
Annealer- a tool used to control the temperature of the glass
Etching- a hard material by eating into the material's surface
Dremel- rotary tool
Acid- used for eating away glass
Enamel- an opaque or semi transparent glassy substance
Cartoon- Full-size working drawing showing detail of leading and painting.
Thermal Shock- Cracking caused by uneven rapid heating or cooling of glass.
Glass terms:
Glass Painting- Vitreous paints composed of metallic oxides and ground glass in a liquid
vehicle and stains rendered impervious to erasure by being fired into the surface of the glass
before leading-up
Negative Painting- A reverse glass-painting technique done on the back side of glass, in which
the detail is painted before the background. Usually done with unfired paints.
Colored Glass- Glass with an obvious tint, caused by mixing minerals throughout the hot glass
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Dichroic Glass- Space-age application of super thin, clear layers of metal oxides which allows
for either transmitted or reflected color, depending on the viewer's viewing position.
Flashed Glass- Sheet glass, usually clear, with a thin layer of colored glass on one side.
Iridescence- A surface treatment on glass that has a shiny, mother-of-pearl look.
Rondel (Roundel)- Round spun disk of stained glass with a punty mark in the center.
Seedy Glass- Glass that has tiny bubbles throughout.
Ambient Light- the existing, diffused light. Light coming from many directions.
Transmitted Light- Light that passes through transparent or translucent glass.
Mica- A mineral that flakes into thin, translucent sheets
Here is a link for additional terminology
(https://stainedglass.org/resources/stained-glass-terminology/)

Modifications:
Additional assistance whether in the form of explanation/demo/physical assistance will
be offered openly to every student, as well as the possibility of loud/startling noises will be
explained. The opportunity for having recordings of the demos or written instruction will be
offered to all of the students as well as additional resources.
If a student feels lost or frustrated within the open endedness of the self driven project
there will be optional prompts given out for a student to explore.
If the classroom setting is ever overwhelming for the safety of the student and others the
student can take a break at any time and the missed material will be gone over again with them
1 on 1 (ideally notes/videos would be shared for them as well).
Alternative making methods if needed will be explained/explored but will need to be
prepared for (such as pre-cut pieces for assembly or found stained glass panel used as base for
exploration of painting or plastic/heat free alternatives depending on the student’s wants/desires
and what will best support their artistic vision)
Ideally if possible one on one assistance would be given for solving any issues a student
might have.
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Safety:
Proper handling of glass (from picking up to moving around), proper attire (no jewelry,
cotton clothing without logos, closed toed shoes, and all hair put back), safety gear (safety
glasses), proper ventilation, operation/safety with cutter, grinder, soldering iron/solder, and
paints. Proper attire and how to clean yourself off appropriately after working with glass. Safety
protocol/procedure incase of cuts, burns, shattered glass, chemical spills, and fires; location of
first aid equipment.
All of this will be discussed with the students and they will be asked individually to
operate or repeat the safety outlines as well as verbally understand it.
I will also tell them to always ask for me to help them or give a review if they feel unsure
or unsafe during any part of the process and that I will go over it as many times as they would
like.
Work outside of class time should always be done with another person present.
In case of an emergency please call an emergency number such as

911
More safety information can be found here:
https://everythingstainedglass.com/stained-glass-workshop-safety-tips
https://www.freepatternsforstainedglass.com/safetytips.html
https://www.glasscampus.com/tutorials/pdf/SG_Safety_Notes.pdf
Again if there are ever any concerns please do not hesitate to contact me to
discuss safe working procedures and protocols .
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Material Requirements:
Student’s are required to supply the following materials (materials may be shared):
2D materials of choice for planning work (ex. pens, paint, pencils, paintbrushes, ink, etc)
Paper to scale for planning (can be appropriately taped together)
Eye protection (safety goggles or normal vision glasses)
Non-slip Industrial Cut Resistant Gloves
Sheets of (colored) glass as needed and of your choosing
Solder
Flux
Flux brush
Stained glass adhesive copper foil
Paint for glass of choice (enamel paint, oil paint, acrylic paint, etc)
Framing/structure for your final project
Sketchbook/notebook (optional)
Camera for documenting process/final project
*No specific brands are required
**Any substitutions for any reason may be discussed openly in class or privately with me. (This
could range from fear of the material, financial reasons, experimentation, etc)
Alternative Material Resources:
Stained Glass Emporium
Address: 69 Fall River Ave, Rehoboth, MA 02769
Phone: (508) 336-5455

Delphi Glass

- for online ordering, order in advance to leave time for delivery!!

Website: https://www.delphiglass.com/

Amazon is also an option
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Weekly Plan
Emerging Ideas:(Week 1-4)
Introduction into safety, the tools, the materials and where to get everything.
There will also be a discussion on what the students think would help create a safe
space for them to share their thoughts and art and how we should all agree to and
conduct ourselves to create a safe space.
Demo of the basic 2 dimensional stained glass creation process, students will be
instructed to design a simple piece using limited colors and at most within a 6”x6”” grid
or 6” circumference.
Overview and Slides of early stained glass and it’s development.. The following
weeks of stained glass historical artists and art will be laid out and students will decide
on the week that interests them the most and they will have a presentation or essay due
on the week of their choice.
Demo on the basic construction of 3 dimensional stained glass, students will
have a subsequent project following the demo to create a 3 dimensional stained glass
work.
Introduction to the possible mediums that can be used to paint on glass,Students
will have a 2d or 3d project of their design demonstrating their skills in translating their
designs into a stained glass form; they will have the opportunity to add painting to their
glass project if that is of interest to them.

On View at the RISD Museum
Frank Lloyd Wright, designer, Stained Glass Window (Darwin D. Martin House, Buffalo, NY), 1904
Fig 18. Curriculum Image 1
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Week 1
Introduction
-Syllabus overview
-Safety overview (how to safely use each tool and handle glass and soldering irons and
what is proper ventilation and safety gear), the tools (Go over each tool and how to
properly use them), the materials and where to purchase everything.
-Discussion on what the students think would help create a safe space for them to share
their thoughts and art and how we should all agree to and conduct ourselves to create a
safe space.
Studio Practice
-Demonstration of the planning of a stained glass piece and why certain shapes and
angles work or don’t. I would next demonstrate how to properly assemble the glass
pieces. Then I would explain the possible different finishing processes. I will also
demonstrate the basic 2 dimensional stained glass creation process.
Assignment
-Students will be assigned assignment 1, to design a simple stained glass piece that
uses limited colors and at most within a 6”x6”” grid or 6” circumference.

Week 2
Conversation and Review
-Assignment 1 (a 2 dimensional piece of stained glass) due
Lecture and Discussion
-Ancient stained glass and window glass presentation and slides. This will be opened up
for discussion.
Studio Practice
- Demonstration of the basic construction of 3 dimensional stained glass, assignment 2
will be assigned and explained.
Assignment
-Historic stained glass presentation/essay sign up (& potentially contemporary stained
glass presentation/essay sign up)
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Week 3
Conversation and Review
-Assignment 2 (a 3 dimensional piece of stained glass) due
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of historic stained glass (reading for presentation/essay student,
optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Studio Practice
-An introduction and demonstration of the possible mediums that can be used to paint on
glass
Assignment
- Assignment 3 will be assigned and explained.

Week 4
Conversation and Review
-Informal group discussion of Assignment 3 (an experiment of painting on a pane of
glass.) due
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of historic stained glass (reading for presentation/essay student,
optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Studio Practice-demonstration of creation of cartoons for stained glass
Assignment
-Midterm planning project
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Developing Ideas: (Week 5-8)
By this point students should grasp the basics of stained glass planning, creation
and painting and they should start applying it more closely to their own personal interests
and artistic practices.
There will be an overview of slides of historical art and artists, students will have
their assigned week where an oral presentation or essay will be due. (If possible a local
example (such as a museum or church) that will support that particular week’s historical
area there will be a brief trip to visit it in person.)
Students will be required to start and present their midterm project planning for a
brief peer critique or a one-on-one feedback session. If time permits there will be a
feedback session of their in progress work. Then students will present their finished
midterm project for written and/or oral feedback from their peers and myself.
For my planned contemporary stained glass artists weekly slides and overview
students will be asked to choose a week that interests them for a second oral
presentation or essay; preferably the opposite of their previous choice. If there isn’t an
artist of interest for them I will ask them to present a contemporary stained glass artist
that they feel is of interest to them or somehow connects to what they are thinking about
for their final project.
Students will be asked to think about how stained glass relates to their work and
in one-on-one meetings will discuss with me their thoughts about their final project.

RISD Alumni Ricky Boscarino of Luna Parc Atelier Foundation
Commissioned stained glass window for the Litzengberger home in Shohola, PA. Approximately 11 feet by 5 feet wide.
Fig. 19 Curriculum Image 2
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Week 5
Conversation and Review
-Mid term planning is due
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of historic stained glass (reading for presentation/essay student,
optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Assignment
-Midterm

Week 6
Conversation and Review
-Midterm in progress is due
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of historic stained glass (reading for presentation/essay student,
optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Assignment
-contemporary stained glass presentation/essay sign up (if not done earlier)
Week 7
Conversation and Review
-Midterm finished project is due
Appreciation and Reflection
-Written or oral feedback from their peers and myself.
-Mid-term Feedback Form
Week 8
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of contemporary stained glass (reading for presentation/essay
student, optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Assignment
-Final project planning
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Advancing Ideas: (Week 9-13)
I will present weekly contemporary artists and slides of their work and the
students will either present about that artist or their chosen artist, or submit an essay on
their chosen week. If the students express interest I will also discuss with them the
current conservation practices surrounding stained glass and the dangers that stained
glass works can face.
The students will be required to show their planning for their final projects in
either a one-on-one setting or for peer feedback. Students will also be required to
propose an artist statement and/or wall text that will go with their finished work.
Students will get feedback from their peers or one-on-one meetings of their in
progress work, whether structure, started panel(s), and/or paintings.
There will be peer feedback (written or oral) of their finished final projects and
artist statement and wall text in relation to their final projects. Students who chose not to
provide some form of wall text will be asked to present their artwork orally to their fellow
peers. I will also give students feedback on their final project however they feel would be
most useful (orally or in writing after).
Students will be asked if they would like individual one-on-one meetings to
discuss how they think they might apply what they learned in the class, about stained
glass or otherwise, into their artistic practice or their future endeavors.

Judith Schaechter’s Specimens, 25” x 37”, 2004.
Fig. 20 Curriculum Image 3
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Week 9
Conversation and Review
- Planning for final projects is due and can be reviewed in either a one-on-one setting or
for peer feedback.
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of contemporary stained glass (reading for presentation/essay
student, optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Assignment
-Students will be assigned to start an artist statement and/or wall text that will go with
their finished work after the feedback on their plan for their final project.
Week 10
Meeting
-Peers feedback or one-on-one meetings of their in progress
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of contemporary stained glass (reading for presentation/essay
student, optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Week 11
Meeting
-One-on-one meetings to discuss how they think they might apply what they learned in
the class, about stained glass or otherwise, into their artistic practice or their future
endeavors.
Lecture, Discussion, and Student Led Presentation
-Presentation/Slides of contemporary stained glass (reading for presentation/essay
student, optional reading for rest) This will be opened up for discussion.
Week 12
Break
-No Class
Week 13
Conversation and Review
-Final Project is due
Appreciation and Reflection
-written and/or oral feedback from their peers and myself.
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ACADEMIC POLICIES
Academic Code of Conduct (TBA)
Standards of Conduct (TBA)
Religion Policy (TBA)

Additional Resources:
Academic Integrity
Please review the Student Code of Conduct at:
(TBA)
Counseling and Psychological Services:
(TBA)
*If you have any questions, are struggling to make an appointment, or need help reaching out please feel
free to speak with me privately and I will do my best to help you get the resources you need.

Center for Arts & Language/Writing Center
(TBA)

Additional Support Services
(TBA)
Additional Student Services
(TBA)

Additional Important Links:
Chosen Name Policy: (TBA)
Policy on Gender Identity and Expression: (TBA)
Career Center: (TBA)
Library: (TBA)
Museum/Gallery: (TBA)

*If you have any questions, are struggling to make an appointment, or need help reaching out to
any of these resources please feel free to speak with me privately and I will do my best to help
connect you with the resources you need.
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Assignments
Glass
GLASS 2201-01- Storytelling through Colored Light: Beginning Stained Glass
101
Credits: 3, Level: Undergraduate/Graduate
Wednesday 1:10-6:10, Spring Semester, 2022
In Person
Instructor: Bridget Provan
Capacity: 12, Elective, Major & Non-Major, No Prerequisite
Assigned
Due

Week 4
Week 5

MIDTERM : Project Planning (to scale)
Planning a project is the basic foundation of where every artwork
starts, whether it's in the form of watercolor studies, sketches, or material
experimentation. There are many different ways you could plan out a
stained glass project that you can choose to engage with. This project is
the first half of your midterm project assignment. The purpose of this is to
give you a strong, well thought out foundation for you to build your
intended midterm project off of and help lead to the success of your
project. Proposing a plan for an individual project allows you to explain
your intent and subject matter as well as get feedback on possible
difficulties that your project may present. Your plan should be to scale with
your intended final midterm project. It should also reflect and exhibit an
understanding of the ways and limitations that stained glass is
constructed and can benefit your artistic vision.
Goals:
To attain an understanding of the process of planning out a stained
glass panel
To create a foundation for a future project
To plan out and propose your artistic vision and explain (written or
orally) your project before executing it
To reflect and critically look at difficulties or impossibilities that your
(and others) project might present
To expand your understanding of what that stained glass can do as
an artistic medium for expression
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Learning Outcomes:
A project plan that reflects your understanding of how stained glass
is constructed
40%
-

A careful, executable plan for your midterm that reflects your artistic
vision and is true to your practice
40%

-

An understanding of the limitations and/or difficulties that stained
glass may present
20%

Methods:
-

Your plan can take the form of either a singular piece or it can be a
multi-part plan. As long as it maps out the your intended midterm
project (whether it is 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional)

-

Your plan may be executed in any medium that you find works best
for you and is appropriate for your project. (digital, drawings,
paintings, material studies, etc)

-

However you chose to physically present your project (whether it is a
printed version of your digital plan, or on a canvas, etc) it MUST be
to the scale of your intended final midterm project.

-

Look at how historical and contemporary artists plan out their own
stained glass projects to see how they convey information (it may
also be helpful to note how some artists number the individual
pieces of glass in order to keep track of where they all go) For
example this article about the stained glass plans from Whitefriars in
Temple Emanu-El, New York City.
https://blog.cmog.org/2016/08/26/connecting-paper-and-glass-part-2-whit
efriars-stained-glass-in-new-york-city/
-

Have an artist statement/explanation of your work printed for us to
read or be prepared to speak about your artistic vision for your
midterm and how it related to your practice.
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Assessment:

Basic Competency
Your plan is finished, well executed, is to scale with your intended
midterm
project and is displayed in an appropriate manner
Your plan displays legible information and is a well organized
foundation for your
midterm project

Advanced Competency
-

Reflects your artistic vision/practice and is explained in a clear
manner through either a written statement and/or orally.

-

Displays critical thinking/planning of the possible difficulties such as
limitations of time, weight, and the medium and your plan to
overcome/address such difficulties

-

Your plan is well thought out, plans for the ambition expected of a
midterm project, and is sensitive to the properties stained glass has
as a medium.

Required Materials
Paper to scale of your intended project
2D materials of choice for planning work (ex. pens, paint, pencils,
paintbrushes, ink, etc)

9
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Mid-Term Feedback Form
Mid-Term Feedback Form

Bridget Provan

GLASS 2201-01- Storytelling through Colored Light: Beginning Stained Glass 101

*Reminder of Course Goals
-To comprehend and obtain mastery of skills in the stained glass creation process
-To design and construct stained glass projects
-To develop, expand upon, and enrich students knowledge of the history of stained glass
1. Demonstrations were clear, accessible, and applicable
Not at all
1

Completely
2

3

4

5

6

7

2. The historical examples are diverse and help deepen your understanding of
stained glass in a historical context
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

3. The feedback and skill building assignments were helpful
1

2

3

4

5

4. Do you feel comfortable, supported, and encouraged in your practice and learning
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

What do you think could be done differently to help further promote your understanding?

Do you find feedback helpful to your studio practice, do you feel like they are a
comfortable and safe environment to express your ideas?

Do you feel the class, materials, and assignments are inclusive and accessible to all
students?

Further comments or concerns? (Always feel free to speak to me privately as well)

Name (Optional) ________________________________________________ Date

/

/
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Critique Guide and Diversity of Critiques
Critique Guide and Diversity of Critiques within my Syllabus

Bridget Provan

GLASS 2201-01- Storytelling through Colored Light: Beginning Stained Glass 101

Informal group technical review and discussion

Week 2, 3, 4, 5, 9.

Expect to give and receive constructive and thoughtful feedback on eachothers
techniques, craftsmanship, and execution.

Peer feedback or one-on-one reviews

Week 6, 10, 11.

Expect to decide on your preferred feedback, peer or one-on-one. Peer feedback will
provide an opportunity to receive feedback in a group setting with constructive and thoughtful
feedback from fellow peers on design, construction,and expectations. One-on-one feedback will
provide an opportunity for personal feedback from just the instructor with a focus on the
students personal concerns, design, and construction.

Group walk through appreciation and reflection

Week 7, 13

Expect to view each of your fellow peers' final work for their assignment which will be
appropriately displayed or installed, with some dialogue on their thoughts and design. There will
be opportunity for a discussion and appreciation for the thoughtfulness, dedication, and time put
into each completed stained glass artwork.

Group written peer presentation feedback (chosen week)

historic- Week 3, 4, 5, 6
contemp-Week 8, 9, 10, 11

Expect for your group to receive written feedback from your peers, on the week you
chose to sign up for in both the historic and contemporary stained glass, on your oral
presentation/shared written essay.

Group feedback forms (chosen week)

historic- Week 3, 4, 5, 6
contemp- Week 8, 9, 10, 11

Expect to give and receive constructive and thoughtful feedback to the other two group
members of your assigned week in a written form.

*If a student prefers to write feedback instead of verbally presenting it that option will
always be available.
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Self-Assessment Rubric
Self-Assessment Rubric

Bridget Provan

GLASS 2201-01- Storytelling through Colored Light: Beginning Stained Glass 101

A:
Engaged, flourishing and
rapidly growing

B-C:
Engaged but needing
some encouragement and
growing

D:
Struggling and not
engaged

Safety

Consistently
demonstrates, utilizes,
and helps others with all
safety protocols

Intermittently uses safety
protocol and doesn’t help
others engage with the
materials safely

Does not engage with
proper safety protocol
and endangers one's
self and others around
them

Planning

Excellent time
management and
communication skills,
clearly sets expectations,
and gives detailed plans.

Time management and
communication could be
improved upon,
expectations set, and
plans need to be cleaned
up.

No time management,
complete lack of
communication, no
parameters or
expectations set, and no
planning given.

Skill

Excellent execution of
skills demonstrated
through skillful and
confident usage of tools
and techniques.

Unsure usage of tools and
techniques, more time or
guidance required
practicing for improved
execution.

Misuse and improper
implementation of tools
and techniques

Exploration

Deep and personal
exploration into not only
how their work is
contextualized historically
and contemporarily; but
also the variety of ways
stained glass can be
used.

Minimal or surface layer
exploration into how they
could contextualize their
work and basic
explorations of
applications of stained
glass.

No contextualization of
their work and no
completely disconnected
from their artistic
practice, and no
exploration of different
possibilities that may be
of interest to them.

Effort

Visual material evidence
of genuine engagement of
the material; a genuine
attempt at fulfilling the
expectation

Minimal evidence of
engagement and
inconsistent efforts made
at fulfilling expectations

No evidence of any
attempt to fulfil minimal
expectation, did not try.

Honesty /
Authenticity

Always authentically and
honestly brings their art
and themselves into the
class

Room for growth in
gaining confidence to
bring their authentic and
genuine selves into the
class and into their art.

Disingenuous,
dishonest, and just
showing up or occupying
a seat.
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Research

A personalized, extensive,
and comprehensive look
into the specified students
areas of interest

A comprehensive but
preliminary investigation
into a wide area that is
tangentially related to the
student’s interests

A complete lack of or
entirely falsified look at
stained glass, with no
interest expressed

Community

Exceeds expectations of
contribution to
group/collaborative work,
excels in teamwork.
Actively and positively
engages with peers
thoughtfully,
constructively, and with
generosity

Participates in
group/collaborative work,
has difficulty with
teamwork. Gives minimal
or reserved feedback, but
thoughtful and
considerate feedback.

Never participates and
negatively impacts
group/collaborative work
and teamwork. Never
engages with peers'
work, never gives any
form of feedback, or is
consistently
argumentative and
entirely negative.

Attendance

Always attends class and
is on time and is ready to
engage with peers and
materials. communicates
with the professor about
any situation that may
interfere with class time;
preferably before class
starts.

Attends class mostly on
time and arrives back
from breaks on time,
takes time to warm up and
engage with peers and
materials, communicates
after about any situation
that may interfere with
class time.

Consistently late to class
or from breaks, comes
into class unprepared
and not ready to
engage. Never
communicates with the
professor why they are
unable to attend class.

Total #:

A: ______ of 9

B-C: _______ of 9

D: _______ of 9

Expected Grade: __________

Name (Optional): _____________________________________________________________

Date:

/

/

Comments/Notes:
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Introduction
My three research inquiries (interviews, POD Workshop, and
curriculum) precipitated me to investigate/include my teaching philosophy
and inclusivity statement as well as a personal credo. In the conclusion of
my research I felt a need to reflect upon and solidify my thoughts on care,
inclusivity and accessibility. I needed a manifestation of my personal
viewpoint.
Both my credo and philosophy and inclusivity statement connect to
what brought me to doing my thesis and why I feel care, inclusivity, and
accessibility in glass art education are so important in the first place.
My philosophy comes from a very personal and varied experience
led perspective. It is through these experiences that I hope to bring to my
students what I have found to be most fruitful and productive in an
educational setting; whether its one-on-one instruction or multiple
modalities. My inclusivity statement outlines my intent as an educator- to
foster and uphold an environment of respect, encouragement, and
learning. It is always important to remember all students come to the
classroom with different backgrounds, struggles, and experiences. As an
educator it is my privilege to support students and make the educational
experience positive for all.
My credo is a culmination of beliefs as an educator. It gave me the
opportunity to reflect on my own beliefs in succinct statements. I felt it was
essential to add this before my conclusion as it is what I am committed to
and bringing forward with me as an art educator.
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Teaching Philosophy + Inclusivity Statement
Teaching Philosophy
Upon reflecting on my own experience with past faculty, I personally
have found that when a teacher sets a high standard and high
expectations but with respect given to their students, gives clear and
in-depth structure, and has a passion for the subject they are teaching
this has provided me with some of my richest learning experiences. They
are challenging yet give the structure necessary to succeed. It is my
experience that it is most successful when a teacher comes out and asks
students if there are any questions. Additionally, it is beneficial if a teacher
provides ample one-on-one opportunities for students to go more
in-depth on their personal interests, reflections, or questions. These
different avenues and opportunities for discussion and thought allow
students to feel comfortable in asking questions either right away or
privately. Then the teacher would periodically ask if the students felt that
the private discussion during class time was helpful or if they prefer to use
the time discussing things as a group.
When I think about why this is important to me, I realize it is because
of my approximately 12 years of experience; I started when I was 11 years old
in glass art education programs. I have been able to participate in a
diverse range of teaching methods, settings, and approaches. This has
also given me time to reflect on the times when I have felt disjointed,
disconnected, unrepresented, unsupported, and general shortcomings
within the education I was receiving.
My goal not only as an educator, but that of education, should
always be to focus on encouraging the students to learn in a supportive
environment, where students can develop their own thought processes
and where diversity is respected. My role as a teacher may fluctuate
between a sounding board to brainstorming ideas, help develop or master
skills, or as a catalyst for inspiration.
I want to share the passion and beauty I find for not only art history
but also medium specific art. I plan to demonstrate to students what I am
passionate about in a way they previously may not have considered. I hope
my students can find beauty in this kind of art or come to learn about it in
a way they hadn’t before; they would go on to expand upon what I taught
them and find beauty and passion on their own in unexpected places.
9
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As an educator, I would hope to foster the freedom of creativity and
validate all student’s artistic expressions in all of their forms. This would be
achieved through creating a safe environment for students to create not
only what they envision, but what they feel compelled to; all whilst allowing
them to be removed from the norms of social pressure and anxieties. By no
means would this be done at a cost of the integrity of learning artistically
or academically. This could be supported by giving options of learning
and presentation styles. It would never be my intent to overwhelm or
overload students at the cost of their joy and enthusiasm in learning.
The greater aim of teaching, for me personally, is to allow a student
to successfully fulfil what they feel a need to learn, accomplish, and master
within the parameters of academic standards whether that is an act of
creation, something learned or mastered, or another more emotionally
validated accomplishment.
Methods should be offered and tailored for the different learning
styles and needs of the students. Whether it be visual, skill based
recreation, written, oral presentation, or memorization. The diversity of
these options would not only give students access to the knowledge I am
providing, but also allow them to have ownership of what they are learning.
In my experience, I flourished when I was given the opportunity to choose
for myself the mode in which I would respond to an assignment, all
learning responses were acceptable (visual, oral, written, etc) to prove that
the desired level of knowledge and proficiency had been achieved. I believe
my goal as an educator should be to always welcome and foster
conversation, making sure all student’s voices are heard and feel
comfortable in sharing different viewpoints respectfully.
My pedagogical approach fosters a safe, respectful, inclusive,
encouraging, academically challenging, and engaging learning
environment that would not only bring about the opportunity but also the
desire for learning. On a daily basis, it would not only demonstrate
dedication and commitment to upholding the institution's standards of
inclusivity, but also respect for each individual's needs and perspectives.
Larger groups are usually represented; as a teacher, it would be remiss not
to be inclusive of all aspects and possible groups, especially those less
represented. Each individual in the diverse student population deserves
the right to reach their fullest potential. Diversification enriches the
classroom experience bringing about different perspectives, the
opportunity to hear and respect one another, and to learn from each
other.
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As an educator it is important to keep in mind that each student
comes from different places, not only from an upbringing (cultural, class,
and economic) perspective, but also a mental perspective and I feel that it
is important that teachers respect the diversity of struggles students face
mentally. It should be stressed that mental health needs to be discussed
openly between the student and faculty. Anyone struggling with mental
health issues needs to be encouraged, respected, and supported
academically in the way they need, as an individual, in order to succeed. It
is paramount that teachers set the tone for this kind of environment.
Mutual respect and support are essential for a productive learning
environment. Some different ways that I will help encourage and support
diversity and create an inclusive environment are opportunities for a
variety of meeting types, course accessibility, group discussion guidelines,
and assignment diversity.
Most people agree that within any educational setting, art or
otherwise, the learning process should have care, inclusivity, and
accessibility. The importance of these topics have been highlighted over
the last few years for all students. Yet within glass education, there are still
many places that operate under a more archaic and unsupportive lens. I
am interested in how my own experience and practice can help me better
my teaching practice.
Care, inclusivity, and accessibility has only in recent years been
acknowledged as important to look at in education. Places of education
have been slowly working on moving in a better direction for care,
inclusivity, and accessibility.
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Inclusivity Statement
My pedagogical approach fosters a safe, respectful, inclusive,
encouraging, academically challenging, and an engaging learning
environment that would not only bring about the opportunity but also the
desire for learning. On a daily basis it would not only demonstrate
dedication and commitment to upholding the institution's standards of
inclusivity, but also respect for each individual's needs and perspectives.
Larger groups are usually represented; as an educator, it would be remiss
not to be inclusive of all aspects and possible groups, especially those less
represented. Each individual in the diverse student population deserves
the right to reach their fullest potential. Diversification enriches the
classroom experience bringing about different perspectives, the
opportunity to hear and respect one another, and to learn from each
other.
As an instructor it is important to keep in mind that each student
comes from different places, not only from an upbringing (cultural, class,
and economic) perspective, but also a mental perspective and I feel that it
is important that teachers respect the diversity of struggles students face
mentally. It should be stressed that mental health needs to be discussed
openly between the student and faculty. Anyone struggling with mental
health issues needs to be encouraged, respected, and supported
academically in the way they need, as an individual, in order to succeed. It
is paramount that educators set the tone for this kind of environment.
Mutual respect and support are essential for a productive learning
environment.
Some different ways that I will help encourage and support diversity
and create an inclusive environment are opportunities for a variety of
meeting types, course accessibility, group discussion guidelines, and
assignment diversity.
One-on-one, small in-class assigned group work, and coming
together as a class are all essential in order to increase students'
confidence in themselves, their peers, and in being heard; fostering a
sense of community and belonging. It's important to have one on one time
to check in with the student making sure they feel safe, competent,
encouraged, and supported to achieve academic and artistic success.

1
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Course accessibility would be handled on a need to need basis,
depending upon the situation, challenges whether physical or mental.
Without accessibility to all there is no point in teaching. As an educator, it
is of utmost importance to help your students and it would be remiss not
to help students rise to the academic or artistic challenge.
Group discussion guidelines will be formulated collaboratively at the
beginning of each new group of students. This will help set expectations
and let other students know that all of their needs can be met or
addressed, that it is a safe place to express themselves, and that this can
be achieved without compromising the course work.
Assignments will always be open-ended in context, allowing for a
focus on the student’s own goals and artistic vision, but this will not
compromise the specificity of the assignments. I would encourage students
to go out and research topics that they are interested in and passionate
about rather than having assigned readings. This research would
culminate in the students coming back and sharing their findings with
each other, therefore providing a diverse and interest driven result.
Every question or point of view should be respectfully listened to and
possibly ignite a meaningful discussion. Barriers and exclusion should
never be tolerated in a free thinking, academic environment. Never should
anyone or any group feel attacked or discriminated against. Faculty and
students alike should feel properly respected, represented, heard, and able
to bring their unique perspectives into the classroom.
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Credo
During a spring semester class taught by professor Dr. Blake Smith
she told us about a writing prompt a previous professor had given her:
write your credo. Dr. Smith gave us this writing prompt for us to do for
ourselves to help us keep in mind what we believe in. So I took some time to
write it out and given its importance and relevance to my thesis I thought I
would include it here. I plan to add and edit this outside of my thesis as
well.
Here are some ways we were given to start thinking about how to start our
credos:
“As a becoming art/design educator, I believe…”
“I have given my heart to…”
“I believe…”
“I am committed to…”
Bridget Provan’s Credo

Spring2022

-I believe art education should be a place for healing and growth
-I believe art education should be a place of acceptance and conversation
-I believe we all come to art education with our own backgrounds and
experiences that should be acknowledged and honored
-I believe time is precious and should be honored
-I believe educators need to be caring, listen, generous, authentic, and
accepting.
-I believe educators should given students tools (including but not limited
to time, information, and/or skills)
-I believe artists shouldn’t be divided and limited by medium/material
-I believe art and artists deserve conversation not critiques
-I believe in generosity and authenticity
-I believe glass can transform and transcend
-I believe words can transform and transcend
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Conclusion
To conclude my thesis I am revisiting my research questions and
reflecting on the year long journey I have taken while writing this thesis.
My first research question was on how I could incorporate care,
inclusivity, and accessibility into my teaching practice. Through
co-teaching in Dr. Smith’s class, my workshop at Project Open Door, and
information gleaned from interviews with various educators I found that
there are various methods that educators can use. Personally, I think
warming up the students with a small exercise is a good start to a class or
first introduction. I think it's important to always leave room for the
students to be creative, to never impose your ideas and artistic tendencies
onto or into their art. I think researching different ways of doing things to
be well informed and to be transparent with your students about what you
don’t know (yet) is incredibly important as well. Most importantly of all I am
excited to learn and face challenges and change through learning from my
future students and their feedback.
Next question was if there is a reason that these same issues are
often overlooked in glass education? Is it because of the difficulty of the
medium? The lack of variety in resources or support system available? I
found through the interviews that it might be because of the newness of
glass education as a field, curriculum, and concept. There is nothing
published on glass education so these resources only come from word of
mouth and institutions but overall glass education is incredibly new.
Additionally, how issues of care, inclusivity, and accessibility are
currently being addressed in glass education? Through interviewers I
found glass education to be in a place of flux. That the educators not only
want but are pushing towards these needs in various ways. One thing of
note is that all of the educators stressed the importance of one-on-one
learning.
Are there certain glass education programs that are doing this work
successfully? Yes! Some places such as Corning and Pilchuck as well as
smaller institutions such as NOCA Glass School are all doing work on
increasing their kinds of programs and the diversity of educators. There is
also evidence of certain educators making their classes more inclusive
and accessible through creative accommodations.
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What would a curriculum with a lens of care, inclusivity, and
accessibility look like in glass arts? I found that the lens of care, inclusivity,
and accessibility can be approached from many different angles, is very
personal, and can change or shift depending upon the requirements of
the students, educator, institution, and circumstance. I think educators are
beginning to more closely look at and address art education through this
lens. I think it’s most important to always support your students, know your
role, know the resources, and never neglect your student as a whole.
How can you make a curriculum that allows for flexibility of students’
diverse needs that may be different than you originally imagined? Through
my experience and research I found that building in room and most
importantly time for your students needs, interests, and curiosities is
crucial. Staying open minded, thinking outside of traditional curriculum,
and listening to your students' needs leaves room for educational
opportunities that may have been initially unimagined. Additionally,
depending on the circumstance I might even try building a curriculum
collaboratively with my students making clear room for their needs and
voices.
As it is with any research I feel as if I have come away with more
questions than when I started, questions I hadn’t previously considered.
Is there research into how to make cheaper options for glass making?
Why are there age limits for glass blowing, is it because of pre-determined
opinions or actual (cognitive or motor) abilities of certain ages?
Why is glassblowing the first thing people associate with glass/ glass art/
glass art education?
Why isn’t there more publications and research done on different and more
accessible ways to do all kinds of glass making; especially for people with limited
physical abilities?
Why don't most glass educators have formal/academic training as an
educator?
How can one-on-one teaching be incorporated into larger institutions?
Why isn’t it prioritized?
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I found this thesis to be a wellspring of information that I hope to
publish on independently in the future. My hope is to ignite an interest in
and the creation of the foundation for future glass art educators to
research from and glean inspiration and new understandings. These
questions present a way to build upon the foundational research that my
thesis has provided me. I plan on further researching these questions
outside of my Master’s degree at RISD.
Additionally, I also want to re-state that it was an honor to write and
research for my thesis for the Masters of the Arts in Art and Design
Education degree with support from Dr. Shana Cinquemani, Dr Blake
Smith, Nancy Friese, and other inspirational educators I worked with
during my Master’s degree.

Also, thank you! It’s wonderful to have you reading my thesis and
going on this journey with me throughout the pages of my thesis! So thank
you for your time and kindness!
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Appendix
Interview Questions and Answers
1 Question: What is your experience in glass art education as a student? As
an art educator?
Ricky of Luna Parc: “Glass was a medium that I picked up at RISD and I
always was fascinated with the process and I had never done it until I had
the opportunity during a wintersession class and that really was the very
beginning of it. First of all I really didn’t like the instructor, In fact I didn’t
like him at all but that’s besides the point. I kind of developed my own bad
habits like I know the process and I could say I probably know the correct
way or sort of institutional way to make a stained glass window but I have
sort of developed my own procedure. Now when I have taught people and I
tell them, some of my students when I am teaching them, I say now I am
teaching you bad habits like a professional stained glass person would say
no that's not right that's not the way you do it. But I can make beautiful
stained glass windows and I have made lots of stained glass windows for
commissions including one of them the largest was five feet wide and
eleven feet tall. It was a private commission. It was and still is the single
largest installation that I have ever made. It was depicting a tree of life with
all the indiginous animals throughout the window. It really was pretty
spectacular actually.”.........“I have never taught a stained glass workshop but
I have taught individuals, interns and one-on–one students. But that's all I
would do mainly because I would never want to teach someone my bad
habits. There are many ways to make anything, even some of my jewelry is
unconventional as far as my process but it works and that is what my work
is always about. I was always able to sort of reinvent my process or the
process of how I learned it initially. I think my method is a really good way
but I am very conscious when I am trying to teach someone something that
they understand that this may not be the way that someone else would
teach it say in an institution.”
Alexander Rosenberg: “So I took a new job as. Glass studio director at
Wheaton Arts, which is in South Jersey. It's a non-profit. There's a residency
program, a bunch of other things. The studio is kind of starting it up again
from scratch right now, so it's quite a lot.. I really like it. . It was very kind of
serendipitous to come up. It’s in Millville in barrens, which is very pretty,
actually. It's kind of, you know, it's an unusual place. Jersey is really
beautiful, though.

Nick Emeric: “As a Student I first took a glassblowing class at Hot Soup in
Philadelphia, then at The Corning Museum of Glass, then I achieved my
Associates Degree from Salem Community College, I then took a summer
class from the Pilchuck Glass School, then Achieved my Bachelor's Degree
in Glass from Jacksonville University. As an educator I became the
teachers assistant at Jacksonville University due to my professional
experience. I taught Glassblowing, fusing and casting classes at Hot Sand
for eleven years. I then went on to teach glassblowing and flame working
lessons at Hot Glass Alley for four years”
Ed Schmid: “OK, so yeah, I started. in glass in 1984 at the University of
Illinois in Champaign, Urbana. So if you, I think some of this stuff is in my
book, so you can always go back to that reference. But I took glass blowing
as an art elective and so fell in love with it right away and then developed it
as my second major. My first major was in Germanic languages and
literature, so I'm a German major and finished that degree first and then
did this as a second major and got a BFA in that. BFA was in 1987. Excuse
me and then my BA was in 1987 , then I went on to grad school at Ohio
State and graduated there and a MFA Glass in 1990. It was during that time
I became kind of a glass teacher teaching assistant for the school. fell in
love with teaching. So that really was. The beginnings of being kind of a
professional teacher so.
BP-That's awesome that you started like that early on in your art career, so
where have you taught?
ED-I'm pretty much all over the world. I mean, probably at least 30 different
states in the United States and then a number of different countries, you
know, was over in the glass furnace. Did this symposium in Germany. Time
in Italy, Australia, New Zealand. So yeah, I get around with it. ”
Preston Singletary: “I learned through practical experience. First in a
production factory for 3 years and then working for Benjamin Moore’s
studio where we worked for artists and designers. The variety of artists
that came through the studio gave me a broad range of experience in
technique and styles as well as exposure to different artistic sensibilities.
As an Art Educator I have traveled to many different countries as a
teaching assistant or teacher. I’ve taught at Pilchuck Glass School and in
Japan at Niijima glass center. I’m currently on the Pilchuck Glass school
board as well as the Corning Museum of glass board. ”

Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie:
MC “I think we have very different answers. I did not go to art school or
glass school. I came to this through well education. I am an Early
childhood educator I am now a faculty in teacher education. My
background is in art education and working with kids. I started working at
Urban taking classes and developing a curriculum with Dori and from that
then it turned into Pilchuck.I ran the art program in early childhood center
at Columbia University for my students my 3, 4, 5 year old students were
very interested in glass so i brought them to Urban in the sequence we
started creating family days and programing there and in the sequence of
that Pilchuck ”
DG “ I started doing glass when I was 17 and then I went to a community
college and transferred to Illinois State University not knowing that they
had a glass program but I was going to do art education. I was in the art
education program for a year and meanwhile I was taking glasses an
elective and i was just so into glass that i just decided that i decide that in
the bigger picture of things if i was going to be teaching more on a college
level that the K through 12 certification wasnt really going to work out for
me I ended up quitting art ed and just going directly in to glass but i
always knew i wanted to tach so i stuck around Illinois State they really
didn’t have kiln casting and flameworking for adjunct so I taught that the
main teacher was a glass blower and then i met somebody at PIlchick and
she had a bullseye glass resource center in Cincinnati Ohio and so then i
end up moving to Cincinnati and teaching there and they actually had a
gal who did art education so she put together a glass kids program and i
had worked with her so she as doing a lot of outreach so i worked there for
a little over two years so i got really familiar with how she was teaching and
doing running those programs . So then i moved to brooklyn and was
interested in putting together a youth program so I just transferred over
the skill set i learned at Brazee Street studio Cincinnati with Bullseye and
then just kind of go from there and then met Marta and we started
teaching together ”

Richard Whiteley: Certainly I started teaching in Glassboro 16. Well, I
actually I started studying stained glass from oh, sixteen and started
teaching short courses when I was 17 years old and that was traveling to
Regional Victoria, which was the state that I lived in southern Australia and
taught to rural communities who didn't have access to Community College

is what you would call them here. So I was part of it was called adult
education and it was just the opportunity that kind of fell in my lap as
someone pulled out at the last minute and they basically just didn't wanna
travel around the countryside. But it was good money and. It helped me. It
helped me, really. You know, there's one thing to be studying something
and there's another thing to teach it. So at a young age, I learned that
those relationships between knowledge and in sharing knowledge
BP-Absolutely. Definitely. Yeah. That's wonderful to hear about. And so just
so you're originally from Australia.
RW-Yeah, yeah, I know. I moved here. What was that? Just a couple of
months before the pandemic, so migrated to Corning.
BP-Did you used to teach at Australian National University?
RW- Yes, indeed. And then prior to that, I was in private practice for a
couple of years, just running my own studio. And then for seven years
before that. Six or seven years before that, I was teaching at Sydney
University how much is an art school there, which had a glass program
and then prior to that I was in Graduate School at the University of Illinois,
and I was a part time teacher there. When I graduated, I taught. I think
actually pretty much full time. I taught two classes a week as an adjunct
professor. That's amazing. Yeah. So I've had quite a bit of teaching
experience
Benjamin Wright: “I'm sorry, I might send you my CV for that one, but I can
summarize. I have been teaching for a little over 20 years. Yeah. Jesus. I've
been an artist for 20 years. I graduated from RISD in 2009 and started
teaching at University of the Arts in Philadelphia for a few years
collegiately, but have caught workshops well before that and quite a bit
since then. I also led the Education department at Urban Glass for four
years and have been here at Pilchuck for three years. So I tried to take
everything I had learned from teaching workshops all over the world and
bring them to bear in those positions. But let's see schools I've caught at
Pilchuck and Pennland. Oxbow, glass furnace and Turkey. I've taught
workshops in Poland and Denmark and Norway. Oh yaya Creative glass in
New Orleans is an amazing place that Ive had a few times, which is more of
a youth program, Appalachian Center for craft. I'm sure I'm happy to send
you my CV. I'm sure I'm forgetting a few things, if it's even relevant

BP- but that's amazing. Thank you for sharing all of that to you've talked
like at a lot of places. That's incredible.
BW- I have, you know, very early in my career, it was a priority for me both to
teach and to travel. Bild-Werk Frauenau in Germany is one of my all time
favorite spots. Anyways, yes, I have traveled and I've taught. And it's
something that I enjoy.”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “I have no formal education in
glassblowing just various classes at places like Urbanglass, Haystack, and
the Corning Museum of Glass as well as extensive experience as a hired
assistant/ production glassblower.”
Anonymous: “Art educator ”

2 Question: As a past student and as an art educator, how important was
and is care for you and your students both received and given: from the
educators, institution, curriculum, and other impactful circumstances?
Ricky of Luna Parc: “I would say that my best environment for care is
teaching here (Luna Parc) I am most efficient when I am teaching here, I
mean I have taught elsewhere Ive taught at other institutions and studios
but I think that when a student, when I say students I mean my interns or a
school student or a college student or it could be someone who is taking
my workshop who might be 60 or 70 years old. But I think some of the
inspiration people get, the excitement they get is taking a workshop here
(Luna Parc). So I would say, I wouldn’t say I am a fish out of water when I am
elsewhere but I am certainly at my best teaching here (Luna Parc)”....... “For
people to be here amongst Luna Parc, if they are taking a cement
workshop they can be inspired because there is all this different cement
work. If they are taking a mosaic workshop there is mosaic everywhere so
that they can kind of get a point of reference and be inspired. So that's
what I mean, there is nothing like the experience of coming here and
taking a workshop here”
Alexander Rosenberg: I think it is important. I think its importance is
amplified teaching during a global pandemic I don't know in the mire of the
politically motivated policy making I think a lot of people everyone is going
through this soft trauma, not necessarily soft, people are losing people
people are dying So it is a moment of teaching over the last few years
noticing everyone is going through something. I think if nothing else it

makes one more aware that this is the way the situation has always been I
don't know if this has historically or when i was a student i don't think my
experiences as a student really there didn't seem to be as much of an
awareness or concern for that kind of thing There still isn't built into the
infrastructure and policy around teaching or the structure of higher ed
there is more conversational awareness we have counseling service . I dont
have the answer for this. People might think art school is less rigorous and
there is less testing but the idea of day long studio classes you cant really
catch up if you miss something. It isn't like you can go home and read the
book to take the test. In some ways it is more rigorous at least more
demand with studio arts education. I haven't figured out a way around
that. It seems the person with the greatest advantage in studio art c;asses
is one that doesn't have anything else happening of import in their life. If
you are someone who has a sick family member or is going through
something emotional or health related yourself I don't know what the
answer is There is certainly not my experience at the different institutions I
have taught support on the end of the educator if someone has missed 5
studio days the only way around that would be if i were to work individually
with that person which is outside of the capacity of what i can do. I was
talking to a colleague the other day and there Is a lot of extra, how we
suddenly became responsible for the health and welfare for our classes in
a more meaningful way. You were always there for making sure people were
safe in the studio but there is this other added layer. My teaching goal this
semester is that no one gets sick.

Nick Emeric: “As a student at times I felt I learned to care for yourself, your
education, and your projects more than even in a professional setting.
With many students to take care of it is not always easy for an instructor to
make sure a student is taking the proper precautions, such as wearing
adequate PPE. It at times was difficult to make sure my thesis was actually
read and returned by an instructor. So as a student I tried to stay in front
of deadlines and make sure I was using all equipment and materials as
they were intended to be used. As an educator I try to give as many
resources as I can to progress education. Sometimes taking a little more
care or personal attention yields stronger results. A student does not
always need to learn from mistakes if lessons can be presented ahead of
time and made relatable to a scenario they might be in.”

Ed Schmid: “Yeah, I kind of looked at that question and as a student back
in the mid 80s, things are still pretty new as far as class education goes

and it was sort of the blind leading the blind. And we were pretty much told
to fend for ourselves, like my teaching assistant would do a demo, and
then split. And you know, you kinda have to figure out 74 steps of making a
Tumblr on your own, and everyone was, you know, encouraged to work
alone. There really wasn't any teamwork at all. And still you know, you have
to realize that a lot of these people came out of ceramics programs as well
as didn't have formal, you know, education and teaching. So which is the
case in a lot of schools? I don't know what your experience has been like.
It's significantly different these days, but yeah. Back then, let's just see if
there's minimal in terms of care or attention. You know, we would have crits
and basically. Yeah. Other than that, there wasn't a lot of interaction. I just
went into the shop, kind of did your assignments and got a grade for it so.
And then I knew just from that experience, things could certainly be
improved. So then, as an instructor, you definitely gave more attention to
both the students and trying to explain this very, very complicated
process. You know, as a teaching assistant, there wasn't a lot from the
institution that I ever got. In fact, I was pretty much encouraged to just
develop a lot of the curriculum as I went, and with a few nudges from my
professor. But there really wasn't a heck of a lot of formal instruction in
that. That type of work or care.
BP-Yeah, definitely. And then have you found that it's changed a lot over
the years as well or
ES- it's slowly developed I think as more places took on. The seriousness of
running a glass program and developed curriculum, both based on
historical examples but also their own experience, and you know, art
curriculum. And you know, probably especially in the last probably 10 years
or so, I think even more attention is really opening up. Opportunities for
people to study at different places around the country and so. And I think
that's just enriched it as well as having things like the glass art society and
or conferences and, you know, having panel discussions and kind of
keeping some of that information out there and flowing and interacting
with other schools. And that's improved a lot of the curriculum as well as.
You know the attention that we're giving and more opportunities for people
to explore glassblowing or all different types of glass arts.”
Preston Singletary: “As a teacher I think it’s a good exercise in articulating
techniques, concepts and, to inspire using your ability to do so. I’ve never
been trained as a formal teacher this is how I try to teach. As a student I
think it’s important to be able to intuit the process weather it’s technique,
academics, concepts as well as reinterpret them in your own way. ”

Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: “I am not sure that I have things that are
specific to class. I mean in early childhood and really in any level of
Education II. I believe it's all about care. It's all about relationships and
establishing that relationship of care and trust. I don't think so. maybe i'm
just forgetting something and then maybe I'll think of it but I don't. I can't
think of anything that would be to glass that I would that wouldn't be
similar for any other material that we worked with or or or Or or really far.
Any in any circumstance of working with children, yeah. I think for me not
so much on the children, but I'm teaching 3 college classes this semester
and just letting them know that they're able to reach me anytime, which
now usually ends up being through Instagram because they'll see an artist
and want to know more so. Also, you know if they're working independently
on their own at the studio that I'm there to like, you know, right schedules
and programs from afar to be able to get exactly what they need. So
usually like, one of the main things for, you know, kiln forming is that we'll do
sample tests. So at least they can visualize like, OK, this temperature. Gives
you this result. In this temperature gives you this result, and then so I can
kind of figure out that from afar. What they're looking for. UM, let's see. I
think. Yeah, I guess just letting them the students know that I'm. I'm always
there in an accessible and that glass you know is this. Bashed, you know,
resource that it's you can. I mean what would our lives be without glass,
right? It just goes on and on. And so I am very fortunate that I started
working 22 years ago, which is not really normal. So I feel fortunate that
you know when I tell students if I'm teaching film casting that you know, I do
actually know a lot of other. Areas within glass, so to let them know if they
see something that they're interested in. I would still love to, you know,
discuss the technique or whatever to see if maybe we can incorporate that
in the class or or something in that way to let them know that it is this like
very free open material and that really within the grand scheme of things
using it. Being used as an art medium that we're like a blip, you know? So I
think the more that they can explore that the material, you know it it opens
up just more doors. So definitely thank you. ”
Richard Whiteley: Yeah, I suppose I tell you to find care. I think there is a
sense of responsibility about being a steward of the class as a teacher.
RW-When I was a student, I don't think I can't remember a whole bunch of
emphasis on students well being, I think it was just a different world. And I
think there was more of an emphasis of the school of Hard Knocks that
you went that many learning environments, apprenticeships, for example
were a place to toughen you up, and you often wouldn't say hazed. It's too
strong a word and it's got a kind of a. Very derogative kind of association,

but there were a lot of practical jokes played on you when you were the
young apprentice. Yeah. And you were the victim of that, whether you liked
it or not. It was a different era. It was a bit Wilder, more kind of chaotic, I
would say. But the idea of care. Yeah, I can't remember it coming to the full.
So I I think a pedagogical care like I care about the process of learning. I
do remember that and II it's not, it wasn't as articulated when I was younger.
Yeah, as I feel it is now. Yeah. And I think the the world of there is a a bigger
move for a social awareness of care within. Not only the learning
environment, but in the domestic environment, so these subjects were less
talked about when I was young and that may have been 'cause of my
profound ignorance. But I think it was, it may have been more cultural, but
it also just may have been a reflection of the time. I could often I remember
coming to Pilchuck for the first time as a 21 year old and studying with.
Both Flora and Joey in one class floor. Flora Mace, Joe Kirkpatrick, who are
kind of iconic, teaches at Pilchuck at the time and just being really
impressed with their pedagogical approach to class. I couldn't have
articulated the layers that they brought to that class, but there was a real
sense of understanding. And I also studied with Lipinski and Brecht over at
the scepter the next session, and I remember them having a very clear
philosophy. And that had a pedagogical depth, but I wouldn't like, I don't
remember the, you know, that kind of sense of. Care about how the class
was given was like here's some ideas. These ideas are very important. These
are our concepts. Here we go. Get to work. Yeah. So I suppose over the
years, that's something that has evolved. And I feel strongly about listening
to students, to listening to their voice. But I also feel learning is like you
have to break eggs and you often have to. You often have to confront a
student in a not in an aggressive way, but in an educational way. There has
to be a proposition within the class. That allows the student to dig in, and
if they can't. Leining digging or you know those kind of metaphors I find,
you know, my big criticism of the university culture, which was one of the
reasons why I left, was that if everything was getting watered down and
there wasn't necessarily. And like it was more about experience, which is
not answering your question. More about the students experience rather
than a deep version in a in a learning outcome like that had the emphasis
had changed from students are paying a lot of money to go to school. I
have an experience and that is what contemporary education is. Yeah, it's a
series of experiences. Where is the end? The world is like that now whereas.
Somewhere in the middle day between the school of Hard Knocks and the
water down environment, there was a what I felt was a deep kind of traction
with the idea. Like you're here to learn. These are the key principles. It's not
only do we need you to learn them, but you need to own them and you
need to drive them. And unless you are prepared to take that on, it's kind of

wasting your time, yeah. Anyway, that's it's kind of a side point to what
you're saying around care, I believe. In that. But I also believe that care is
like a an umbrella, like it's part of a a given. quality within a class. It's not
necessarily the substance of what the class is about.
Benjamin Wright: “That's a big one. I mean, it's teaching is care if it's done
correctly. That's a little judgmental, but , that is, I do feel quite strongly. My
current partner keeps telling me that I'm a feminist teacher, or a teacher in
a feminist mold, which I take is a great compliment. I'm not. I'm not as
learned as she is. I don't know. I mean really it's about on the workshop level.
You have this wonderful opportunity. You have 10 students. You have this,
like, very discrete time to work with them. So the real goal is like, is really
trying to get to know your students almost instantly and try and ascertain
what. They're trying to get out of the experience and how you can move
them forward in art and life, so. Care is embedded in every single step of
that. If you don't care about the people you're teaching, then you're not
gonna invest the time to learn them. And then I also think that you know
that that's just the beginning of the relationship I probably have. Hundreds
of people who I've talked to blow glass, but that's really sort of a vehicle for
the relationship and the network that grows out of that and many of those
people I have at least tried to help along in their career path. You know, it's
it's I think too it's a commitment that somebody takes a workshop from you
not to say. I remember every single one of my students but. If they make
the effort to maintain that relationship, it's also, for me at least, a
continuing commitment in there. In their growth, even though you're only
really with them for two weeks out of their life.”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “This varies so greatly from
institution to institution as well as from instructor to instructor. Some
institutions are more about the social scene and the spectacle of watching
the craft, while some places create an environment which adds more of a
depth of knowledge to the craft itself. This paradigm also exists from
instructor to instructor, while some want to cover details and the theory
behind the basics to create more of a real understanding of the material,
while some serve more of a “monkey see, monkey do” purpose- watch me
and then you try. If it sounds like I am biased it’s because I am and one of
the main reasons I strived to be in the position I am today, where as the
owner of a glass school I can have a hand in shaping the quality of
instruction and inclusivity I put out there for students which I felt was
greatly lacking as a young (female) glassblower.”

Anonymous: “Care is about respect and respecting everyone’s individual
approach, practice, limitations.... is critical to my teaching. Also integral to
this approach of respect (care) is to evolve dialogues, evolve practices and
approaches by asking questions that are core to the student’s line of
inquiry. Most Glass Departments are small – students and faculty get to
know each other well. A high percentage of students stay in touch with
faculty (and each other) after graduation.”
3 Question: As a past student and as an art educator, how important was
and is accessibility for you and your students: equipment, teachers, and
anything else that has impacted you?
Ricky of Luna Parc: “Personally I wouldn’t teach a workshop unless I knew I
could be prepared for it. Timewise for one, because I think if people are
paying money you owe it to them to first of all be at your best, to provide
enough instruction and attention for each student. So I would say that
timing can be tricky but a lot of times, like right now I am going to figure
out my teaching schedule through July. But I would say that I have to boast
that my studio is very very well equipped. I have the facility to do all kinds
of stuff here, my welding, my full ceramic studio, my jewelry making, all of
the stained glass tools, a cement mixer. There are a lot of things that I have
to work with here and I think that for me that's really important. That's very
important to provide. I can teach a cement workshop because I have a
cement mixer. I think having the tools around facilitates teaching and I like
that I am able to share the tools and the instruction”
Alexander Rosenberg: “Yeah, I mean, and that's so I went to undergraduate.
At Rosie and, you know, as the student, there's very, very little opportunity
for. For funding, even for small funding like even for things like getting
materials and supplies. So yeah, I ended up taking out a bunch of loans,
you know, during the time that I was there, I got some support from my
family. Um. But it's very expensive, especially going into class because you
know you had to immediately like just to take the class. You would have to
buy. Like blow, like all the tools. Yeah, yeah. Couple blowpipes. You know, it's
hundreds and hundreds of dollars. Which doesn't seem that much, you
know, compared to the overarching UM. Tuition costs, but it's hard, you
know. Practically, it's hard for students to come up with those like piecemeal
lab fees and material stuff separate from that. Yeah. So. Yeah, it was hard
to get money sometimes, and I did other things sometimes to get money,
like donate plasma or like, do you know, what does it pay, like, targeted ads,
stuff on the Internet earlier? So. And you know, and of course work. I was

working at the work study in school. Yeah, yeah. 'cause. I know that's
something that, like, can be very impactful to like a learning experience,
like whether you don't have access to a tool or maybe like color, for
example, in glasses can definitely be really expensive. So hard one, though,
from the flip side because like. Yeah, I mean the, the, the accent, the access
to funding for it would be really helpful. It's hard. Sometimes you go into a
studio and they say like we provide all this stuff for you, but then the
quality of the stuff is like it gets very, really beat up. Yeah. You know, I'm
working now and more of a public studio environment. So these are some
of the kind of things that we have to think about. Yeah. So you've worked
with public equipment as well. So you've seen the difference, which is really
cool. Yeah, I mean, it's just well, there's just never. It is one of those things. I
mean, it's like going into a trade, you know, you do ultimately like kind of
need to have your own stuff or like, if I guess, if you're serious about it, you
kind of like eventually wanna have your own stuff, but it's hard for that to
be like. You know when where that hump is positioned in one's career, I
think like might make a difference, you know, might be nice if somebody
coming in for the first time can just like have access to some tools or or like
I said, if there was like small kind of funding opportunities for people to get
stuff like that. Yeah, definitely. ”
Nick Emeric: “When I was going to Salem CC it was at times difficult to
complete projects when the studio had a strict curfew of 5pm. We had to
be cleaned up and out by then, which made it hard to have a class and
only a few hours to start and finish a part of your process. Although Salem
had many opportunities to experience different types of equipment. So the
accessibility to try new things really opened up creativity. While going to
JU I was allowed to stay in the studio until midnight which really made me
push the boundaries. That is for my artwork and staying in a creative flow. I
would find myself sculpting or carving a project for longer than I ever have
before. This really led to some of my sculptures I do now that take weeks of
carving to complete. Although there is a reason to cutting accessibility
down at certain times. Working with machinery can get increasingly
dangerous with tired eyes.”
Ed Schmid: “It enriches it, you know. And it's also there's costs that come
with that stuff. But it definitely makes the programs more diverse. I always
think that's a good thing. ”
Preston Singletary: “I have had elders or mentors who have imparted
cultural knowledge upon me and I see that as a responsibility. In terms of
glass making, of course you need a studio, and you need time to hone your

skills and techniques. I have a unique option where I draw designs and
transfer them to the glass sculptures so I can create designs and develop
ideas outside of the glass studio. ”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: “Marta, do you want me to go. Sure. I would
say if there's no kilns available in a program, and you want to work with
glass, the easiest thing is probably to do mosaic to not even worry about
any kind of heating or melting. They do have, which you may have seen in
the microwave kilns. Have you seen those yet? So that is another way. If you
don't have a kiln, then you know it's working on a smaller scale though. If
you have a large class that would take a really, really long time. Yeah. So
having something like that but also, you know, when you're working with
small like cabochon size of things like let's say like a. Two by two roughly
things really don't need to be annealed. They're going to be strong. Yeah,
so yeah, putting it into a a ceramic kiln or, you know, we have Google Now.
So translating what cone fire is into what temperature and just kind of look
and then you can most likely crash a kiln because the kiln shelf is gonna
hold it upt. It's not gonna really properly anneal, but most kids aren't like,
you know, trying to sell their work or where you know. So it's not as crucial.
Then somebody like creating the business with it. But it's definitely
problematic sometimes when you just don't have access to two kilns. But
then yeah, I think there's another thing too that Marta, I have also taught
that you don't need to really have any sort of kiln, but like a creme brulee
torch, you can score like a bottle and then put it on a lazy susan. Then put
that and it's called hot popping. So then you know you can work with that,
you know, take a a stand or so the lip isn't sharp, but there's like another,
you know another way to work with glass. Definitely. Yeah. I I think the hot
popping is the only thing that I have been from beginning to end in the.
End classroom Studio, so to speak or at home without any other resources,
precisely because you can just if you have the torch and the diamond
pads, you can just get it done at home. What I would advise when possible
is to share Community resources and partner up with Community which is.
But I did with Urbanglass when I was working with the kids, which is kind of.
Add. Because he was a very small, skilled thing and I was working with a
small number of kids, I was able to either bring the kids to the studio or go
back and forth with stuff myself. So I took the train back and forth with
bags of. On pieces of some very flat heavy thing with because of glass on it
all glued down to things. Knowing that some things would shift around a
little bit, but that would be OK like sorry said gets would be fine with it.
Yeah. So if partnering up with Community institutions can be when
possible a really great way to just not have to have dedicated resources,
even though there are all the solutions that are brought up I think are

great and in some circumstances might definitely be the best way to go. At.
In some others, it might be more helpful to actually establish those kinds
of partnerships that are also really good, except wishing for it. It really
depends on where you are. I think, yeah, it depends. Like if you have a
project that's smaller, like Marcelo said, you know you can, you can do that
outreach and just have them glue and then make sure you have. You know,
containers that are flat that you can travel with to go to, you know, another
partnership to fire. The other thing that I just remembered too is I was
working with an artist and resident and she had a solo show at the Aldrich
Museum and they wanted to do some type of glass class, but also once
again there were no kilns, no resources. It's a museum. So actually what we
did was bring in blocks of Styrofoam. And are you familiar with Glass
Stringer? Yes, I mix. OK, so those are small enough or basically like the
spaghetti of glass can be bent with AT light. So then we actually did a
bending event and then just kind of like. Made a sculpture by bending and
then placing it into the Styrofoam to create sculptures that way and that
was also like a a nice easy way. And I was super impressed. 'cause one guy
had sat there and actually created chain links, which was incredible to do
with a delight. The two millimeter is just a little too thick. And then they'll .5
is a little too thin. So really the 1 millimeter is the best for that. But you can
place that into a block of Styrofoam and create sculptures that way. ”
Richard Whiteley: Yeah. Access ability in the way that you've described it is
fundamental. You need to have access to stuff, yeah. And it needs to be
more than. You know, a cursory standing up in front of a class and sitting
assignments there needs to be. That reciprocity of. Time. Usually one on
one time that students wear. The staff member is listening for kind of key
points to help direct them. I'll come back to that in a minute. The other one
is facility having a robust facility is important. It's a platform that you stand
on. It's not the end of the world if you don't have the greatest equipment,
but you need functional equipment that is reliable. That doesn't hold. Class
back. Absolutely. OK. We've gotta quit. We've got access to staff. What was
the third one?
Like. Anything else that possibly impacted you or even like finding guest
artists or lecturers as well?
Oh yeah, guests, artists I think yes add and are absolutely critical. . Like a
regular rotation of different minds who are coming into the environment.
You know, in a way that is open, that they share their methodology is
absolutely critical. Faculty end up being kind of like furniture, like they're
part of the furniture of the apartment and start. Students will obey them
or be directed by them, but they won't necessarily listen to them. Yeah, but
a visiting artist that comes in that sitter says, here's my methodology. This

is how I do what I do. Students I have seen become really inspired by that.
By that voice. And you may have said the same thing yourself to the
students. But they will take notice and the student will get traction with the
language that visiting artists use because they come in and they are fresh
voice. So we used visiting artists a lot, particularly in Canberra with great
results.
BP- That's wonderful to hear about as well 'cause sometimes. Different
educators have different experiences with guest artists and maybe not
even having access to them, so that's really awesome that you've had such
wonderful experiences.
RW-Well, I had it as an undergraduate and I just, I mean in Australia before
the Internet. You were stabbed. You just didn't have a lot of knowledge, so. I
I think I I think it's you know I really save it . I remember as a young person
being really inspired by seeing what other people were doing, even if I
didn't love their work. You know, I was just like, wow, these people have
traveled all the way around the world and they're. And they're doing what
they do like and they just independent of us and that alone, I think is.quite
helpful.

Benjamin Wright: “Yeah, I mean I, you know from day one, I've been a
working artist. I have a ton of privilege in my life, and that I come from a
middle class background and I'm, you know, I have had a lot more freedom
to take risks because of that. You know, there's still better imperative to sort
of support myself as an artist, which is. Even coming from that privileged
background is very. Very challenging. So yes, early in my career, my ability,
you know, to continue my education was dependent upon me getting
scholarships which are in our field almost entirely merit based. So there's
this weird gap. Where you're not really developed enough to have the work
to get the merit scholarships, but at the same time you can't get further
education to get there. So, you know, wherever I've worked, I've really tried
to focus on creating avenues of need based, care, you know, need based
funding in parallel to the merit. I still think it's very important to reward
merit, but I just think it doesn't actually. You know, all these organizations
are trying to become more diverse and trying to reach out to other
communities. And if you have a glass organization and you're judging
people on the merit of their glass work, then how the hell are you ever
going to get anyone new in that community? So that's, you know, obviously
one form of accessibility I have worked with students. With a wide range of
physical and neural abilities. Worked a lot at URBAN, which is a more sort

of community based studio. We had a number of programs sort of in the
works. When I left that didn't quite come to fruition to work with some
autistic adults, and also we had a number and we have a project called the
Bead Project, which is a project for low income women. So it's not geared
towards folks with differing abilities, but it's very interesting thing
happened that once we had one or two participants in there who were
either wheelchair, we had two that were in a wheelchair. We had another
that had some neural disability and you know, the word spreads quite
quick through that community that, hey, there's an opportunity. In which is
very telling because it speaks to the fact that there's lots of opportunities
that are not accessible, you know. Pilchuck so very different challenge that
we're trying to tackle here in terms of physical accessibility, because we're
built on the side of a mountain. And in terms of where the buildings were, it
just wasn't a factor. 50 years ago, when we're building this point, I mean it
was a factor. There were people with disabilities, you know, but it wasn't the
same level of consideration. So trying to retrofit a campus is very
challenging. Trying to figure out what the priority, you know, we can't do it
all at once so. What are the priorities? What can we make accessible that
would create a real student opportunity? You know, I mean literally, I don't
know if you've been here, but our housing is like, you know, vertical hill to go
up. Yeah, right. So like. Do we build housing on a similar level to here? In
some ways, that's cheaper than trying to figure out a bobsled run that goes
at a 3% grade up a mountain. Anyways, I'm going on and on. Accessibility is
a very big word, similar to disability, similar to inclusion. Means different
things to a lot of different people. But they all sort of blend together, you
know, and I think it's refreshing to see more of a philosophy of, like, OK, who
are we excluding from our programs? You know, I mean and where is that
occurring in the process? Is it your application process? Is it your selection
process, is it the fact that people don't know about you? Is it the fact that
your reputation, you know, precludes people from even looking at, you
know, like they all have different solutions. Is it that your physical campus
can accommodate them? You know, so. And they incorporate every aspect
of our organization here, from creating the program. How do you describe
the program? So communications come, you know, in terms of fund raising,
all of this physical alteration to campus costs, unbelievable amounts of
money in the middle of nowhere. So it's one thing for an organization to set
priorities. It's been really rewarding to see this organization really go after
it given a couple years, you know, that's another complication is that we
always have people here in the summer, which is the only time of year. It's
really nice to build anything here. So, you know, I really think we took
advantage of the time. As traumatic as it was for us, yeah.”

Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “(I saved this question for last and
can’t find much to say about it. Having access to equipment is the only
way to keep going so I suppose it is super important! I also think a
welcoming community helps more. A studio can have all the teachers and
tools and equipment in the world and run off beginners by being too
intimidating)”
Anonymous: “Access to teachers and equipment is all important. Safe and
sustainable equipment and environments is equally important. Glass
studios, whether they are hot shops, kiln shops or stained glass shops are
generally pretty harsh spaces that demand a lot of physically so truly
accessible glass shops are few. Also there is a lot of expense associated
with glass, even if you build your own equipment the glass itself or the gas
or electricity to run the equipment is costly and makes it a difficult
discipline.”

4 Question: As a past student and as an art educator, how important was
and is diversity for you and your students: educators from different
backgrounds, different methods of teaching, different skills that are being
taught, and any other additional diversifications that have impacted you?
Ricky of Luna Parc: N/A
Alexander Rosenberg: “ Um, well, I think it's. I think. There are some efforts to
move away from homogeneity, but glass is like a glass in America is. Kind of
like Western. Glass is historically pretty homogeneous, you know and it's.
And I think even like the conversations about, like what glassmaking is and
has been is based on a very kind of like. You know, white, male kind of
history. And there are other glass traditions, you know that get like there's a
big. Kind of. It's kind of interesting. American indigenous stuff with beads,
you know, for example, that doesn't really get talked about in the Canon of
kind of like. Important. Last glass art. Yeah, I think there's more people that
are starting to look like cast a wider net. You know, who's at like what we
look at historically, but. I think part of that is having more diverse students
and more, you know, more diverse. Artists working in the medium. And um.
You know, it's kind of like a chicken or egg or or like, what one kind of
supports the next and. Obviously there has to be kind of some changes
like access tof allow for that. Yeah, glass is definitely difficult with access
'cause even how expensive it is and how rare it is to like or hard it is to
make spaces for it too. It comes with its own struggle.

Nick Emeric: “Diversity leads to so many inspiring lessons. I felt through
school and teaching you find so many different ways to make a subject
matter relatable and different forms of inspirations with people of different
backgrounds. I saw this the most from going to the Pilchuck Glass School
and from going to the GAS Conferences. You get to work with artists from
all over the world, that work with different mediums and may work with the
same medium as you in such a different way that you would never have
thought to try. Even at times when I've watched a demonstration or lesson
with someone who speaks another language there is so much to gain from
inspiration or seeing a new way of doing things.”
Ed Schmid: “Well, fortunately, early on, people encouraged me to, you know,
go study in other places besides just the program that I was in. So I can
remember flipping a coin and deciding whether I should go to Pilchuck or
Pendland early on back in the 80s. And that just opened up so many more
possibilities in terms of how we talk about glass, how we approach it,
meeting people from all over the world, really opened my eyes is to there's
more than one way to do this activity and that definitely made it a much
more richer environment and. Inspired me to, you know, seek out more of
that. So every year I would try to, you know, at least take a class somewhere
besides just the stuff that it was exposed to in college. And yeah, and then
of course, you know, just in my own style of teaching, always involving as
much interaction as we can from everybody, both as a class, but also
individually and trying to give people not only skills, but an opportunity to
have a voice. And when people realize not only is this material, you know,
engaging, but there's something that could be said with it. It's very eye
opening and you know that's very enriching as both a teacher and as a
student. ”
Preston Singletary: “I have interacted with many artists and teachers who
are diverse. I sometimes take diversity for granted due to the assumption
in that when I’m around Indigenous or people of diversity (This includes
Native American, Hawaiian, Maori, Australian Aboriginal, Japanese), I
accept it all at face value. I’m aware of the inequities that face Indigenous
or minority artists, however I also try and understand the confines of the
Western art world. One could say it’s a secular system and there is a
hierarchy of recognizing artists or not. Native American artists have long
been excluded from the fine art world, but the Primitivism movement by the
Modernists proves that they were able to take breathe a kind of spirit into

their art by allowing influences of Indigenous art into their own style. This
includes Native, African and Oceanic art.”

Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: “Anything else? I think it's fundamental and
again, not just for glass necessarily, but the diversity well and again we
speak from different perspectives because Dori is a glass artist and is
absolutely dedicated to glass and is immensely knowledgeable and has,
you know, a huge experience. I work with kids who experience many
different things and my goal is not to turn them into. Baby glass
specialists. But it's to offer them a variety of experiences and in a variety of
kind of breaths of of particles and ways of working with materials. So it's
really important to me that they see glass as something that has many,
many possibilities and that they. When I talk about glass with people who
know nothing about class and I'm sure this is not different from their
experience, everyone goes to glassblowing and it's kind of the working with
glass means glassblowing and that's excuse me. Absolutely not what it
means, of course. And it's important to me that the children who I work with
have that notion of class being a very. Diverse thing, but also working with
artists who work with many different materials and working day themselves
with many different materials. So glasses to the kids I work with, it's kind of
just another material. It's not for their parents. You may be fancy that kids
are working with glass for the kids. It's just you know, it's just another
material. It's just. What it is, let's just get done with it and we're interested in
exploring it. Um. And even in the example what Dori was was bringing up
before with the kid who was talking about the copper and the different
music that happened because she used copper in glass in a way that
makes sense for glass. But then also it was exposed to different ways of
using glass in different types of visual. Correction. So that's how those
connections are made, which I think is very important for young children.
Definitely. Thank you. Um. So I would say that you know from the beginning
of our lives, our parents or whoever is watching us is like watch out. There's
glass, don't touch it. It's glass, you know. And I think being able to
breakdown these barriers of well, you know, sometimes actually children
listen way better than adults, you know, and just like. They can actually
follow the rules and understand like, OK, if you do this. So I think kind of
breaking the stigma of like, don't touch it, it's glass, you know. But of course,
that's what parents normally just react. Yeah. So using that material and
acting like it is no big deal, which I think is kind of nice. It's just like, oh, we
just have to use it a little bit more carefully than. You know, paint or or
whatever. Um. Wait, can you repeat the question I had like I was writing stuff
down and then my my mind no worry or else it's all good. It was about like

how important and impactful diversity of having educators from different
backgrounds, different methods of teaching or different skills that are
being taught. General. Yeah, I think, yeah. I mean, it's I agree. It's very
important to get other perspectives. 'cause. The other thing too is you can
get the same result, but you can do different things to get there. So
normally when I'm teaching, because I've spent a lot of time trying for.
Other artists. That I can kind of cherry pick what works for me and then I
can tell the students like, OK, this isn't the only recipe for kiln casting. This
is the way that I do it because XY&Z and I think that's important for me to
explain the whole like gauntlet of things of like, OK, you can do it this way
and this way and this way. But this makes sense for me because. So the
more descriptive I think it's important, but also the other thing too with
learning UM and I don't work with young kids as much as Marta does, but
I'm sure it's probably up. So. To meet. I I got a thing. Is it gonna be too? I
don't know. It might close. If so, I will send out another invitation. Actually, I
think I just found out that you can just click on that link again and keep
going. So I think we're good, yeah. That you know, with. So I'm mainly
teaching, you know, college students that some people are visual learners,
some people need handwritten, some people you know, so I think. 'cause, I
usually do a sketch books end up being afraid, but this one gal, she said.
I'm really sorry. I'm actually last, so having all of the, you know, having a kiln
schedule can be really overwhelming. 'cause you have just like a whole
page of numbers, numbers, numbers. And so she's like, just as
overwhelming to me. So I do try when I'm teaching. To fill fulfill all of those
things 'cause if you're, you know, used to this or you learn better this way. I
know that I'm, you know, better at being visual, so I try to hit up on all those
things to to really make sure. And I when I teach, I always say does this
make sense? And I try to make them feel comfortable as far as if it's a
smaller group because I was very shy growing. Up that I would just never
open my mouth if I didn't understand something I was like. OK, I'll just figure
it out because I was just way too shy. So even creating a kind of rapport
with the students of like, this is a quaint group. Like, please feel free. I've
been doing this, you know, for a very long time. And if I say something that
you're not familiar with, please feel free to say something, because
sometimes I just say. So I think that's an important too. As far as you know,
like all part of the learning experience. But yeah, it's a very, very
intimidating material and I think the more you know teachers that can be
involved, they can also bring their style as well. So you know, I love that
March is coming from an age. Educational background and I get remove.
Sorry, but I'm going to be teaching with somebody that's giving a minute
painter and she wants to do these like pop portraits. And so I'm sure that
I'll be, you know, learning from her because they can all bring what they

have from their backgrounds to the table for four glass. Since we're talking
about glass. So yeah, so I think that's kind of a nice too. But I do think in
the bigger scheme of things, which I'm sure that you're noticing, is that
there is a lack of diversity within the material because it is very expensive.
It happens to be this privileged material. So being able to use it in so many
different ways that it is accessible for everybody, I think is very important.
and now that you know it's really being brought to the surface that people
are trying to figure out you know how how can this be accessible for
everybody ”
Richard Whiteley: I agree there was. We had a residency program called
Proctor Fellowship and we would often bring in artists. From all over the
world, and they would do like a month one month residency until two
months residency, and that's much more than coming in and doing a
shorter dive. Yes, they had, and we would often try. We would try and pick
up people who were doing something quite different to what we were doing
and whose work was really creative, and there was a number of people who
came in through that program that really used that as a lever point for
their own career. Rooney used to you, kotaki matsos. Just a couple that like
come to mind and they had enormous impacts on our teaching culture
and I think that's I think that shows a really healthy culture and where you
can bring people in who are not part of your methodology, not part of the
work that you do. And you embrace them and support them and let them
interact and find their own. Their own interactions with the students. We
found that great and we would really like the outcomes of that.
Yeah. I mean, it's one thing to have a staff visiting artists come in and do a
lecture. Another thing to have them come in and in glass, you know, quite
often it's a demo, which is. Often entertaining, but it can often be
meaningless, yeah. And have them talk about how they make decisions in
their work. That is gold. Yeah. And that is where we would often try and
nudge. Setup architecture that would create those opportunities, yeah.

Benjamin Wright: “Yeah, I started to allude to that a little bit where if I've.
That is the magic of these workshops. In a certain way. You know, again,
diversity is a big word. I I want people from as many different backgrounds
in my class as possible, because then we're this like team that's got like a
brain surgeon and, you know, and a glass blower and a cold worker. And I'm
like, wow, like, how do you assemble that team in the real world? You don't,
you know, so. And I think that the more backgrounds you're pulling from the
richer that's gonna be in those backgrounds are cultural, economic, like,

you know, we all have different life experience. So age, you know, certainly
having a. I mean, one of my favorite, you know, sort of moments is always
that, you know, like super successful 60 year old retired surgeon, let's say,
who's like learning how to blow glass from like, you know, an 18 year old, you
know, glass, you know, like Glass studio rat, you know, like, who knows
everything about what their teaching, the other person who's like, so used
to knowing everything and being in charge, you know, and just, you know,
sometimes it's successful, sometimes it's not. But then like each sort of like, I
don't know, I just love those moments where people start relating to each
other and seeing the value in each other, despite the fact that you know. If
they met on the street, I don't know that they would have a conversation. I
mean it also, you know, obviously people from different backgrounds have
different frames of references for almost everything. It can be a source of a
lot of friction. Which I think you know in the rush to diversify, not too many.
Well, I don't know what it's happening at other organizations, but it's critical
that people are thinking, OK, well, what is our culture here and how are all
these different people that were inviting here gonna sort of blend together
and make a new culture? You know, how is the culture gonna change?
'cause it's. You know, even just being super remote in the woods, there's a lot
of people that show up here that live in cities and you know, it doesn't
matter what race they are or anything like that, that it's like what you have
bears here like, you know what the paths aren’t lite at night like whats
going on here. Yeah. And that actually really informs their experience here
from the first day. So yeah, so in my teaching philosophy diversity, no
matter how you define it, is really critical to how strong the class team is,
you know, and what we're going to be able to achieve in a couple weeks.”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “I would like to answer this one as
an educator. The school I took over is vastly different than the one that I
run today. NOCA was once a one man operation, and while that was
admirable and I had the utmost respect for his teaching style many of the
students had literally never been taught by another glassblower. I try to tell
my students to learn the same thing from as many people as you can find
to teach it to you. ESPECIALLY if the way you were taught was said to be
the only “right” way to do it. If that’s the case 100% go find someone to
teach it to you differently. I don’t find learning glassblowing to be a linear
thing. I distinctly remember certain skill sets being taught to me as “this is
the only way to do this properly and no other way is ok”. Only to years later
earn it differently and walk away with a much better understanding! I am
not sure if I am making any sense, but I will never forget after my 1st full
year as the owner of NOCA one of my students (who had been a NOCA
student for 5 or so years already) came up to me and said “the biggest

thing I learned this year is that there is more than one ‘right’ way to blow
glass”....and I felt like I had succeeded.”
Anonymous: “The Glass community is fairly international, and Glass
Departments often have many students from many parts of the world. That
said, there is a serious lack of African Americans, indigenous people and
people who are from disadvantaged socio-economic groups. Promoting
and supporting diversity should be central to all Glass programs. (given
different types of institutions, public, academic, non-academic... this can
happen in a variety of ways.”

5 Question: As a past student and as an art educator, how important do
you find 1-on-1 teacher to student time to be?
Ricky of Luna Parc: “Having the students here on the property for a period
of time definitely keeps me going cause I have to keep them going and I
look at things in a new perspective. If I am teaching to someone who either
has few skills or maybe is not familiar with the material at all I have to start
from scratch and it kind of firms up my own knowledge and my own
expertise in the material so for me to explain something you have to
present it in a certain way depending on the skill level of the student so
you have to be very aware of where people are at and I have when I do my
mosaic workshops I have people who are absolute beginners and maybe
wouldn’t even consider themselves artists and then there is people who are
quite proficient and enjoy just kind of using my method to create whatever
they are doing”
Alexander Rosenberg: “ I mean, to me that's a large chunk of what class
teaching is. I feel like tech technical, last teaching. Because it's so. Uh.
Kinesthetic and so kind of like the body in each person's body is so kind of
different, yeah. That to give people kind of optimal feedback, it really does
have to be kind of individualized. I mean it's the same way like if you were a
pro athlete, you know you're not just gonna watch a YouTube video of how
to. Throw the ball better, like you're gonna have a coach that kind of works
with you specifically and figures out like what the thing you're doing and
what some of the. You know, like people have different dominant eyes. You
know, if we like, figure out which dominant eye a person has, we can kind of
adjust some stuff and help them perform better. It's not the same feedback
for each person. I think that's like a very simple example, but from a
technical glass making perspective, I think it's very, very individualized.

Then there's like this other half of class teaching, which is. We leave you
alone so that you can kind of do repetition and practice, and that's like the
same. Or it's the same as learning an instrument or something like that. We
have to kind of watch you and give you feedback. But then you have to go
by yourself and do it over and over and over and over again. So. Really, but
I think. In fact, we were just talking about this in my new job because there's
like a push to do more educational programming. And we were talking
about what we can accommodate in the studio and how many and they
were saying that previously they had had three people to a bench. So each
person had less time, like less individual time with the instructor and less
practice time. And this was a constant complaint, like a constant problem.
So. Larger class and you just see like it's very hard to run a large. But you
know I just taught a workshop at. Corning. A couple of weeks ago and that
class was capped at eight, you know. Yeah. That definitely makes sense
'cause it is. It is very individualized for each person's needs or how they like,
feel comfortable, even working with it. Yeah. ”
Nick Emeric: “One to one lessons can be the most valuable, I found I
soaked up knowledge when I got moments to just go to lunch with my
instructors or go to their own personal studios. As an educator I felt my
students learned the lessons faster when the class was not divided. There
are advantages to being in classes with many artists, you certainly learn
from other people's mistakes. And even when there can be a clash of egos
in completing a project together, you will learn a lot about yourself. At least
with glassblowing I preferred to do personal lessons because it pushed the
student to take charge more, and use my instructions to then guide me as
their assistant. It starts the process of thinking for yourself as a master of
the craft and how to orchestrate your assistants.”
Ed Schmid: “Well, for me it's extremely important, but not a lot of places
have the opportunity to do that or just get the amount of time and
resources are requires and especially for glassblowing where you know if
you've got a whole group of people you know they're going to get some
information and experience out of that. But when you get down to just
working with them individually, a lot of that stuff sinks home. They can ask
specific questions as you're, you know, involved in the actual making of a
piece, particularly if it's something that's cultural or personal in nature
besides just exercises like make a Tumblr kind of affair. And. You know,
generally when I teach workshops, I will do demonstrations and then work
with class and then towards the end of whatever workshop it is, try to get
at least a little bit of one on one time with people. That way they can get,
you know, specific questions answered and they just thrive in having that

kind of. Detailed attention. But I also know that, you know, not a lot of
instructors have that opportunity or have the patience to do that. it comes
at a cost, of course, ”
Preston Singletary: “In terms of my own Mentors, I have always gotten a lot
out of one on one time. It also feels like a time when you need to have the
right questions to get the answer you need and it’s not always clear what
you should or need to ask. In the right situations you can learn a lot by just
spending time with a Mentor. For me I use term Mentor because I never
really went to a university to learn about my glass, art or cultural process.
So, this might be a different kind of distinction. ”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: “Um. I think. As an experienced teacher, which
I'm sure Marta can probably speak about, two is you can assess a class
and you can tell like the shy kids. You can tell like you know, so I think. kind
of having a general like overview of how people are working and I wanna
make sure that the shy people are still getting enough attention, so I'll try
to make sure I check in with everybody at some point and give them one on
one time because I think that's important to make sure that everybody
feels like seeing and heard because like I said, it is. An intimidating
material and um. Yeah, I think I I try to give every student a little bit of a
moment of my time during the class. Awesome. Thank you. And Marta,
sorry, I was trying to get, I'm sorry this is such it it ended up being a very.
Busy afternoon for me and I apologize. But yeah, I I agree with Lori. And I
also think that it's important and particularly again with the young kids in
coming from that perspective to have. With children, the opportunity to be
part of it and to have the time to really. Some engaged in ways that are
meaningful to do them, including doing not, not engaging hands on. So
I've worked with kids that like Lori was saying maybe more shy to begin with
or or more intimidated and not wanting to jump in hands on immediately.
And it's proved to be very important to just be around the material without
really necessarily touching it, which doesn't mean that they're not engaged
in not participating. And so having that time does not necessarily need to
be a one on one, but needs to be a small group to just make sure that kids
who want it have the opportunity to be around. As with any other material
into kind of work vicariously by being there and I've seen. That many times
is the first step to them being ready to truly jump in and also I think that
also ties to the question of diversity. UM, as with everything else, of course
we presentation matters. Uh, and it's important for the kids to see artists
who look like them, whatever that means. Working with glass and. Whatever
other material, in whatever different ways. And that can mean one on one
or not. But again, sometimes it's easier to happen when you have a smaller

group of kids who can make sure that that happens and you can make
sure that, say, when I would take my kids to urban glass that they would get
to see different people doing different things. And that that would be
something that was noticed as well. And that was part of our
conversations. And of course, like I said, working with young kids at many
of the explorations that I did were if not one on one in very small groups
precisely to make sure that I could do that in a way that was safe but also
free. So I I wasn't determining what kids were doing, how they were doing it.
But it had to be done in a very safe way. Yes, of course. It's always
paramount priority. So working with very small groups is is a way that
makes it possible, which of course is a very privileged thing to do because
in most public schools you can't just be working with two kids for a lot of. . I
also this is speaking on like the college level up. I actually have the
students do 'cause. I don't, I don't really like the top down approach like I'm
the professor that you know, we can all teach each other something. So I
recently started incorporating having them talk between two to five
minutes about. Different artists, so it could be glass artist or painters or
whatever. So then we can kind of educate each other to about I really like
this style and then you know, everybody can kind of learn from another
person. So we're all kind of also on the same platform too. So I I find that to
be helpful and actually I end up learning about some new artists to which
has helped. For the teacher. So yeah. So that's one thing I I like to hand that
over to so they can teach as well. ”
Richard Whiteley: So there was two things to that. There was the one on
one. Where you would have. Let's say 20 minutes. So you'd have your class
time and then. You would have your individual tutorial time and we would
not insist that students have that every week. But you would basically, if
you hadn't seen a student for two or three weeks, you would just schedule
them. You'd say I haven't seen you. I wanna know what's going on. Yeah, and
invariably the student would say, I don't know what I'm doing or I haven't.
Well, not invariably, but sometimes the student who you hadn't seen would
kind of reach out like that. I'll start the tutorial like that. And quite often it
was about kind of nudging them. And you know, occasionally as you get
more experience, you get to kind of sort like I'm having difficulties in my
personal life or financial problems and say, OK, well that's important. But
that's not what we're here to discuss. Yeah. And just making like, this is what
you and I talk about your work and how you. Support your work and if
there are other issues then here are some resources and here are some
you know either deal with that right at the beginning or deal with that right
at the end, but don't compromise the discussion about the work and. You
know, so it's like, this is my job with you. This is our relationship and that is

to drive your work further, to deepen your understanding of your own
methodology, to empower you to make decisions about your work. And
often you would have to remind the students. Sometimes you'd have to
remind yourself. But as you as I got more experienced as an academic,
particularly when I moved to Canberra, the culture was very clear, there was
an immersive learning of skills and skills were always taught. With a sense
of the student taking agency with that learning process. So it wasn't just
experimentation for the sake of experimentation, as learning a method
and then linking that method to the areas of interest. The students
working with, we would often look at a lot of failures. And when we say that's
great 'cause, it means you're trying new things. If a student was constantly
succeeding, then you're not trying hard. You need to push this, and you
should be not. Everything should be successful. You. It's too safe. If that's
the case. So those one on one times were that coalface and everyone. Is
different. Some people are more analytical, some people are more. Kind of
bee material driven and within the academic environment there was often
this. Shadow of sea. You know, see, I I need to have theory in my work, but
not everyone is theoretical. Has a theoretical approach to their work. Some
people make sense of the world through understanding and a tactile way,
so they have to feel their way with materials. So just listening for how
students. Analyze their work and and encouraging them to see the
pathways that are kind of inherent in their own thinking and directing
them to exploit and explore those things. We would always require
undergraduate students to keep three sketchbooks, one of visual diary.
Just sketches 1A. A separate book where they would cut out clippings from
art magazines, photocopies, whatever, and where they would right
reflections on things, and one which was a technical diary. We wouldn't let
them, particularly initially, we wouldn't let them roll those things together.
Yeah, so quite often the tutorials were just kind of skimming through their
books. Saying hi, have you noticed this trend or? You could. You're looking
at this artist that they may say, look, I'm I'm interested in, you know.
Phenomenology and we talk about that, they may have looked at a couple
of artists and you'd say, well, OK, that's interesting. But I'm seeing a lot of
images that remind me of this. How about you start to look at a couple, a
couple of different genres and direct your ideas in this way. At least for the
next couple of weeks. So the. Books were really helpful 'cause they would
show. Even if the glassworker's material learning was cumbersome, at least
that provided a river of ideas. And production that the student could rely
on. And sometimes they thought they were working upper. Direction that
what their hands were doing was something different and the sketchbooks
the visual diary, the technical notebook.

Benjamin Wright: “I schedule it in every. Yeah, I mean, you've got to sort of
tread that line you're trying to build a group experience. So I think, you
know, putting a lot of effort into that is very worthwhile because. You know
these classes take life of their own, and I've never had one that's gotten
South, but I've seen it many times. You know where it can just be. Could be
pretty sudden where suddenly the students just aren't feeling it, you know?
So I also think it's quite important to check in with people one on one. I
tend to do it around projects so, you know, if you've got a three week class
and you've got a couple projects set up that you would. You know, usually
the first ones sort of like an immediate response and I would try and make
sure that that involved. If I'm Co teaching them. Hopefully you know we
would share that responsibility, but sort of getting around to each and this
gets to like getting to know people sort of artistically, but, you know,
designing that first project and with the goal of like sort of meeting one on
one with everybody to see where they're coming from, how their brain
works, how their approach, you know, I'm much less interested in what
they're producing for that project is how they like, took the prompt in how
they're thinking about it and how they're moving into making you know?
And I think that's a really important intervention. And then, you know, yeah,
I think. I actually find you know that there's so many more hours in a
workshop schedule, for better or for worse. You know you're almost working
20 odd hours a day. When you're teaching these things, not that we
encourage that here, that's not an official Pilchuck policy. But you know,
that's how I teach. And so I actually find, you know, and then you're also not
only in this like formal teacher student relationship. You know, there is a.
Formalism of that, but all of these workshop places have a social aspect to
them too, so you actually end up interacting with students. I feel like I had
a lot more one on one time with my workshop students than I had with my
university students who all had super busy schedules. They were there with
you for three hours. If you were meeting with one of them, you weren't
meeting with the other 18. You know, during class time or whatever. So yeah,
you have office hours, but it's the same people, you know, that come that,
need it the least to your office hours, generally speaking. So. I think it's
actually a real asset of the workshop program that if it's a priority of yours,
you have quite a bit of one on one time, but it can be, you know, you can.
Oh man, it's like you're a different deck every time and you just gotta see
you. That I have had, you know, like one super needy student that's just sort
of sucked up my energy and teaching energy and stuff like that. That's sort
of a trap. You wanna circumnavigate if you can. I mean, uhm, everybody
paid to take or everybody is there to take the class. Come, but yeah, yeah,
it's it's tricky. You don't. And you generally almost all of these you have zero

information about your students before you arrive or. Minimal information,
maybe their age or something, so it's really it's I think the trick is the first 24
hours honestly is what I would tell anybody going to teaching workshop.
Don't sleep for the 1st 20 hours find out as much as you can and be
prepared to throw out whatever you thought you were gonna do. It's not a
little group, you know? Yeah. ”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “I find it important.....but I am not
feeling very strongly about that response. I obviously encourage teachers
to try to be aware of the attention they pay to each of the nine students in
a 3 hour class. We obviously don’t want anyone to feel neglected. But I also
find that floundering and making mistakes on your own (or with a similarly
skilled friend) is super important. As well as hearing how someone else
teaches the same thing. Sometimes I get students who scoff at the TA and
“want to see the Doctor” if you catch my drift and they miss out on hearing
something be taught in different words from a different perspective which
is often so helpful. I also 100% know that when you have the opportunity to
teach someone else something your knowledge grows tenfold. And what
better opportunity is there for a student to teach another student then
when the teacher is not nearby to intervene.”
Anonymous: “It is an integral part of my teaching and my experience as a
past student and educator”

6 Question: What is/was the average age that you teach or offer classes
to? Did you decide the age cut off, if so how?
Ricky of Luna Parc: “I have a minimum age cut off and I think actually my
youngest person who ever took a class was you (referring to me-Bridget
Provan) I think maybe you were 14 and generally my cut off was 16 and I had
a conversation with your mother and she was reassuring me that you were
very dexterous that you had good skills and that's when I said yeah that
would be fine, sure that would be no problem. But there is no cap on an
age for sure as long as someone can walk and get up here then that's fine.
Ah as far as interns generally in our society there is the whole issue of
liability. So I would generally have interns be 18 for legal reasons and
sometimes it’s a maturity consideration. As far as the cap on interns, the
max age is 25 because I think by 25 they have a better understanding of
where they are going for their own work and less in need of some
direction.That is not across the board but in my teaching I am trying to get
people going and facilitate that. So I would say 20-25 is my ideal age range.

I can relate to them easier than say someone who is 8-14. But I have taught
workshops for younger students. It is a practical age by 16 people have a
better understanding and a little more basic hand skills and a bit more
proficiency. When I have a class of 10-12 people I can't baby people. I need
people to take the direction and take off. It never fails that there are adults
who need a lot of hand holding. Sometimes the younger students are
actually easier than someone who is older and less confident. So I use 16
as a general cut off a little bit easier in this kind of situation someone who
is proficient with hand skills ”
Alexander Rosenberg: “Yeah, I mean I've been because I've been teaching in
college for a long time. So. I haven't really. I haven't really ever worked with
people like high school. I've given a talk at a high school before but I've
never really taught below college age before. So there is kind of the
expectation that everybody is like technically an adult for the most part…..
Typically if somebody is in my class, they wanna be there. You know, I don't
have to worry too much about like a hierarchy or something. I do have to
try to. But it's the same. It's the same kind of individualized things just to
like, understand the kind of. Needs of each person like unique kind of
physicality. There was a woman in my class at Corning who had had. Like a
serious rotator cuff injury, she was kind of short too. She just couldn't lift
her one arm up a certain amount, so we were really trying to figure out how
to. You know how she could kind of adapt around that and still be able to
do what she needed to do in the studio and we were able to figure out
about a bunch of good things. But it was obvious that there were certain
things that we were doing with other people in the class that we couldn't
apply to her. Exactly. That to make little adjustments. What kind of, if you
don't, if it's OK to ask what kind of. Adjustments did you make? Uhm, we
used like props and stuff. We gave her a. Stuff to stand on for certain
moves. We had stuff where we would kind of, you know, because we are
working in teams. We'd had certain things where we'd kind of suggest the
assistant do a little bit more than. Typically you know we just have our kind
of hold the pipe different ways to get a little bit more leverage. You know,
there were a bunch of little. Adjustments that we would kind of work
through to, you know, it wasn't, I didn't really have them already like laid out
in the book, but we've kind of got a little feedback discussion and figure it
out. Yeah, that's really interesting to talk about. Just 'cause. Personally,
when I was in undergrad at risk in glass, I had a couple of hand injuries on
my left hand where I couldn't use it for about two years of my time with the
last department. So I learned a lot of one handed glassblowing, which was
very interesting. But it's interesting always to hear about like the different
like accommodations that people have made and like trying to work with,

like, different, like people like physical or like, mental abilities like working
with class because it's difficult. I think we're still pretty behind in terms of
accessibility to differently abled bodies, you know, in their glass space it
does seem. Very. You know, to seem to be focused on a pretty narrow range
of of of physical ability, but. I like the idea of trying to expand it, you know, I
mean, I'm excited when we get, I get the opportunity to to work with, you
know, differently abled bodies in that space. Yeah, definitely. It definitely is
very interesting to see, like how people make accommodations like learning
about like things that actually like equipment that turns the pipe for you is
super interesting and stuff like that is always cool to learn about. ”
Nick Emeric: “I have taught classes with people from the age of 10-80. I
usually have a cut off age of 15 because it is still very physically
demanding of a lesson as well as a high focus class. It can be a lot of
information that can be overwhelming and when overloaded and
overworked a fun activity can feel like dangerous work. ”.... “under 15 and it
gets to be a attention span issue and safety for how physical it is,
someone can get really hurt. The old age cutoff, I have taught people
around 80 but it again becomes a very physically demanding lesson. The
heat can be dizzying and getting burned leads to adrenaline rushing
which can lead to heart problems.”
Ed Schmid: “It really varies because I work with really young kids and 3rd
graders all the way up to, you know. Infinity in terms of age, working people
in their 90s and so, but there really there isn't a lot of age issues at all with
the way I work and you know doing private workshops and classes that
way. Also depending on the studio. So for example, when I teach at
Pittsburgh glass center there, I think their minimum age for most of the
general classes is 18, though they do have teenage classes and summer
programs often offer opportunities for younger students. The Prairie
School in Racine, WI, for example, they've had glass since the early 70s, and
this is a K through 12 private school. It's right on Lake Michigan. Beautiful
place. But you know 7th and 8th graders get a little experience with the
glass and then all the high school students have opportunities to. Works
through there and take a couple of semesters of glassblowing. It is really a
cool program, and there's other high school programs around the country
too that are doing it, you know. And of course the hilltop program think
you're familiar with is a shining example of that. And you know how effective
it can be for. Younger people getting involved with it
BP- Yeah, definitely. So what was the youngest you said was third graders
that you think you've worked with?

ES- Well, I mean, I've had two and three year olds blowing on the pipe
working in the shops. I don't have a problem with age. If you you know
layout what is dangerous, what isn't I find kids far easier to teach than
adults. They don't have a fear factor that adults typically have around fire
and things that will burn them. Their fascination is you know, in over drive
and by and large they pay attention and they have to, in a way. It's when
their parents come in, then they start freaking out. But you know, it's not
without supervision and you know you establish some rules and most kids
are good about following that. And I love working with kids because they
don't know what glass can't do and can do. And it's a learning experience.
But oftentimes those ideas that they come up with are. So fresh and the
same with younger students, you know? Yeah. They just don't have the
boundaries that adults do. But also, you know, they're all engaging in
different materials and experiences at early on and have it direct way of,
you know interpreting it and sometimes they'll say something that's just
like, wow, that makes a lot of sense. Great. You know, and then that it gets
incorporated into my own teaching style. So it's one of the benefits of if
you're an open minded instructor, you're gonna get a lot of. Great new ideas
and different ways to explain this very difficult process. ”
Preston Singletary: “I guess I would prefer to teach a person who is at least
of adult age, preferably in their 20’s. Only because my main teaching
experience has been in short workshops. So, there is a lot to cover if
possible in 7-10 days. This is my own teaching experience which is very
intermittent, and not a regular thing at all.”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: “ MC “ I have worked with 2 years old and up
and there is no restrictions apart from what they are able to do obviously
you are not going to ask a a 2 year old to hold a pipe and no major
restrictions” DG so i would say the youngest i have worked with is probably
with Marta and that group she brought in i think was 3 and 4 year olds
and so i went ahead cut sheet glass and pre-fired the parts so the parts
weren’t sharp it was only the main thing they were working on it was a sun
catcher or something like that we told them to handle this from the middle
but all the other things they had to dig around were pre-fired but there
were soft enough but normally now besides the pilchuck thing happening
this summer normally my students are pretty much adults but when Ben
started the kids program at Pilchuck i think the youngest for classes was
about 8 years old eight to ten so but i mostly work with adults given some
birthday parties once in a while. ”

Richard Whiteley: She was like, very young at heart. And so I think she was
the oldest student. We would often have students in their 40s and 50s,
maybe two or three of them at upper cohort of 20, we'd have a lot of high
school leavers, you know, so quite young, 18 to 20. And then there was this
middle group, which were without question. Usually the most motivated
and kind of switched on, and they were in there kind of late 20s, thirty 30s
who had gone into whatever career and gone nuts. I always wanted to be
an artist and glass is what I wanna do and they had energy. Like I'm
making sweeping generalizations. They often had energy and they had the
reflective like they had the kind of emotional. Grown up. Experience of life.
Always to the studio early had made their cup of tea, had got to work. And
so there was a number of students who graduated from our
undergraduate program that went straight into high profile exhibition
careers. Some of them from high school, you know….high school leavers
that came straight out of an undergraduate degree and walked straight
into professional careers. But then there are other more recent graduates
like Anna Gason. I think she graduated 2016 and.she was probably don't
know 30 31 when she or maybe 28 when she started studying with us and
was 31 32 when she graduated, she just had a great career.

Benjamin Wright: “In Norway I think we were working with three year olds.
They had no hesitation about they would like drop their kids off with us
and go have social hour. That was unusual. You know, so I I've taught it at
several youth programs which are explicitly, you know, they tend to run.
From 4th or 5th grade up through high school, generally speaking, yeah.
But most of the adult places they have a cut off at 18. Sometimes they'll let
in a 17 year old or something like that. That's still Pilchucks official policy,
although we do now have a family session coming up this summer. So I've
taught a lot of big age range. I love a class that even internally has a big
age range. I think there's again, as I mentioned earlier, just like some really
interesting interactions that happen there. I have sometimes found the
hardest. Well, I think this happened a lot more. I started teaching quite
young and like visibly young, you know, so. Like definitely the first couple
workshops I had some very challenging and maybe it was me. I don't really
know, but I had some very challenging like older men who were super
successful at whatever they did, had a lot of trouble taking instruction
from a younger guy. Yeah, that was challenging as I wouldn't say that's like,
but I've also had like a lovely 80 year old in my class. You know, I mean it's
just like you can't really generalize, but, I don't think I have a favorite or a
target age group I really love. Highschoolers like people that are just
starting to realize you can be in artist or they might be an artist. Um, that's

a really exciting time. But uh, you know. It's more sort of about setting, you
know, I guess college is an interesting time for everybody. There's a lot
going on in people's lives. Um, yeah, but also such rapid acceleration you
know of, of skill and thought process and stuff. So that's pretty fun. I taught
a freshman class and then would often have the same students back a
year or two later. And that was kind of cool to see for sure. ”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “14 years - as old as can be. The 14
year old cut off is for primarily insurance reason. We also find that this
works well since unlike a lot of “make your own” type classes we teach
people to do the process on their own from gather to annealer. Much
younger than 14 there is likely to be some physical limitations so when the
insurance company said 14 we went with it.”
Anonymous: “20-40 is the average age. This age reflects the fact that I have
taught/teach at the university level.”

7 Question: How do you handle safety working with potentially dangerous
materials and tools? As an educator how much of the responsibility falls
onto you?

Ricky of Luna Parc: Well there isn't that much that is dangerous. You know
whoever or whatever material that someone as an artists is working with,
it comes with the territory. Understanding there is abit of a risk and people
have to understand that if they are doing mosaic That they are basically
working with broken glass. I explain that when people are here and starting
out. I would say that there are certainly liability in our litigious culture and
you have to have insurance there is no way around it. I make sure that
people know there is hard work to be done, it isn't always easy and I have
everyone wear gloves and safety goggles as a safety precaution for
personal safety, Safety is always paramount
Alexander Rosenberg:
Nick Emeric: “I always felt the safety in the shop fell mostly on the
instructor, the students are trusting you to keep them safe. When learning
a new skill you will not always see the danger around you or know the
repercussions are for doing something wrong until it is too late. Mistakes
are inevitable but as an instructor you can equip students with the
knowledge to keep them safe. I have seen teachers start lessons with a

quick once over of the dangers to watch out for and have seen bad results
come from it. It hurts to burn yourself in the hotshop and you quickly learn
to not make the mistake again to keep yourself from doing it again, and
sure enough you will probably do it again. But when you burn someone
else it hurts even worse. ”
Ed Schmid: “Well, again, it's going to depend on the age in the area or the
school institution. For example, the Prairie School instructor basically had
one rule. So like if I'm not in this room, nobody touches the glass, you know,
and everybody you know followed that, because otherwise you would
basically be booted out of the class. And so I think if you establish the
rules from early on and you know, everybody understands what is going to
happen or what can happen or what to do in case of emergencies, that
sort of thing, it's pretty easy to make a fairly safe environment. Now we
don't have eyes in the back of our heads and there's always. Somebody
that can get in, you know, into trouble or something like that, or you
occasionally have to deal with discipline issues. Not my favorite part of the
job. But it does come along with it, you know, and the same thing with just
psychological training and, you know, not everybody is wired the same way.
So some people just don't have. You know a great social experience or a
very introverted, and they can be very challenging to teach or, you know,
try to unlock some of that. Those preconceived issues that are going on
and you don't really know. But I think if you establish, the rules working
around dangerous stuff, it becomes a relatively safe. The situation and
responsibility definitely falls on you. And so it's that's I mean something I
learned early on is if you communicate well, things will go a lot smoother.
And this especially if you establish, the rules early on”
Preston Singletary: “There is a lot of danger in the hot glass studio. That’s
why I prefer to teach people with intermediate experience. ”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: DG “Marta you had those big glass blobs with
sharp punti mark on it but you were able to work with the kids”
MC “yeah it was i often brought in the blobs that were just there the sharp
edges were pretty fine in the beginning if i thought it was necessary if I
didnt have time if i could i would soften them myself most straightforward
thing I was not always able to do and sometimes i used a piece of tape but
after the kids got familiar with it i stopped doing that because they
learned how to do it and the same thing with the prefired, I started with
everything pre-fired and at some point it wasnt necessary unless i was
actually i am lying i have worked with kids younger than 2 because i did
bring glass to an infant room for them to touch so i dont remember how

old the kids were but younger than 2 and that was absolutely everything
pre-fired and no sharp edges at all they played with the glass as they do
with many other things but the kids who were actually creating stuff with
the glass like that i did not always pre-fire i taught them how to handle
safely and that was that i think more restrictive was not giving them any
powders not using any of those things that would be…….. “That app. Would
be. Or even. Marta, hold on. We're we're losing you. We're not hearing your
words. Yeah, it's a little a little glitchy and sorry. It's OK. It's OK. We just. Is it
OK? Is it OK if I turn off my video for a minute? It looks like my Internet is
not very stable for some of them. Absolutely no worries. Yes, we see if this
sound gets a little better. I think it is. So we heard up until like you weren't
giving them powders for obvious reasons. And then after that, it kind of cut
out. Do you mind repeating that? Oh no. I was just saying that now
everyone next really wears masks anyway. But yeah, different type of. It's a
different type of respirator. Yeah, but I remember back then was like, now
we're not gonna put masks on kids. Yeah, yeah. But yes, so. Also, I just want
to say like Marta is such a great educator when it comes to even kids
making their art and displaying it. So she already tells them like this is
touch art or no touch art. So I feel like they already have a very good
understanding of just like just the objects themselves. Yeah. Sorry. Just I
just need to say that Marta 'cause, you're great at. Do you want to add any
anything else? I think you will have much more to do. Uhm, so one thing for
sure that we would tell the kids is they're used to getting cuts on their
fingers or their hands. Right. And you're like, OK, if you don't keep your
safety glasses on, we can't put bandaids over your eyes. So, you know, like,
say, some visual things. So they like really, you know, engrave that in their
brain like, Oh yeah. OK. Yeah. You have to wear safety glasses at all times.
And you know, with me working at a glass studio, I have access to account
to Prefire and Marta didn't always have that accessibility. So you know, you
kind of just pick and choose. But one thing, if you are worried about sharp
edges, you can buy these like little hand diamond pads that you can just
take down the edges. More like a little bit of sandpaper, just to kind of
knock down any sharpness if that's a thing. So that's one way that if you
don't have access to account, you can easily just take a little hand
diamond pad and just rub the edges on that. But I think you know, telling
the kids to handle the glass, like I said towards the middle, that we're not
going to be running our fingers along the edges. We actually did work with
kids and powder, but what we did is we took, UM, not necessarily like a
piping bag for baking, but something to that extent for like frosting. And
then we were mixing it with like water or glass tack. And so then it wasn't
airborne and then they could actually like, squeeze it. We did. At the Gas
Gas Conference in Toledo, we did a huge installation with kids and then

they were just kind. We were doing planets. So however, like things they were
mixing, you know, powder and in the bottles and then just kind of like
squirting it out and that ended up being like really successful as well. The
other thing too, if you're doing, you know, large installations with kids to
normally with glass, you're only supposed to use one shelf to, you know, use
the oven per, you know, cooking something at one temperature. But
sometimes in cases, if you have access to a ceramic kiln, then you can just
layer and you know that the ones on the top are always gonna be full
views. And the bottom are just gonna be more like a. A light tap views OK,
but if you, you know need to do a lot at one time and this is what you you
know, you have to work with and that's another thing to to kind of expect
that and then also working with kids. I would say if you're doing any kind of
outreach program using like the Elmers gel glue, that's like really tacky. So
then it's it dries. So when you have to like, move stuff around, things aren't
rolling or the stringers or or whatever. So and then it burns clean so. Thank
you and very thank you for the reminder about the safety glasses. That's
definitely something that isn't working in the early childhood to the even if
he was just a sheet, that cell precut or whatever, they would always have it
on. So it's that. Safety glasses were at they called it something else. The
kids. But was it uhm, I forget now, but they and and sometimes they just
wanted to wear the safety glasses, so they. You know 'cause, they get to
pick the colors and all of that. And also I I don't want this to sound and
safe. I think even though it may sound a little crazy to send people that I'm
working with three year olds and glass just sharp glass. He was told that in
very safe way. So I worked with very small groups at a time. I don't just get
there and say here have some glass, it's it's something that is careful did
and that they they know how to use different types of materials and they
know how to look at different materials and see the affordances of each
material and how they need to. I mean they they learn how to do this so
they learn how to. With the class as well, so it's, it's not, it's not a free for all
that. There's just sharp glass over there for everyone to do what they want.
It's as part of of many other art making and material exploration
experiences that we have. Yeah, definitely. And I think to piggyback off of
that too, when March and I were teaching together when she brought in
her young group, having visuals are really great. So like having texture
that's already been pre fired and visuals. So one of Marta students we were
talking about how you can encase copper and then like how long ago was
it later like two or three years later she still. Associated the glass and the
copper. Right. Marta wasn't something like that. Yeah, yeah, yeah. I mean, if
you wish. You wish. I absolutely was. We were. I took her two. Oh well, in the
group of students to a gallery where there was some work in proper, some
copper sculptures. And this was I I don't know how long, but it was that

same school year. And she asked very strongly and was very. That was the
same thing that was in the glass. And the boy, that's the same thing that
has the same rate as the glass. So she had it down that copper and glass
just played well together. Yeah, that was pretty awesome. Definitely. That
sounds amazing. Yeah. And I think the other thing too, you mentioned
tools, you know, sometimes I don't really give them glass cutting tools,. Like
working with mosaics and kids, the tile nippers like ceramic town nippers
or whatever they have. There's a couple that are flattened in some that are
round and then that kind of bypasses. If you have small chunks that they
can just like squeeze something and then it breaks compared to having to
like score and, you know, make something a little bit more intricate so
having. tile nippers around are really handy when they just wanna cut
small things definitely ”
Richard Whiteley: Yeah, look, good question and that has changed a lot in
the time like when I was young, that was it was really crazy. I remember my
apprenticeship , we were working with hydrofluoric acid. I don't even
remember us using. I know we had gloves on, but we occasionally with
splash it on us and we just quickly wash it off. Yeah, you know, don't be an
idiot. You spilled it, you stupid idiot and just crazy stuff like that. And I look
back and go, Oh my God. How stupid I was 16 and. You kinda just don't
realize, so there wasn't a lot of. Supervision undergraduate. There wasn't a
lot of supervision. There wasn't a lot of, you know, it was a different era.
Yeah, over the years. Arc health and safety has come in and it's a really
good thing where it works best is when. That's a shared responsibility from
the students to the staff, and it isn't. It is hierarchical where it's leaning into
the students. Now you can't do this. I've seen glass programs across the
world. Completely kind of. Down, down, up in this kind of legalese. Crap. So
much so long member of 1 university that the head of health and safety
said to the School of Music, the head of the School of Music. You need to
think about redesigning the violin. Cause too many of your students are
getting repetitive strain injuries, you know, and the kind of stupidity of that
overreach. Health and safety has a really bad reputation. Yeah, where it
worked best is when. I remember a period when, you know, heads of
Workshop or heads of departments had more power and they could say
look. I get it. Everyone has to be trained and we would have these
requirements where students would have to be shown how to use a piece
of equipment, demonstrate that they could use it, and then sign that they'd
been shown how to use it and that for in Australia, that's where the
Commonwealth Health and Safety Agency would go around and do spot
checks of workplaces the Glass Workshop was always on that list because
we were high risk. Yeah, we had very few injuries, but we had a policy where

we would say to the students you can work after hours until 10:00 PM. You
can work on the weekends until I think it was 9:00 PM or something like that.
They have to work in pairs, so you have to figure out a roster and you have
to follow the protocols and you can't use equipment that you aren't shown
how to use. So you have to place one another and it and we'll help you. But
if you can't do that, you can't have access after hours. Shows negotiated
and the carrot was they had longer hours of access. Yeah, the stick was,
you know, don't screw it up because it's on us. If it gets screwed up. And we
did have injuries. That'd be one a year and it would be, you know, someone
burn themselves with wax. People would come in. They'd rather, you know,
we'd have to write a report. We'd have to, you know, do a. And evaluation of
how that happened and how to improve it. And quite often that led to
improvements, it was invariably someone who wasn't following protocols or
was doing something in a hurry. Yeah, as someone who had a who's had a
severe injury in myself outside of a glass studio. Not inside the Glass
studio, yeah. i am yeah i have a lot of time for it yeah but it's you know it's it's
usually a little it's it's having very clear protocols and expectations and
dictations and training and talk about it and talking about it in a way that
isn't like. You can't do this. You can't do that. It's about empowerment.

Benjamin Wright: “ It varies a little bit. I mean, there's always sort of a studio
orientation, but then sort of enforcing the studio rules, I would say the
teaching assistants are probably the single biggest like. Which is odd that
that kind of responsibility is put on them, but they're, you know, just in
terms of. Contact hours and stuff, I mean. Yeah. If you see somebody doing
something dangerous, you're going to intervene, no matter who you are or
who they are. But come. I would say it's a mix in a best case scenario, the
institution is setting pretty clear rules. Has a studio that's safe to operate
in, you know, isn't like you walk in and they're like, well, stay away from that
thing that's real dangerous, that things broken, you know like.So making
sure you're working in a safe environment, but I think in an ideal world, it's
your sort of teaching team, and then you're also sort of breeding a culture
of safety, particularly around how to do the hot glass, you know. I mean, I
think that the most dangerous safety things are not the obvious things. It's
always about somebody getting dehydrated and doing something stupid
overheated. And you know, your brain really kind of stops working under
most of those conditions. So it's generally not honestly. Knock on wood, but
in 20 years of teaching, I've never had any kind of serious burn outside of
you know. Or like a cooking burn type of thing. Somebody grabbed a hot
pipe or something. So I don't know. I don't teach him well. You know, there is

a safe way to do everything. There's always that border between just letting
them experiment, you know. And and I certainly don't teach my students.
There's only one way to blow glass. But if there's sort of a safety thing, you
know? That's not true. I was not teaching the class, but I had an incredibly
serious injury at one workshop that I was a TA. Somebody put a glass
sealed glass bubble with some wood in it into an annealer. She was doing
this over and over again and I was at TA I walk by her. I said, you know.
Seems to be working out, but I that seems like a really bad situation to me.
Why don't you stop doing that? And she's like, OK, I understand. I was like,
you just don't know how much pressure is in there. You know, whatever. And
then I walked out of the room and I was, like, 15 feet away and heard an
explosion that sounded like a bomb went off, and then she came around
the corner, covered in blood. And she was fine. But the piece she was when
she opened the annealer, one of the pieces she had put in earlier, blew up
and. Yeah. So that was, you know, and then you know, four years later, I was
here at Pilchuck and there was somebody trying to do the exact same
thing. And you better believe immediately there was a much different
interaction. I told him the story of what I'd seen in Germany, and that was it.
You know, he was done. So I do think that's kind of a weird story, but I do
think. That um. You learn from experience, hopefully not from the
experience of people getting hurt. You know, it's a lot of responsibility to
operate in that environment with students. ”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “I definitely feel like 100% of the
responsibility falls on me and my staff. That is how I FEEL which helps me
stay vigilant. I know if I really thought this through though, that is not
taking into consideration belligerent lack of awareness from someone new
to the studio. However we always begin with discussions on safety and how
to avoid getting hurt/ burned. After a certain amount of time teaching you
become pretty in tune with trends like the specific moments where things
tend to go wrong so you can just be hyper aware in that instant. I do find
the scariest things come when you least expect with reasons completely
out of your radar. A beginning student passing out from low blood sugar
right near the crack off bucket (could have been so bad....yikes), or
someone falling backwards in a chair. Totally unrelated to the obvious
danger in front of you.”
Anonymous: “Safety protocols, rules and proper instruction are key – these
fall on the instructor. Students need to understand the dangers involved
and work in a responsible manner.”

8 Question: Have you ever taught a class where you made
accommodations for a student (because of physical or mental
disabilities/struggles)? Did you structure the accommodations? What was
the accommodation and how do you feel it helped the student?
Ricky of Luna Parc: Ah yes there is a mother and daughter who have taken
a few classes and the daughter is on the autistic scale and she is pretty
verbal and she does need a little bit of help but then I think she resents it
and wants to do her own thing. So what I have had to do when they take
classes is pull back a bit and check in. Look and see when they might need
some assistance.
Alexander Rosenberg: “So I was teaching at Salem Community College until
recently. And again, kind of like absent overarching. Institutional policy
and absent, like overarching, you know, statewide policy. We a bunch of
non medical people just came up with what we thought would be best. I
don't know if it's. You know, I don't know if everything that we came up with
was the best thing, but yeah, it was kind of the best we could do, you know?
Yeah, definitely so. We decided a bunch of things around the Glass studiot
like students would each get their own blowpipes, and nobody else could
use their blowpipes. We had like a procedural thing that we came up with
like how we wiped stuff down and clean it after we use it. We require masks
at all times in the studio space. We tried to maintain some semblance of
physical distancing, though it's sometimes hard because of the set. The
noise in the room. Yeah. Good class to have people stand really far apart.
And it's hard for them to see what's going on. Salem brought in all this AV
equipment so we could do like. Use a camera to show a big image of what
was being demonstrated on a big screen, which was good in some
instances, but. In some places it didn't work as well. And then we developed
a way to blow glass with masks on. With a tube, you know, going out of your
mouth and into the pipe, which was. I think very challenging for people
early on in the process of learning, but yeah, you know, we did it and they
did it and I think it was OK. Yeah, that's really awesome to hear. Below.
Hoses are very difficult to use at times. They are. They are. Yeah. I'm kind of
used to it. I was like a preprint, pandemic hose user. So that gave me a little
bit of an advantage I think. ”
Nick Emeric: I have taught classes with people in wheelchairs and they
might not be able to gather from the furnace or take as many heats as
needed but the bench can still be set up in a way that all the tooling is
done the same. That they can still make a piece of glass the way anyone
else would. I even taught a few classes with someone who had trouble

seeing, where one had a sensitivity to light and couldn't be in the hotshop
without dark shaded safety glasses. And another student who was almost
blind but could see bright light so I would turn most of the lights off in the
shop to use the light off of the glass and furnace to their advantage.
Ed Schmid: “Oh yeah. I mean, there's seems like every class. Probably more
on the mental issues than physical issues. Although you know working
recently with Ann Potter who blows Glass from the wheelchair and I've
worked with other people that have been, you know, mobility issues. And so
we often will bring the glass to them and have them do as much as they
physically can. Within reason and a lot of the times you're not expecting
them to become professional glass artists and that really I think is a
defining aspect of it. Many people that I deal with through it's just an
experience for maybe the first time or they'll come back and take more
classes or eventually some of them go on to actually have careers. And you
know, that's always wonderful to see. But in terms of making
accommodations, it's typically there's maybe one or two students that
might be struggling one way or another, and like I say, not everybody is
comfortable in learning in a environment with multiple people around
them. It's a very intimidating situation first and foremost for just the
intimidation of being in a hot shop. And you know, they got this ferocious
furnace and glory holes and all this activity and it's not everybody's cup of
tea, and occasionally you just get some bad apples that you have to deal
with. It becomes more of a chore. It's one of the least favorite jobs, or when
you actually have to play enforcer or cop, you know? And that is also a
difficult situation that most of us prefer not to deal with. But you know, it
happens from time to time.
BP-Yeah. And then so do you. Do you usually structure the
accommodations or is it more like institutional, would you say?
ES-Definitely the institutions handle pretty much the logistics of
everything, so it depends on where I'm going, but most places when they
bring in an instructor, they try to provide, you know everything you need as
far as tools, equipment, places to stay, all that, that's the yeah. Unless you
know or you know a lot of places, if you're gonna be like, like Pilchuck or
Penland, they'll ask you for materials and or supplies list. Or, you know,
when I was working up at Pilchuck with Anne, I knew her personally, but
also a lot of what her needs were and explaining that and having her do
an on site. Visit to the school is pretty helpful in terms of getting her ready
for the facilities and also the facilities ready for her, you know, and how to
get around so. But again, there's not not a lot of places that are on the

radar. However, I think it's becoming people are becoming more aware of it.
And as glass continues to have, you know, this exposure that it has. I'm sure
it'll be something more places will be looking towards in the future too. ”
Preston Singletary: “I can’t say that I have ever dealt with students who
have physical challenges. Glass blowing is a very specific thing, though I
know that there are people who are thinking of ways to include people with
physical disabilities in the hot glass studio. ”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: I worked with kids with several different types
of disabilities and I think just that I tend to use universal design for
learning, which means that things are already open and good enough and
structured in a way that everyone can work to their strengths. So I didn't
need to specifically change or make any specific changes, because those
changes were kind of already embedded in the way the experience was
designed to begin with. But certainly yes, that has happened. Sorry, I
remember one specific thing. So I worked at the Corning Museum of Glass
for a summer and they have a flameworking bench that tourists can come
through and I do remember working with somebody that had cerebral
palsy, which if you've done any kind of flameworking, you really have to, you
know, move your hands. And so you know, I was like, why don't I hold this
and keep it in the flame, and then you work the tools so then they could
use both hands. I've noticed that too with people that like have tremors
and things like that. So mainly I guess I notice it within the flameworking
realm because you have to hold something a little bit more steady
compared to other things. So yeah, just kind of accommodate to make
them still feel comfortable because it's already, you know, a little bit nerve
wracking and then just be more hands on. and just say you know let me
help you with this and then you know you can really work the glass and get
what you want so yeah i guess i've noticed probably more on the flame
working end of it ”
Richard Whiteley: No, it's a whole bunch of things, right? It's the student
themselves and what they need. It's the relationship with that work,
particular working environment and then it's how the institution and a
higher level can support that relationship. So there was much more of that
towards the end of my time in teaching where students would get. What's
called that we get assessed for a certain situation. Yeah. Condition. So I
had a student who had a a very sore back and she got a valuated and.
She was trying to do things. I mean, my advice to her was, you know, Claire,
this work is great. But you can't physically lift it so let's look at other, you
know, scale it down. She's like, but my idea is not as strong as I Skype down.

I'm like, yeah, I get it. That's true. And so we talked over, I don't know. It's like
18 months or so. And she's like, I'm gonna go and get assessed to see if the
university can help. And I'm like. Yeah, I don't know if it kind of covers
injuries like that. Anyway, it did and they said you need someone to lift that
work for you and to do the cold work for you and here is like $3000. And I
was amazed. And that was a really good education for me to know that I
can. Direct my students to ask for that stuff. We did have a student at one
point who had a. It was cutting like slicing their arms with the rise of blade.
Yeah, so they had a mental health issue and the other students were really
upset about it and saying. You know, this is very difficult. I've got suicidal
comments that are really disturbing. And we noticed that suddenly our
attendance was dropping off dramatically. Yeah. And so there was a
situation where one person's individual, while trying to accommodate 1.
Individual person and support them was having a detrimental effect on
the rest of the working environment and that took a huge amount of
energy with counselors and. Lawyers in the students, mental health
counselor and their lawyers and their doctors before we could come to.
And amicable working environment where our students, the rest of the
students, felt comfortable and that student will, you know, was saying, look,
you're standing on my rides by asking me to bandage. You know you don't
ask someone in a wheelchair to cover the wheelchair. And I'm like, well,
that's a really good point. But two things. Someone in a wheelchair
probably hasn't done that to themselves. Yeah, and the language that goes
along with your cutting is also very disturbing for a lot of your colleagues.
Yeah. Well, they just need to deal with it. And I'm like, well, they're not dealing
with it. And we have to create boundaries here. Anyway. It was very difficult.
That was the most difficult situation I had to navigate. Yeah, that sounds
incredibly difficult to deal with and it went on for months. Yeah, but
eventually we got the student through. They didn't leave. And the other
students weren't didn't leave either. They all. We set some very clear
boundaries about what was acceptable and what was not.

Benjamin Wright: “Sure, I don't think I've ever taught a class that didn't.
Have physical accommodations, not necessarily to disability, but like, you
know, there's very short people out there that the hotshop wasn't built for
or vice versa or or, you know, you wanna make this really big thing. And it's
very heavy. Let's come up with a group strategy around how we're gonna
make this thing. You know, it's not. It's outside of your realm of skill. Or
physical ability. But it's important that that doesn't hold back your class. So
generally speaking my approach to it is to not make a big deal about what
can't be done, you know, and really engage the group and like, OK, this

person needs to do this thing, which is kind of how I teach workshops
anyways is like very much like, what is the power of this group? You know,
you've got. Maybe a couple of people that have blown glass. You got a
marine biologist, you got, you know, these workshop groups or. The most
random collection of amazing abilities, so a lot of it is just like, you know,
getting the group behind the effort and not really making it about what
this individual can or can't do. But if the whole class is sort of geared
towards like, hey, we all have limitations, you know, whether it's 'cause, we've
only blown glass for two days or because we can't spell. Or whatever. You
know, we all have limitations. So this group has very few limitations and
sort of everything is possible until it's not, you know, so. There's more
specific accommodations for sure, and there are some injuries that are
really hard to accommodate or ascertain even what's going on. You know, I
think organizations, I think Pilchuck gotten much better at it. But I taught
here one time and had no idea until a week into the class because the
student didn't identify it. And the school I don't even know, she told the
school. It may not have even been the schools fault anyways. As the
instructor. I felt a little bit blindsided to get a week into a class and find out
somebody had a major back injury. You know? It's like, yeah, wow. No
wonder, you know, so, you know, also just trying to, like, never assume, you
know, many. Much disability is not physically obvious, you know, or even
you know. Sometimes it takes getting to know someone quite well to know
what their abilities or or disabilities are. Yeah, try and stay off the
assumptions of what people can or can't do. Definitely. Obviously there's a
fine line. You wanna challenge all of your students, right? Like if they're not
there to grow. But that becomes a little bit trickier when you're uncertain
about what somebody's limitations are. You don't wanna push, obviously
don't wanna push them through those limitations, but yeah.”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “We basically just assist more in
these instances. More shielding if someone is afraid of the heat, more
hands on if someone has a physical disability. We do try to keep these
scenarios in a private lesson setting beyond their first beginner workshop,
rather than class to make sure the person gets as much help as possible. I
think it would be a lot to ask instructors to change their whole structure of
class for one person. I recently saw an instagram post related to
accessibility in the craft world which made me question how I handle such
things. Once in a very long while I will have an inquiry that seems so black
and white to me ie: “My mother in law is blind, can I still sign her up for this
glassblowing class?” To which I as kindly as possible explain that that is not
possible. Perhaps that is a close minded and lazy approach? I would

certainly be willing to hear someone out if they thought so. (always
learning)”
Anonymous: “There are always accommodations... as I mentioned most
glass shops are harsh spaces that have historically been built for men.
Physical accommodations have been as simple as recommending tools
scaled to that person’s body – usually smaller hand tools or shorter pipes,
or as complex as figuring out new ways to properly use the mechanics of a
given body to work in an ergonomic and safe way. These types of
recommendations and/or accommodations help a lot. There is often a
self-selecting situation that happens – experience with a range of
disabilities is limited since many people don’t ever make it into a glass
shop since the conditions and landscape of these spaces is generally not
accommodating. ”

9 Question: How do you handle special challenges or sensitivities by
parents or students; such as fear (ex. fire or noise), mental or physical
challenges (such as injuries or trauma), or difficulties?
Ricky of Luna Parc:
Alexander Rosenberg: “I haven't really had anybody that was really direct
about something. There have been people where, I mean, it was just
immediately apparent that they were like, this is awful and not for me, you
know. Yeah. I had somebody, you know, take a first gather and like hand the
pipe to me and say goodbye like tried it not for me. Goodbye. Yeah. But I
haven't really had as candid a discussion as that like I'm working through
this particular trauma or experience and you know, aspects of the studio
or scary to me because of it, but there's never been anything really that
direct in my experience. OK, cool. And I know it's different from like, say,
maybe a shop that's when walked into versus like a university or like a
larger glass setting too. So I never know if that. Exists for like a larger glass
setting as well. ”
Nick Emeric: “With a gentle touch. I had a soldier come in to Hotsand and
sand was his trigger to trauma so I gave a tour of the shop and talked
about glass but made sure the casting sand was all cleaned up before our
lesson started. I also had a parent bring a teenager after a therapy
session where they were getting over a fear of fire from a house fire. Which
at first felt like someone who is scared of water signing up for a scuba

lesson. I simply based the lesson on how safe the equipment is and the
safety clothing and precautions we take to be able to have fun with it. That
being a glassblower is about being able to control fire and use it to your
advantage like a tool and how some tools like a saw can be more
dangerous. ”
Ed Schmid: “It's an acclimation issue, you know, and you don't really know it
most people. You know, you'll see the shy ones, the ones that actually tell
you where you can. You can pick it up. And I mean, as an experienced
instructor, I can see when people are really uncomfortable around, you
know, the furnace or the heat and just try to coach them into how to get
comfortable with it as comfortable as possible. Or, you know, making
accommodation where OK, maybe your furnace is just too intense. Have
your assistant do gatherers if that will make you know, make it easier. Or
how about fusing or flameworking you know something where furnace
glass isn't really the main focus and some people you know move into
those realms and you know, still have an opportunity to work. With class,
but it's in a different form.
BP-Yeah, definitely. And then so do you usually find UM, like any, I don't
know, like physical challenges such as like being in a wheelchair or
anything like maybe not being able like as abled bodied as like? Most
glassblowers are. Have you ever dealt with anyone other than?
ES-Yeah, multiple times. I mean, one experience I had this student was at a
College in Alberta. She had just gotten done with a double lung transplant.
She was a cystic fibrosis patient and probably six months or so after she
had gotten this transplant, she was like, I wanna try glassblowing, you know,
she was 18 years old. Really frail, was sick most of the time. Just still on
these really heavy medications and stuff. And her body was rejecting this
stuff. But she was so determined to blow glass. And everybody in the class
kind of took her under the wing and helped her out, you know. And yeah,
physically, she wasn't able to do it much, but the time she was able to get
in the bench can actually blow glass. It was. It was great for her and
everybody in the space. And just to see her overcome, you know, this
incredible. Physical issues and have so much joy out of or experience out
of just working with hot glass and so you know, you definitely if people are
willing not a lot of you know, institutions are gonna accept that or, and if
you're lucky, you know the rest of the group of the people will be accepting
of it. And occasionally it can be very taxing. You know, if you have
somebody that's, you know, just taking up so much of the instructor's time,
that becomes a distraction for. The rest of the quality of the education to

the rest of the students, so there's a balance that has to happen and
there's definitely communication that needs to be established, both
between the students, the institution and, you know, having those
conversations and that feedback is really important. And so any problems
that can arise and frequently accommodate or frequently do when you're
trying to accommodate those kinds of situations, it's really important to
talk about that stuff and figure it out, you know, solutions.
BP-Yeah, 'cause at least I haven't found anything really written about like.
Accommodations for glass like as far as like physical or physical
challenges or mental challenges really written about that or published it
seems to be more like case by case it seems.
ES-Yeah. And it's not an area that a lot of people have expertise because
you have to be sort of a psychotherapist, psychoanalyst or, you know, have
some experience in mental health in order to understand and or address
those issues. But it really hasn't come up too much because. You know,
glass is still a relatively small little niche in the greater field of artwork and I
think there just hasn't been a lot of people, you know, being involved with it
with, you know, significant problems. I think they kind of just decide well
that I. Don't know how it possibly ever do that. Occasionally you find people
that do and you know, like Anne Potters one of them, she's like, well, I just
thought I'd be really cool and found somebody that was willing to teach
me, you know, and I've had other people with just one arm and they still
manage to be able to blow glass, you know, and where there's a will, there's
a way. And I definitely want to encourage that. As much as possible that
you know physically, sometimes it's just not a possibility. Maybe as
designer there's options and so there's possibilities for that. But you know it
is a physically engaging activity. At least glassblowing is. ”
Preston Singletary:
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: Absolutely and I can think of one student who
was an adult student. So I've been working in teacher education for many
years as well, and I was working with birth to five year olds during the day
and graduate students at night. And at some point I took my graduate
students to Irvine Glass as well. And I remember one who was terrified. The
class you kept saying my mother, this was a grown woman. Who kept saying
my mom told me to never play with fire, just like my Dory was. Talking about
before, UM. And it's just, you know, she was, of course, not forced to do
anything, but eventually the hot popping is a small flame, and she saw
many people doing it before and realized it was OK and decided to join. So

I would absolutely have been totally fine. Each day had just decided again.
Step back and engage in a way that was different, that was completely her
choice and she just decided that she wanted to engage in that. I think it
was important to her that she was able to do that. That's kind of the more
striking example I can think of. But, yeah, I've seen many kids also feel
again going back to add, Dori was saying that more often than not we're
told don't touch that don't play with class, don't play with fire. So who are? A
little nervous about it, but. I also think that if you just listen in to the kids
and let them be the ones to guide the situation, if you take it just naturally.
I also have many kids who are freaked out about paint or who just don't
like the texture of clay or and it's kind of the same for everything. It's just.
Let them ease into it as they see fit. Definitely, yeah. Thank you. I could do
definitely once again with flame working and being so close to the torch
that they're just not comfortable 'cause even with flaming flameworking too.
You really should be, like putting up your chair right with the torch, you
know, so you can be right on top of it and just, you know, you can just feel
the. The pushback, and so letting them move at their own rate, I think is
very important and as long as you know they can be safe about it and
foresee, you know, I think that also comes with experience of teaching to
that you already know, like the things that go wrong. So like, one thing you
know with working soft glass and the torch, if you immediately put it in
there, then it's gonna pop and explode. You know, so just kind of reiterating
these things that if somebody that's afraid of fire and then they
immediately put their, you know, their glass in the torch and it pops, that's
just gonna freak them out and they're gonna be done. So just like really
being gentle with, you know, first seeing the things that could, you know,
maybe startle or frighten them, that could just, you know. Keep putting
them off. Yeah, and just kind of be one one step ahead, but also work with
their, you know, comfortability level as they're getting used to the material
and the fire and things like that. Same thing, yeah, with the hot shop to a
lot of people do not want to gather glass, and that's fine. You know, if they
have, you know, a teacher or ATA, then they can, you know, be gathering.
And then I'll just say, like, OK, if if they gather out of the furnace, then they
stand behind me. So I'm protecting them from the heat. So they feel like
they're still getting the flow of how the pipe needs to turn at the rate. that it
needs to come out of the furnace so i just kind of you know stand in front
of them and and so then they're they're shield from from that feel
protected”
Richard Whiteley: No, but a colleague here had that they had a student
who.. A young student who came in and said I'm really, I didn't know I was
gonna have to stand in front of a fire and it really scares me. Yeah. And so

they had, they had to withdraw. We didn't. We couldn't figure out. It was an
optional class. And students said I'd just be more comfortable with
drawing. So they did.

Benjamin Wright: “Yes. I'm certain that I have. Not to, uh, like to a point
where they really couldn't participate in the class. You know, again, I think
it's just like learning people's limits, learning some people love to get
pushed a lot and are like, searching for that in an educational opportunity
or come from backgrounds where that's very much like how people learn.
And this was a lesson I definitely learned through my teaching. I mean, I
went to the Appalachian Center for Craft and to RISD, both of which had,
like, pretty brutal, frankly, like. There was no bullshit and I got very used to
that. It didn't bother me. But it was definitely a recalibration. I had to make
from the first couple workshops I taught where I was like, OK, you know,
there's there's folks, there's always a few college students that are familiar
with what a critique means and that we're talking about the work. And then
there's a lot of people that come from different backgrounds that don't
have that reference. All they know is that you're not saying nice things
about them, that's the perception. You know, like it's not, you know, so I
definitely have learned to adjust depending on the setting and to again try
and read the room in that way. Do your best to figure out. Who you're who
you're gonna, you know. And it's interesting. 'cause. You're actually usually
pushing and harshest on the sort of students that are furthest along. I
guess in a certain way. You know or, like, are gonna end up doing this for a
living or, you know. I do think there's like a disadvantage you put students
at. Well, it's really different when you're teaching college, you know, and then
your stated goal is to get these folks ready for a career in the arts, you
know? And frankly, school is the easiest place to make art in the world. So.
If somebody is really not putting the effort in that. And there aren't isn't
some extenuating circumstances then I think a teacher owes it to the
student to be like, hey, you know, just so you know, if this is what you wanna
do, this level of effort doesn't cut it in the real world, it's not cutting it here,
you know, sort of thing. So yeah. ”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “I feel like I would answer this same
as the above”
Anonymous: “I generally do not come into contact with parents. I find that
keeping a calm or even slow pace is helpful for students with sensitivities
like fear or trauma. It’s been helpful to acknowledge the scarier elements

like fire or extreme heat and to articulate/describe step by step what will
happen, what to expect, before we launch into any action. ”

10 Question: How do you deal with burnout as an art educator?
Ricky of Luna Parc: So I don't think I have ever had a problem with that. I
have so many different media going on that if I am drifting or in a bit of a
quandary I can easily switch media and move onto something else.
Sometimes things take new directions. I don't think burnout has ever been
something I worried about. A lot of people have obstacles and roadblocks.
The only obstacles I have encountered are time constraints like when I
used to do craft shows all the time. I would be on the road so much that I
would have to go do the show, come home, do laundry, take care of things,
pack and go to the next show. It would be very difficult to get things done
between shows especially when 3 or 4 shows weekend right in a row. Very
little time between shows . So if i had to experience burnout that would be
it. I would come home I am so so tired and so tired of being on the road
Alexander Rosenberg: “Uhm, well, so I'm taking a break from teaching right
now for that very reason. I should say I still adore teaching and I really do. I
think it will always be kind of a big part of my career. Yeah, but, you know, I
was offered a new job, and I'm kind of digging into that, but I'm also. You
know, teaching during the pandemic. Asks a lot, and I've been adjunct ING
too, so there's like low level of support, just. You know, by default it has
nothing to do with this specific institution. It's just like the nature of the
adjunct in game. Low level support, greater ask from faculty, harder stuff
with students, you know after sticking through for the last couple of years, I
did feel like a little bit of relief to take a little bit of a break less. Yeah. Thank
you. So, you know, I think it's good. I think it's good to back off every now
and again. I like the idea of a sabbatical. You know, when I was teaching
full-time, I did take. Um. I think after about six years or so, it wasn't actually
the full seven. I took a half year. Um. You know, there's this Stephen
Sagmeister who's a designer that I like, that I like. He has this kind of. Talk
about. Things like known things that make you happy. And he did talk
about this idea of a sabbatical, like for everybody. When you do one thing
all the time, you should, like, take a little break from it every seven years.
Yeah. What did you, if it's OK to ask, what did you do on your sabbatical, if
that's OK? It is. It is. OK. You know well at the time it kind of has to do with
the structure of the place where I was teaching there was this kind of
expectation of kind of high quality professional development during that

year that you come back and then apply for promotion of rank. So I did a
couple fancy residencies. I did the MacDowell Colony in New Hampshire,
which was really great one, and worked on a bunch of work, and I had
worked on a couple exhibitions and. I think that was mostly kind of it. You
know, just developed some new things and documented it. Had some
shows and then tried to you know. Bring that back and say look should
make me an associate professor. That's usually how it seems. Sabbaticals
end up going for professors most of the time. Or educators. Yeah. So one
of them as much like a break from artistic output, but more of like a
chance to be a little bit more focused on that. A change of scenery. Yeah,
like Donald Colony is this very secluded type of residency. It's like they bring
you lunch and they don't even knock on the door. They leave a basket. They
don't wanna interrupt like the creative process. So that was something I
think that was good about it. I was like, alone for. A couple months in the
woods in New Hampshire, you know, in the little studio by myself.

Nick Emeric: “With more education. Try a different process, new tool,
different medium. Take a lesson to get new inspiration. Go to a museum or
buy a new art book or magazine to see what people are doing out there.
Going to conferences is great to get the creative juices going again. ”
Ed Schmid: “well, I don't really experience it myself too much. I mean, unless
I'm teaching back to back so much that I don't have downtime because,
you know, one of the issues is it's a very physically demanding activity
teaching. You multiply that a couple of times because if you have a
student, you know, 12 or 14 students going at it. There's a lot of scheduling
and you know these are kind of like the workshops that they teach. You can
have as many as that many students. So just having enough energy and
time and balancing out your schedule is really important. So, you know, the
students know what they're exposure and or you know bench time will be in
addition to developing curriculum that has a flow to it or you know of
course title and content that's relevant and also the knowledge and the
expertise to do it. So to handle the burnout is really just. Taking it in and in
bits and pieces, rather than overwhelming, you know? It's different if you're
teaching full time in a college and university and you know you don't have,
you're not working 12 hours a day or 14 or more. 'cause it can't be in other
places, so yeah. But yeah, taking time and also having some me time is
important to kind of reduce that burnout kind of thing. that happens with
some people. Oh, the other thing I would say is take classes. That's one of
the best things. I encourage other teachers to do, and that's something I'll
do enough of my own. But when I do take a class, it's like, Oh yeah, I forgot

about that. It helps kind of reset some of your perspectives on it and also
helps you keep kind of current with things too.
BP-That's awesome that you also find time to take classes as well. That's
such an amazing thing to be able to do for yourself.
ES-I think it's really important. I mean, if you're an educator, never stop
learning.”
Preston Singletary: “I have been in workshop and taught in situations
where the students or the situation is not a good chemistry. This is one
random moment and it nearly turned me off from teaching workshops at
all. Since I am a practicing working artist, I can turn my focus to my own
work and so I took a pretty long break from teaching workshops. I will be
teaching this summer again with my Mentor. So hopefully that will be a
successful session and I will find my passion back for teaching again!”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: I think we might both be looking for the
entrance to that. Oh. Um as far as like getting burnt out as a teacher. Yeah,
knowing limitations for sure, I mean. Martin. Yeah. I don't know that this is
specific to our education and this is a life skill. And I think it's also weird
talking about it in a very particular time. I think it's 2022. I think it's just what
it is for now and. It's just. It's just the reality and it comes with just. It's a lot
to be an educator at this point, not necessarily just an educator in in
general, not necessarily in our educator. But it's it's a lot because you have
your students who are overwhelmed with a lot, there's a lot going on for
them and you add that to what's already going on for you, which is already
a lot and everyone is trying to do their best. But I think there's lots of. A lot
of weight is being passed around and so I think it's it's kind of also a
circumstantial thing and I think we try to navigate through with. The best
we can, knowing that it's just come. Something that is almost like I don't
want to say a natural thing because that's not right. But something that is
um. That you're not alone with and through and it's the whole world has
been through a lot, we are in such a privileged position compared to most
people in the world, add the fact that we have a lot of work is a blessing.
That does not mean that it doesn't feel like a lot, and that it doesn't
outweight as well. So if even the fact you know recognizing all our privilege,
it's still, it can still be a lot. And I think. Maybe one of that healthier ways
that I find to deal with it is just knowing that you're not alone and everyone
is trying their best. Your students are trying their best and if we're not
getting to places that we used to get before, it's just because it's physically
impossible right now, yeah. Yeah, I think also, I can definitely pick back up

what Marta was saying to like it's the kids are also like having this really
rough time. And I luckily didn't have to do anything over zoom. And I am so
grateful and thankful because I know a lot of my friends who are teachers.
Just switching over a format like going from the classroom to zoom, that's
not anywhere close to the same, you know, so just learning a whole new skill
Set III commend all those teachers that had to to do that. I think for me I. I
actually it's finding balance for sure. So currently I'm teaching 3 college
classes and then I have a workshop. Either it's a private lesson or teaching
with somebody. And then I'm also running my own business. And I also
have commissioned pieces for myself. So I think I'm the queen of burning
out, honestly, but I think. Knowing yourself and. And when is enough?
Making sure you have enough sleep too, because if you're just burning out,
then you're not giving enough to yourself, then you're not gonna give
enough to your students. And luckily, I feel very blessed because when I
teach, it actually gives me energy because I love teaching so much, but it
ends up being a lot too, so for instance. Right now I'm teaching a survey
class at NYU. You and I do a lot of imagery on glass and then kiln casting.
That's really my specialty section, which involves a lot of samples. And I also
teach in Salem, NJ at UM or in Salem Community College and also doing
those two classes, but it's separate. So I'm really hauling a lot of stuff back
and forth between urban and New Jersey, so that can also be exhausting
as far as like, what am I teaching now? What samples do I need? And then I
just end up bringing. Everything because so I think also figuring out what
you're what you will be teaching compared to if you're in one institution or
you're in several institutions lugging things back and forth as well as.
Something that I'm noticing it's a it's a big thing, you know, with
glassblowing, you set up your tools. You have a couple samples and that's
really it. But as far as like, I see, I work with Amy Lamere a lot. She also has
like a ton of samples because she's doing neon. So I think it also depends
what kind of glass working you're doing to be able to have that, because I
think visuals are very important the people going into glass have no idea,
so they really are. It's like I said, this is intimidating material and then not
knowing, you know what, what can actually be possible to. So I'm a big, big
on samples but they can really wear you out. Take them everywhere.
Richard Whiteley: -Yeah, that's a really good question for me. I work a lot,
but it is my life and I absolutely love it. So I, I work probably seven days a
week, either on my own work or on teaching or work here at the moment,
now at the studio and I think it is important to have a cohort of people
around you that can help support you and that gives a lot of energy. So
you know, a small group of people who you tried, who you trust to give you
honest feedback about what you're doing, that's empowering. You can get

much more burnout if you don't feel like you're working into a community or
a context. Like, it isn't, really. I mean, career successes are one thing, but I
think having a community of people that you know, that you value their
opinion, and you interact with them regularly I think is key and quite often
they'll know you well enough to say you know it's time you need a break.

Benjamin Wright: “Well, I think the shortest answer. Well, there's two answers:
family. You know, I have a wonderful partner and two stepdaughters who
keep me grounded and real and remind me that career is not the most
important thing in life. And then, strangely, my art practice, which is, you
know, sort of what some people get burned out from, I guess is what keeps
me from getting burned out from all this administrative work and that kind
of thing, just staying grounded in the studio. Uh, you know. Making sure
there's some regularity to the practice, making sure there's the work is
going somewhere externally so that there's, you know, a drive to keep
making it. So I mean that all managing the career side of that is a whole
different set of stresses and you know, like bullshit. But yeah, that is that
meditation. You know, I have a very active meditation process, which I don't
really. I don't know. I've done it so long that I don't really know what I'd be
like without it, but I don't don't really wanna find out. Definitely. Yeah, I think
all of those are tools that I use.”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “I don’t, lol. I mean I guess in all
seriousness my staff and I tend to run ourselves ragged until whenever the
next slow period is (ie Christmas- NewYears, then again during the hot
summer months) during which we all draw some boundaries, stop
scheduling things, and get some rest. It seems to be a group effort and I
am lucky to have some amazing people on my staff. We all take care of
each other and know each others cues when one of us has reached our
limit.”
Anonymous: “Teaching is demanding. Students rarely have insight into
scope of preparation, energy or constant attention that is asked of all
educators. Art students internalize prompts, they problem solve and make
it personal (in the best sense) and this creates a generative and inspiring
environment which counters the burnout effect. It also helps to
identify/limit times in which one does emails. Best is to keep a sustained
studio practice for oneself and not compromise that time.”

11 Question: What do you find to be the most important quality of an art
educator?
Ricky of Luna Parc: I would say that if you were teaching a particular
medium or technique I think what is most important is to not impose your
will or aesthetic on someone because everyone has a very different way
that they would translate the media. AndI have had teachers that have
been a little bit tyrannical where you know they want you to do something
some way. For example when I was at RISD in my junior year we had a
visiting prof come from Germany he taught each of the years we would
have our own seminar with him. He was very old world sort of european
where there is a big distinction between mentor and student It is a very
specific way of teaching and he had a very hard time with us because none
of us ever had to deal with that It was almost contrary to the philosophy of
the school at the time I things have changed. People didn't want to do that,
people didn't want to follow his rigid procedures on designing and so he
had a really hard time with us . Struggling with why would someone want to
impose their will on for me all of us imposing on me when i have a
completely diff outlook on life and instead of trying to nurture the
differences he was trying to mold us into a very rigid type of jewelry
designing and i remember it was struggle for a lot of people . For me being
an educator i am very conscious to not impose my will I am all about
freedom of expression and self expression which I have always taught and
sometimes i have to jump in and assists someone but in a way, if i have to
be hands on i will do a little bit until it seems they got the technique . I
think imposing one's will is the worse you can do as an educator
Alexander Rosenberg: “Well, you know that that would change overtime and
I think. The two things that I think are the most important right now are
kind of flexibility and empathy. Yeah. So to the point of flexibility, I think I'm
a better teacher. When I'm open to different outcomes from my teaching
than what I intend, you know, so I make a class, I make a syllabus. I say like,
these are kind of. What are the things that I hope the students are going to
come away with? But to be open for different things than those things
come. I think it makes me a better teacher and I think it also makes me.
More satisfied, you know, with the experience of teaching definitely. And
some of those things might be like what it is to fail completely and utterly
for the first time ever, you know, or. You know, or maybe somebody is there
like. Another part of their life is really stressful and like this class is like a
time that they're able to kind of relax and have a good time. You know,
those are all like might not be of the. When I'm writing a class like this is the
thing that I want to happen to people, but there can be things that happen

that can be important. Maybe like outside of the narrow value system, you
know that we kind of use feedback for efficiency. Yeah, class. Yeah,
definitely. That is, I think a struggle that a lot of schools, like educators
have, is like the fulfillment of what the school needs to be like. Yes, This is
why it's accredited and why it's a good school and versus maybe the
outcome that the student has for themselves. Yeah, exactly. Or like, in
hindsight, you know, sometimes. The value isn't clear immediately during or
after, but it's like five years later. You know this. Seriously. Yeah, actually
helpful in this place. So. You know, being patient like that, but yeah, being
kind of empathetic too. I think, you know, realizing that. Again, just like what
we were saying about the pandemic thing, realizing that everybody, it's got
kind of a difference this situation and other stuffs going on and things are
hard. Yeah, definitely. Yeah, that was pretty much it.”
Nick Emeric: “That you get to still be a student while being the teacher. You
will inevitably learn from your students, sometimes teaching something will
get you to understand it further. ”
Ed Schmid: “ Um. I think experience is a big chunk of it, but being open
minded, having been a student really helps. I think you know, one of the
qualities is diverse backgrounds. I I think that certainly helps and also
being educated. Formally, but also I think having work experience is pretty
important, at least in the world of glassmaking. ”
Preston Singletary: “I feel that the most important quality of an Art
Educator should be someone who is dynamic enough to inspire you but
also help articulate the process. They can also be ambiguous enough to
make you think on your own. There is really an intangible thing to teaching
and learning, and I’m not sure that I really know the secret. However, it must
be very different for teacher and student, and there is never a clear answer
that a teacher can tell the student that will lead that person to the
ultimate success. I think the student has to find their own answers in the
end. ”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: Do you think one or one or two examples?
Empathetic. Yeah, patience. I think for any educator, the ability to establish
relationships and to listen. I think the ability to listen to people matters
and know when to give space. To let that creativity happen, because I've
seen art teachers like, no, you do it this way, you know? And this is like, no.
Let them just do the thing, you know. So there's that freedom and space I
think is important. Yeah. and trust I think that it comes with trust, listening

and trusting. Trusting that the students will know that this is kind of adding
to previous saying. like
Richard Whiteley: To listen for that question definitely. It's. I I think. I feel
very strongly that the most important thing that a student will learn is not
even a material skill or not the ability to think super creatively. It's about
learning the context of the fields and being introduced to a range of.
Those different contexts so they can find their place and threadneedle, I
think. Most of the time, education focuses on individual artists or very
broad conceptual ideas. And there isn't enough time spent looking at the
nuances of how artists work within a context and contribute to that or
there's not enough analysis it kind of falls into these very clunky spheres of
concept and technique and the most important thing is not either of those
things.

Benjamin Wright: “Yeah, patience. I can give you the top answers, patience.
And you asked about care. I really think that that's a good way of putting it.
You know, there's a lot of different ways to invest, however you wanna say it,
but like, just caring about your student, you know, your students, all of
them, even the ones that drive you, especially the ones that drive you
crazy. And there's always gonna be one of those students, and they're
probably gonna end up being the best artist. You know. Yeah, sorry, but
like, we're difficult people, you know, in some ways, I hate to, you know,
there's no such thing as an artist personality, but. Yeah. So I think care and
patients pretty much sums it up. I think in terms of the studio, there's this
very odd thing that I observed early on in. Glass. I guess you could say
craft workshops. Which is that people would generally speaking, sort of the
model, at least when I was young. And I think it's changing a little bit would
be that you know, they would basically show a group of students how they
made the work that they made, the techniques that they use to make the
work. And then leave it up to the students or try and help guide the
students. To what could they make with those techniques, you know that
just has never know and inevitably you get some version of what the
instructors work was after awhile they you know the the students that have
a strong artistic voice sort of incorporate skills and stuff and but, you
know, their first response is just to sort of vomit back what they saw, you
know. And so I tried to set up a workshop model that I teach to this day
that is. Challenging the students very early on to define what they want to
get out of the workshop and what they're trying to learn, and then setting
up a whole schedule of demonstrations and project specific
demonstrations that teach them. So in teaching that way, it's essential that

you're sort of. Um. I'm not really a master at anything, but you have a pretty
broad skill set so that you're not funneling your students ideas into the
things that you know how to do. So that can either be you personally or
selecting you asked about diverse teaching partners. I do often co teach
and they have been all over the map in terms of their skills. I've taught with
a sound artist, an electronic artist. I don't tend to teach with anybody that
I think essentially represents the same skill set as I do or heavy overlap
because it doesn't make a lot of sense to me, so I did teach with Stena
Bistrup, who is a glassblower and a mold blower, and was doing some really
cool stuff. But I would say that in some ways that was fine, but it was a little
bit less successful class than somebody who brought up, like, radically
different, you know, mindset. Absolutely, yeah. Although our statics were so
different that maybe that was challenging enough for the students, I'm not
sure. Yeah. ”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: “Being open minded and inclusive.
This is a pretty competitive world and its easy to fall into the belief that
there is one way to do something and THAT way is the ONLY right
way. If this is your view point I believe you cannot call yourself an educator.
You must be open to the idea that you still have so much to learn from
other people even if you are at the height of your career and skill level.
With competitiveness also comes ego, and ego can be very intimidating to
some one starting out in a craft that is already so incredibly hard to learn.
Its so important to make new glass artists feel supported and encouraged
starting with their very first gather.”
Anonymous: “Patience, and curiosity. ”

12 Question: Thank you for answering my questions. Is there anything that I
have omitted that you feel as an art educator is crucial or pertinent and
should be addressed? Alternatively, do you have any advice you would like
to share with me as an art educator?
Ricky of Luna Parc: N/A
Alexander Rosenberg: N/A

Nick Emeric: “Sometimes you can teach something to the best of our
abilities and some students might not grasp it right away or may not get it
until they are not in your class anymore. You will not be able to make every

student completely happy about the progress or projects they created.
Critiques are just a part of life and even as a teacher people will criticize
your teaching as hard as you may need to critique a student's work. Art
work is most of the time is very personal to the artist and can be for it’s
audience and can be difficult to hear or give criticism.”................................ “ I'm
sorry to hear about your hand, that must have been devastating when
your in the peak of needing your hands for your education. I had a friend
that broke a clear glass tube in his hand and needed a whole bunch of
surgeries to get all the pieces out while we were in school. You end up just
needing assistants more, have someone just turn the pipe for you while
you focus on tooling. Sculpt your method of making work so you don't
need both of your hands. I do remember seeing videos of a guy that is a
really good flameworker who only has one hand, I wish I remembered his
name but I do remembered being like wow if he's that good with one hand.
But he found a way. Maybe weld together a bionic arm with some yoke
rollers on it to keep the blowpipe turning. Check out "A Diderot Pictorial
Encyclopedia of Trades and Industries", it shows ancient french
glassblowers how their yoke was a piece of wood strapped to their
arm.”................................... “ I have not seen anything published about being a
glass educator or special accomodations I have only experienced being
taught glass and teaching glass. I assume you would find good insights in
general education books. Or like the classes you have to take to be a
certified school teacher. It is alot of teaching theory and how to accurately
get information across to people. At one point I almost did a TED talk on
glass and I found good information in speech class and reading what
authors go through to be a good story teller. Being a glass instructor is no
different than any other teacher or art teacher, it's just a medium to work
with. It's relative to a ceramics or blacksmithing teacher.”
Ed Schmid: “Well, I think you're on the right track as far as having a pretty
cool thesis to put together. And if you want, you can always come back and
ask some more specific questions. You know, just through emails and stuff. I
think the field is wide open in terms of, you know, creating opportunities for
more people to get involved with glass. Especially disabled people, I think it
also takes a great deal of compassion that was another one of the
qualities I think as an educator you gotta have. And even more so for
people that want to deal with people that have disabilities, you know, being
involved with some soldiers and PTSD people and seeing how that has
helped unlock opportunities. I think one of the things you could also
mention is the healing aspect of glass and how that can be. A catalyst to
overcome some difficulties. So I think that could certainly be addressed if
you know you really wanted to get off into that tangent, but I think that's

one of the things that I find most rewarding is. Seeing how glass and that
experience with it has changed a lot of people's perspectives on and their
own, you know, ability to go day today and give them something to look
forward to. ”
Preston Singletary: “Hopefully there is something you can extrapelate from
the answers I gave!”
Marta Cabra + Dori Guthrie: Cotton clothing all the time. close to choose.
We didn't talk about that. Yeah, uhm yeah. I think one thing it's hard, and
this is also, you know, given the time that we're supposed to be six feet away
and have our masks and things, I think it is the more difficult for some
things like let's say, flameworking when people have to gather around and
see a flame and that technology has really helped that by focusing on a
camera. It goes on to a bigger screen, but I also notice I was teaching Pratt.
And a lot of the students come from China and I think it was really difficult
because they couldn't see my mouth while I was talking. So teaching
international students with mass, I think that was a, a, a big problem that I
think, yeah, I think actually some of those screens now do closed caption.
On it with the microphones, which is amazing. Yeah. So we're adapting and
also just, you know, putting your mouth on a pipe, you can't do that
anymore. So all those ways that we're adapting and we'll see even we go
back to that.
Richard Whiteley: Yeah, uhm one thing. So I worked at a very theoretical
art school when I started Sydney College of the Arts and it's very it was. But
very good at school and there was this kind of hierarchy between the
theory department and the studios, particularly a lower status studio like
like a Materials based studio like Glass, Ceramics, jewelry for example. And
when I went to Canberra there was a very different relationship, very
healthy, and it was that healthy in two ways. I must admit that head of this,
the head of the art school, who is a painter, theoretical artist in Sydney,
had said this to me when I was young academic, he said. Richard, I feel. Is
that what will empower your areas is a better conversation, a contextual
conversation that you, your team has with your students like I know you do
it, but I think you could do more of it and you could structure it. And I
agreed with him. I just didn't always. I didn't at that time in my career had
the kind of scope to be able to imagine what it could be. When I went to
Canberra, it was quite different. The theory department came to the
workshops, all of them, and said how how can we help you like these are
the things that we're interested in. We see in these kinds of courses these
kind of themes and ideas that look linked to your students. In this way,

your workshop has this kind of emphasis. This is how we're catering for
your people. This workshop over here has this emphasis. It was service.
Rather than. Dry like rather than a hierarchy theory department set
underneath and in addition I spent a lot of time investing in court and
studio theory courses that were about helping students understand the
context of what they were doing. So we would talk about the history of the
material. In first year, we would then talk about the studio Glass movement
and some of those kind of conversations around artists and key key
moments and then we would talk about as they moved towards the end of
second year, we would get into more reflective ideas and analysis about
what was happening. How artists across, you know, perhaps artists, usually
outside of glassware, using the material, using concepts of light and
materiality, or people who were just, we could tell these little group of
students would respond well to a deeper dive into this or this community
of artists. Yeah. So that we called it studio theory and it was a weekly
lecture which was conversational, lecture and conversation. And then the
students at the end of the semester would have to present on someone
they will mining and we. It wasn't enough to. In fact, we weren't interested in
the student saying biographical information we were interested in the
student analyzing the method that that artist was using to make their work
and how it was relevant to wider contemporary practice. And that was
without question, the most powerful teaching element that we had.
BP-That sounds beautiful and like such a wonderful way to address the
students interest and also introduce them to multiple artists as well.
RW- Yeah. And. And they had ownership, right. They they would then be
able to. Be able to direct the conversation around workplace by not
knowing it in a superficial way, but having really deep you know they don't
need to look at a ton of artists. Well, they get shown a ton of artists, but
they only really need to deep dive into the ones that are relevant 'cause.
Then they can draw that methodology. They can draw on it tonight to help
them structure their own work,

Benjamin Wright: “I know you're talking to Dori, and I'm sure you will talk a
little bit about the family session, but I do think in that you are writing
about care. I mean, I think that you know that those are the caregivers of
our community and they have been left out of the activities of our
community, not I don't think intentionally, just by by design of all of these
schools there was really no avenue for parents to take part in it or kids for
that matter, but. And you know that's he always gotta be looking to the next

generation. So I think, I have seen that more and more that places are
trying to be more accommodating and you know. You talk about
accessibility like. I mean, that's probably half of our community. That's just
sort of written out of this, like really important networking opportunities,
learning opportunities, teaching opportunities, residency opportunities, all
the ways that we build careers as artists. Most parents are sort of
excluded. If not, intentionally included, are often excluded. That is a
change in our field that I hope continues. I hope we can be a little bit of a
model for that with what we're trying to do here. Well, it's really challenging.
Pilchuck wasn't built for kids, so. Our housing doesn't fit the program we're
running this summer or, you know, I mean, you've been here, it's there's a
million different cliffs they could go and run and jump off of like it's gonna
be a stressful week. I'm not gonna lie, but it's gonna be beautiful too. And
yeah. And once you do it, it doesn't go away, you know? I mean, that's one
thing I've found. You can get over the hump to actually make something
happen. These things tend to have legs. By enrollment, I think it's been our
most popular. So I mean there's immediate demand for it. You know, that's
awesome thing exactly like it out there. I don't think or nothing. I really had
a model to work off of, so yeah. ”
Amanda Gundy of NOCA Glass School: N/A
Anonymous: N/A

POD Worksheet:

Stained Glass Workshop Worksheet with Bridget Provan

February 2022

Instructions: Using the supplied colored paper design in the 4 inch by 4
inch box below.
- Try to stay within 3 to 7 different pieces of colored paper.
-Your design needs to be contained within the 4”x4” box, but your design does not need to be a
square
-Remember to leave room for the copper foil and soldering lines, you don’t want to cover an
entire piece of glass with metal, it needs to be big enough to see and have room for you to paint
on it!
-The simpler the design leaves more room for you to paint on after!
-If you want a piece of clear glass in your final design use a piece of white paper and write
“clear” on the cut out paper shape.

Name:

